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personal computer
D,'a<n.ti, developments in computer technoloqy have made it possible for you to completely
reorganize and improve the ways you manage
your personal And business life.
Today. for as little as $600, you can buy "-

A personal computer can be your equalizer in
dealing with our complicated society. You'll

computer revolution. We'll show you how to
use your own computer for business and home
management-for education, income tax preparation, research, ten editing, environmental
control, art, games, recipe files, budgeting,
inventory control and hundreds of other
applications.
PERSONAL COMPUTING is a consumer
magazine that makes computers more understandable and useable. Our readers include
businessmen, teachers, accountants, doctors,
lawyers, engineers, programmers, and scien-

have the same organizing, calculating. and

tists.

information storage POWER that WlI.S previously only in the bands of large institutions.

Each issue of PERSONAL COMPUTING
brings you page-upon-page of useful information and colorful, people oriented articles.
Subscribe now so you can be a part of this new
revolution.

complete computer system about the size of a
typewriter. These new computers 4te called

personal computers. They are every bit as
powerful as yesterday's room-sized computers

that cost millions of dollars.

You

have a computer to deal with their

caD

computers.

As a reader of PERSONAL COMPUTING
magazine, you'll be in the heart of the
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--SUBMITTING ITEMS FOR PUBLICATION

SUBSCRIPTIONS

LABEL everything please, your name, address and the dale;
tapes should also include the program name, language and

U.S. Subscriptions
o SB/yr. (6 issues)
0$15/2 yrs. (12 issues)
o Retaining subscription @ $25
($17 tax deductible)
o Sustaining subscription@$100+
(S92+ tax deductible)

system,
TYPE text if at all possible, double-spaced, on 8\'2 x 11 inch
white paper.

DRAWINGS should be as clear and neat as possible in black
ink on white paper.
LISTINGS are hard to reproduce clearly, so please nOle:
• Use a new ribbon on plain white paper when making
a listing; we prefer roll paper or fan-fold paper.
• Send copies of one or more RUNS of your program,
to verity that it runs and to provide a sense of hOW
things work _. and to motivate more of us to read
the code. RUNS should illustrate the main purpose
and operation of your program as clearly as possible.
Belis, whistles and special features should just be des-

•

•

•

•

cribed in the documentation unless they're partic!.!·
larly relevant.
Paper tapes of both the program and runs can provide
us with a way to make our own listing if we need to.
Then, if you give us permission. we can let ecc
(Community Computer Center) sell your program
cheaply via paper tape, to further the spread of inexpensive software. Finally, if we are so lucky as to have
access to a system on which your program runs, we
can try it out ourselves.
Make sure your code is well documented - use a sep·
arate sheet of paper. Refer to portions of code by line
number or label or address please, not by page number.
When writing documentation, keep in mind that read·
ers will include beginners and people who may be rei·
atively inexperienced with the language you're using,
Helpful documentation/annotation can make your
code useful to more people, Documentation should
discuss just which cases are covered and which aren't.
If you send us a program to publish, we reserve the
right to annotate it (don't worry, we won't publish
it if we don't like it).
Last but not least, please try to limit the width of your
listings: 50·60 characters is ideal. Narrow widths mean
less reduction, better readability, an"! better use of
space.

Foreign Surface Mail
o add $4/yr. for Canada
o add $5/yr. elsewhere
Foreign AIRMAIL
o add S8/yr. for Canada
o add Sl l /yr. for Europe
o add S14/yr. elsewhere
Payment must be in U.S. dollars
drawn on a U.S. bank.
These back issues are available at $1.50 each:
Vol 5, No 6
Vol 6, Nos 1,2,3

Foreign Distributors of People's Computers
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"All Watched Owr By Machines of LOllins Grace" excerpted from
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Brilutlgan. Reprinted by permission of DE LACORTE PRESSI
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Since I bua".e , ditor IJ year Q6o, thiJ
pu.bliClltion has undergone mlln)' chllngt!1..
Sam, sttmmed from uadership survey
unlltt. Olh"s ,eflect th, personalities of
th, staff. th, advent of home (t'n-sus
hobby) microcomplIur .\')'sttms, and a
growing diuatisfllction with BASIC. We- v e
had Itltters both supporting arid decrying
almost each and every change-Q not
unexpected rupo'ISI given our widely
diverse readert. Or at leaU )'014 were a very
diverltl gToup a year ago-tJre ),ou stitH
It's time to find out: whether or nQt
)'ou"e Q subscriber. pfeMe fill out the
quntio'IIIllire in th, emlerolthe maga.:jne
and m(111 it imm ediately so we can report
011 preliminary results in o ur March·April
iMul- ll!tm1!s.

Readt rs hau, lUJud about Ihe 'BaUy
LibrIJry Computer' which since July luIS
bun tldvtrtiud /ry }5&A Nlltional !Ulles
Group. While Bally is marketillg a l-BO
bas~d t'ideo gam e syst~m that call b~ us~d
as a calculator. th e system as it stands
C4l1n o t be p"'pammed by the user. The
ods sound as if y ou can lIery cheaply buy
a keybaard plus tape driv~ plus m~mory
that will e>1ilble y ou to pTopam, but w~
hear thilt specifications for any such addall hilll~ yet 10 be written. lSEtA has not
fulfilled itJ rtlpeated promise to supply
techllical informtlfion. Here 's hopillg
Bally can livt III' to th t crozy promises
i'l the garbltd ad copy-/Jul I'm Ilot going
to hold my brenth wilitillg.

Are you filmilillr with Dungeons lind
Drll/lo,1J, the tpic fllnlasy game' As J hear
it. D&D inspirtld 'Adventures', a com(JutCf'
jtlntasy gilme of exploration. Ont of
Adventurtl ~ unique and attl'(lctiue features
is that to p1IlY the game you communicate
with the computer in short EngliJh
smterlCes. its ~lling lIudieru:e is not
limited to gam e enthusillsts and science
fiction filllS-its Ilppeal is [/If brolldCf' than
thilt. Our Mllrch ·April jnue will featurtl iln
IIf"tic~ on how to propm Adventure-li/ee
epic game$. So talte heed: such gilmes may
be habit forming_void the article .. ..uu
y ou'rl! prepared to hllve Adventure enter
your lifel

L-P_
.,_'_'"_C_._U______________
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I have a home-made 8080A·based computer system at home with a SWTPC·AC·30
Cassette Interface and a tenninal connected, along with 60K of RAM and 2K
of ROM (which contains a monitor I
wrote).

tive computing for 100+ users simulla·
neously! The name on the article doesn't
always indicate the system on the inside.
I enjoyed the articles on computer net·
works but I'm still not sure what a
'protocol'is.

I would like to know if anyone has a
super-Basic interpreter (Le. 'with all the Leigh James
trimmings') so that I may utilize a lot of 29 B Robbins Lane
my RAM storage space. I would still have Rocky Hill, CT 06067
to modify it, though, as my I/O ports
are numbered in a helter·skelter manner
and my RAM starts at location IOOOH A 'protocol' is an agreed-lipan standard.
and goes through FFFFH.
I would not mind even typing the object
code into my machine for the first time,
but wonder if it is possible to get a tape
in Kansas Cily Format 'ORG'ed at
lOOOH.
As a college studenl, I do not have

unlimited resources but could scrape up
a few bucks to pay the person who would
let my computer live in the glory of
BASIC (or anything else if possible).
Thank you very much.
Philip Hunt
100 E. Norwich, Apt 3
Columbus, OH 43201

Dear People,
I picked up a copy of People's Computers
at the Personal Computing Expo in New
York City and have decided to subscribe.
I must be mad! J have too much to read
already!
For Paul Holbrook (the rugh school
senior who asked about colleges for
computer science in your September/
October issue): not all IBM monsters are
batch machines. I used to work with an
IBM 370/158 with 5 megabytes of
memory (is that monster enough?) thai
hac a supe r time-sharing system: interac·

I was both amazed and delighted to see

the article 'Human or Machine? Aesthetic
Preferences for Pseudo-Random Compu·
ter·Generated Patterns' by A. Michael
Noll in the November-December issue of
Creative Computing. Mr. Noll describes
a series of experiments virtually identical to those proposed in my article
'Computer as Art Critic' (People's O:Impllters, Nov.·Dec. '77). Those doubtful
about the anistic value of computer·
generated art should note that one of the
computer-generated items shown ill Noll's
article was preferred over a similar work
by Piet Mondrian, the famous Dutch
artist.
Jim Day
17042 Gunther Street
Granada Hills, California 91344

Jinl Day's 'Computer as Art Critic'
struck a responsive chord in me, and
propelled me to my personal computer·
driven lext-editing system to write a
reply. (My pet computer is Poly 88
with a Qume printer.) The fundamental
program Jim calls for was carefully
explored about 60 years ago in a book,
Aesthetic Measure by G. D. Birkhoff.

BirkhoIT attempted to find fonnulae
which could compute which of two
works of art was the better. Computers
have been applied to the problem in a
book by James Gips called Shape Grammars thai was published recently. The
subtitle of his book is: 'Artificial Perception, Shape Generation, and Compu·
ter Aesthetics'. Gips' work goes a long
way, in my opinion, toward making
compute r evaluation of critical values
meaningful. TItis book is by no means
easy reading, but Mr. Day and others
for whom the topic is interesting might
find it of value. It is published by Basel
and Stuttgart: Birkhauser Verlag, 1975.
In any case, the field is not as unexplored
as one might think.
I'd like to offer a suggestion or two
that might make discussing computer
evaluation of art a bit easier. First of
all, distinguish between criticism and
esthetics. The basic idea is that esthetics
is a branch of philosophy, and criticism
is not. An Esthetic is a franlework on
which critical judgements can be hung.
Esthetics is to criticism as physics is to
engineering. Books have been written
about this, so I ask forgiveness for not
laying it all out here. Don't feel bad,
Jim, since Birkhoff also got his criti·
cism and eSlhetics mixed. One of the nice
things about Gips' book is that he keeps
them straight.
Another specific thing I'd like to mention
is Jim's statement that pi is a 'perfectly
"random" number' is not at al1 true.
FirSI of all, there is no such animal in
mathematics as a 'random number'. There
is the concept of a random sequence of
numbers. Put a bit loosely, 10 be random,
a sequence must be unending in length,
and there must II.)t be any compute r
program that can produce the sequence.
Knuth's The Art of Programming has a
complete discussion of the definition of
a random sequence. Since there ate
programs that can produce the digits of
pi (of course), its digits most defmitely
are not random.
Jim's insight into the interplay of
randomness and regularity in creating art
is right in line with much contemporary
thought on the subject, and much traditional thought as well. He will be happy
to know that experiments like those
he describes, where hundreds of people
are asked to judge among a set of patterns
for their 'esthetic' quality, have been

done many times. They abound in literature of psychology.
There have been cases where $Cience has
discovered physical bases to our
supposedly esthetic preferences. H. Helmholtz, in his book (written in the 1800's)
The SellSlltion of Tone (reprinted in
paperback by Dover), showed that the
consonant musical intervals most cuI·
tures prefer-the octave, the fifth, and so
on-are actually generated by the human
ear! He explained m3J1Y of the features of
musical harmony by further physical and
physiological experiments. There are
reasolls we like the sounds we hear.
I am glad Mr. Day has brought the subject
to People's Computers' readers. It is

a fascinating subject, which involves
computer SCience, philosophy, mathematics, psychology, physiology and art.
Thanks.
Jef Raskin
Box 511
Brisbane, CA 94005

The fo/Jowillg letter refers 10 Don
Quixote StfJl'Ship (DQS), all incredible
game orifi/lally proposed several years
ago by Dragon Emeritlls Bob Albrecht,
founder and for 5 years editor of this
publication. DQS has beell fadillg iff and
alit of our pages (see Volume 5, Numbers
4- 6)- it's clI"efftiy out.
Dear Dragons,
I'm not sure if this idea is relevant to such
a venture as DQS, but it might be useful
to near-earth 'operations'. Operations
is in quoles because I mean it in more
ways than one. This idea deals with the
(medical) operating rooms on board longduration space missions.
I'm sure it's great to dream of drones
programmed to perfonn any operation on
any person and available anywhere on
your ship, but let's get back to a more
near·term feasible plan. In terms of space
saving and economy it would be desirable
not to have to support a complete medical crew on·board. But in terms of
teclmology it would be quite an extensive
and expensive project to develop surgeon
drones.

What is needed is a way to provide
medical care, including the ability to do
major operations, from earth within the
limits of today's technology. Enter the
"TELE-SURGEONS'. I believe that by
adapting radioactive materials handling
devices to operating room situations and
by making them remote controllable
(I00,OOO miles?) by digital space com·
munications, an ope rating team on earth
could perform any operation in space.
All that would be required is a room
on-board the spacecraft with an operating
table and equipment and mechanical arms
that are remote-controlled by the anns of
the doctors and nurses on earth. It would
also have audio-visual communications to
instruct the patient and to watch what
they're doing.
I'm sure it would take a lot of practice to
perform an operation on a patient that
you could only see on a T.V. screen, but
it would be a novel service. Consider a
TELE·SURGEON network spread across
the planets, able to come to the aid of
any SpaCel'lan, anywhere. There would
never be tile problem of awaking the ship
surgeon for an emergency operation that
he is probably in no condition to per·
form. There would always be several
fresh medical teams, ready to perform
operations 24 hours a day. (For anyone,
regardless of race , color, religion, citizen·
ship, etc.) We would have to rethink our
though IS on just what a hospital is.
(Think of it, a large complex of operating
su rgeons and assistants, but also a place
where no blood is shed! 'Place' would
have lost its meaning.) It might even
require a few modifications to the
Hippocratic Oath. (It's about time some
changes are made; it's been a long while
since Hippocrates. The space age is a
fitting time to do a little reworking.)
But regardless of its social and psycho.
logical implications, I think that by
keeping some facets of this mission planet
bound, such as the medical things, it will
make more room for the fancifu l ideas
that we all would like to see be made
possible on flights of fancy such as DQS.
Andy Riemer
Rt 6 Box 295
Hayward, WI 54843
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Being the proud owner of a PET 200],
serial number 23, I was extremely pleased
to see the sections devoted to the PET in
your magazine. I strongly encourage you
to continue to offer programs and techniques on using this handy little micro,
since Micro Soft BASIC (the PET's language) is pretty compatible with other
micros running M.S. BASIC.
I would like to commen t abou t the Pet
Drawing Program presented in the NovDec issue. Although extremely ingenious,
I did detect three errors in the listing
given.
The first and easiest to spot was in line
30, where my issue says:
30 WH=50, X-20' GR=ASC(" ")
AND 127
The error is obviously a misprint, where
the statement X-20 should read X=20.

The other two errors relate to lines 30
and 40 where nothing is shown for
graphic characters.
The standardization I have used when
submitting PET programs using special
symbols follows. I urge adoption of these
or some foml of set standards so that
omission errors such as these will not
occur again.
My system for cursor and screen control
characters uses an underscore with each
symbol.
.:::;; cursor left
~
cursor right
2 cursor down
Q cursor up
~ home cursor
home cursor, clear CRT
R RVSon
RVS off

•

L

When allY particular symbol is then
required to be printed, such as a heart, or
cross-hatch or some other graphic symbol,
I use the following method.
For a solid circle (Shift-Q):
GR=ASC ("shift-Q") ... etc.
Note that each of my examples is under·
scored; usually I have used lower case
letters as well. The key is that lower case
letters are not instantly available upon
power up of the PET, nor can a user
underscore any particular character while
6
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Is your use of the underscore for typing
listings on a typewriter? As you noted,
the underscore can't easily be used on the
PET unless you leave room to do so
between each line of the program. Also,
many pn'nters can't cope with the underscore. Even the composer used to prepare
Thus, using my conventions for program most of the text for this magazine has no
listing on the PET, the lines nwnbered 30 capability for underscoring.

using the next line below. Thus, when
seen in a program listing, the user will
(or should) see that what is called for is
not possible to key in as shown, and that
some special function or character is
being called for.

and 40, in the drawing program would be:
30 Y=12: X=20 GR=ASC("shift-Q")
AND 127
40 PRINT " .!."
Also, just in case you didn't know, a call
to SYS(64824) (a system switch command
to device nwnber 64824) is a call to the
PET system itself, thus, the current proggram in the PET will be cleared and a
power up will be initiated again, producing
the same starting heading the PET
displays when first switched on.
Finally, before I end this letter, for any
PET owner who tried getting the lower
case letters by a POKE 59468, 14 then
didn't know how to get back to the regular character set, every 16 counts from
12 and 13 will return the character set
shown on the keys. Thus POKE 59468, 12
(or 13,28, or 29, up to the limit of255)
will return the graphics rather than the
lower case letters. It was interesting to
note that shift-), shift-left arrow and the
symbol 'pi' we re also changed 10 different
graphics as well as the 26 letters, even
though 'pi' retained its value when used
in the program.
Again, thank you for some fine articles
on the PET. If this is any indication for
the future, you have a life membership in
this reader.
Mr. Craig A. Pearce
~.
2529 S. Home Avenue
Berwyn, IL 60402

As you?l see [rom this issue's PET program listings, we too have tried to come
to tenns with the problem of listing the
PET's graphic characters. We chose a
metllOd which involved using key -cap
idefltifiers fCLR, HOME, R VS, etc.)
whenever possible, to minimize the
amount of 'memorizing' needed. By using
square brackets and upper case letters we
can prepare a program for listing by
typing a version of the program on the
PET, whether we're in graphics mode or
lower case mode.

Thanks very much for your comments,
ideas and useful infonnation. We look
forward to more input (including programs) from readers for SPOT, the
Society of Pet OWI/ers and Trainers (see
the article in this isruej.

~
How exciting to read of your 'PET's
First Steps' in the Nov-Dec. issue of
P'sCS! Your article pointed out several
important aspects about PET BASIC programming that just weren't available
anywhere in current personal computing
literature. Your educational contribution
to PET users should prove enonnous,
especially considering that there just
isn't any other software documentalion
available from Commodore or any other
source.
Please feel assured that PET users everywhere will sincerely appreciate seeing
more PET programs in print. TIle PET
BASIC seems to be a highly refined
version written by Microsoft; and
although similar to most typical dialects
of other microcomputer BASICs, there
are still some very powerful refUlements
of this (PET) software dialect that need
publication and more opportunity to be
fully analyzed by users.
Although I can not yet say that I fully
understand all the statements of your
'Drawing Program', I can say that it
works well!! (I used the PETs in both
the Berkeley and Palo Alto stores of
Mr. Calculator to type in your program;
and to the delight of the stores' staff
and patrons, we had a fine time drawing
graphic designs on the PET.)
So fa r the on ly bug in the PET BASIC
I have heard of is thaI you are not able to
dimension an array to over something
like 255 elements. Did you fmd this
to be a problem with your PET too?

Again, many thanks for printing programs
to be used with the PET. I hope all PET
users will respect your generosity as much
as I do to print these special kinds of
programs for our benefit. Keep on
PETtingGeorge R. Julin
15 Poncetta Drive #322
Daly City, CA 940J 5

Glad you're enjoyillg rhe PET programs.
Edna Wells has cOllrributed a PEr
program alld we hope others will joill her.
PET BASIC has a lIumber of bugs ill addition to the one that limits the number
of elements in any array to 255, but
Commodore is cu"ently preparing a new
version of BASIC which will overcome
most of them. Those of us with the early
version will be able to buy ROM chips
with the new Version when it becomes
available-jllst when 'hat will be and how
milch the chips will cost hasn't been
announced. Fortullately, most of the
bugs are obscure. We 11 report all them as
time and space allows.

~
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PROG RAM ABSTRACT
Title: Graphics-lO-ASCII UtilityASCIIGRAPH
Copyright: Edna H. Wells20 November 1977
Permission to use, not to sell
Computer: Commodore PET 2001 (8K)
Language: 8K BASIC
This program prints the upper-case
graphic characters available on the PET
and their numeric equivalents. The arithmetic expression 'CHR$(N)' is used to
create the display. Under program control, the numeric equivalents shown in

the display, when
'CHR$(N)' subscript,
graphic character. This
string variable using
statement.

placed in the
will return the
can be placed in a
a 'LET' assign

The PET graphics have ASCII equivalents
in the range 161 through 255. This
program can be modified to return the
characters in any range by changing line
'25 I = J + 160'. The quantity added to
variable '}' determines the starting point.
The eighty following characters will
print, forty (a full screen) at a time.
Pressing 'RUN/STOP' and 'RETURN'
will hold the first screen display if
desired .

1 REM ASCI IGRAPH
2 REM COPYR IGHT 1977 EDNA H. WELLS
3 REM PERMISSION T O USE, NOT TO SELL
tO PRINT "DISPLA Y ASCI I FOR GRAPHICS"
It PRINT
12 PRINT "PRESS 'RUN/S TOP' TO HOLD -": PR INT
20 FOR J"1 TO 20
25 1m J+160
30 W$"CHR$I I ): X$~CHR$II+251
35 Y$" CHR$(1+50): Z$'"CHR${1+75)
40PRINTW$;" .... ; I; TAB(10); X$;" - "; 1+25;
45 PRINT TAB(20); Y$; .. .... ; 1+50; TA8(30); Z$; .. - "; 1+75
50 PR I NT
55 IF J
10 T H EN 50
60 GOSUB 100
65 NEXT J
70 GOTO 999
100REM T IMEDELAY
110 FOR K- l TO 5000
120 NEXT K
130 RETURN
999 END

<>

I was delighted to read your article
'Our PET's First Sleps'. On October
28 I received PET 78. While it would save
small programs, it would not save large
ones. Or at least would refuse to verify
or load them. After about two weeks the
7 167 bytes suddenly became 4854 bytes.
Apparently a memory chip went bad.
On November 15 I shipped it back for
repair.
The bad news is that People's Computers
came today meaning I could not try the
drawing program. Two features you
mentioned that I did not know were
getting lower case and acceSSing screen
memory directly. The Intro leaflet does
not give much information for sure.

u

, I'

How can I get a copy of your PILOT
interpreter for the PET? Looking forward to more PET articles and software.
(My Altair runs but the PET is fun.)
H LStuck
PO Box 2207
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

See pages 16·19 for more all the PET.
JAN- FEB
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'SUppOr! the Revolution
buy a
computer!' urges the slogan on 3 T-shirt
I recently received. A revolution? Surely
that's just advertising hype or the usual
jargon that associates itself with a
growing fad. Or can it be that the time
has finally come for the chicken to move
over and make room for a computer in
the proverbial pot? Well, some say yes,
and some say no.

I

The nay-sayers believe that ove r t.he next
few years home computers will be so
successfully mass--marketed that they
may well compete with TV for the way in
which at-home hours are spent. Just how
will these numerous home computers be
used? That depends on many things, but
moS! particularly on what programs are
available to excite, entertain, and last but
by no means least, educate the buyer of
the home computer.

*********

This article postulates a future ill which
yOIl can buy a small computer that etul

per/onn

Q

wide variety of functions.

Such a computer system may be on fhe
market sooner thaJl we think - a/ready

most of 'he applica{iotlS memiol/ed in
this article are to be [oUlld 01/ one small
computer or aI/other.

COMPUTERS AS APPLIANCES

Many agree (hat if the home computer
succeeds it will be at least in part because
it has been accepled as an 'appliance',
rather than as a general purpose computing
machine. By appliance I mean a smallish
machine which requires no special skill or
training to operate, and which has only
one or a few functions. The home computer as it now exists is not yet an appli.
ance, but many such systems are heading
in that direction.
What will a computer appliance be like?
Let's assume it's a year or so in the
future. Pretend you know nothing about
computers, but wish to purchase a (mythical) Helpful Hannah system to regulate
heating, lighting, smoke alamlS, and
burglar alarms in your home.

So off you go to a department store
(already stores such as Sears have
announced the sale of home computers).
You are shown the sanlple, and told that
the price includes a 'personalization' fee
and an installation fee. A service contract
is available, or in case of problems you
can opt to bring tlle unit to a local
appliance service cen ter on a pay·as·you·go
basis.

BY PHYLLIS COLE, Editor

,
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You buy the whole package. A few days
later installer number I arrives to make
a scale drawing of your house, showing
heat vents, smoke alarms, outlet locations,
and so on. You get to choose the labels
for the various rooms, so in addition to
the usual living room, kitchen, etc. the

*********

labels read 'Ginny's room', 'orchid room',

and 'computer room',
A week later installer number 2 arrives
and spends some time installing the
devices you want your computer to
connol and doing other electrician·like
aCllvHles which temlinate with the
installation of a box with an odd·looking
outlet on the wall near which Helpful
Hannah will reside. The installer hands
you the Helpful Hannah unit, a box about
lOx 20 x 30 cm which has approximately
20 buttons on it. You plug your TV
monitor and Helpful Hannah into the
""all and the Helpful Hannah into the
newly installed wall box.
Now you're on your own, ready to tell
Helpful Hannah just how to run your
house. You press the button that says
'on/off, as the instruction manual said to
do. This appears on the TV screen:
Greetings from Helpful Hannah! In
order to run your house I must be
sure I have a correct picture of
your house.
At this point a diagram of your living
room appears on the TV screen, with
dimensions, outlets, etc. all shown in
their correct locations. Then this appears
beneath the diagram:
Press tlle 'yes' and 'no' buttons to
answer questions.
Is the picture of your living room
correct?

You press 'yes' and get the message:
Good.
Press 'done' when you're
ready to see the kitchen.
You continue to approve the floor plan
until you get to 'Ginny 's room' where
you realize that one of the outlets is
shown in the wrong place. So when asked
Is the picture of Ginny's room
correct?
You press 'no'. Then this message appears:
Let's correct things one at a time.
Type a number (then press 'done')
that teUs me one thing that is wrong.
I room size
2 window(s)
3 door(s)
4 outlet(s)
5 heat vent(s)
6 smoke alarm
7 other
In this case, you press 4, then 'done'.
You are asked 'Is an outlet missing?' and
reply 'no'. Now an arrow appears on the
screen; it points to each outlet in tum,
asking 'is this outlet OK?' You press 'no'
when the incorrectly located outlet is
pointed out. Next the numbers 1 to 12
are displayed along the wall where the
incorrect outlet is shown. You are told
Type the number closest to where
the outlet should be.
Type '0' ifit shouldn't be on the wall.
You type'S' then press 'done'; the pic·
tUre is redrawn, and the question appears
Now is the piclUre of Ginny's room
correct?
You press 'yes' and continue.
Once you have verified the correctness of
the floor plan, Helpful Hannah asks the
necessary questions to delennine how
you want your house run. You specify
temperatures for various parts of the
house, both for when the house is
occupied and when it's not. The amount
of variation you can specify is limited not
by Helpful Hannah , but by the type of
furnace(s) and the location of heat vents.
You are relieved to discover that as the
salesperson promised, there is no difficulty in specifying that the room where you
raise orchids be kept at a relatively high,
humid .:onstant temperature (you have
already supplied the necessary thermo·
stats, vents and valves for your computer
to regulate).
In fairly short order you and Helpful
Hannah fill in the details of your working
relationship, then she's off and running.
So you unplug the TV monitor and
return it to the S-year old, who's been
impatiently waiting to finish the animat·
JAN· FEe
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ed cartoon she's been making with the
help of the Jumpin' Jack cartoon computer she's borrowed from the school
library.
COMPUTERS AS MEDIA

Some computer systems will be far more
versatile than those we class as appliances.
For example, one system could carry out
Helpful Hannah's functions and animate

****** ••••• ********.*** ••• * * * •••• ••
Saturday, September, 1980
The main players in the cast are yourself, your spouse, 12-year old Leslie,
6-Year old Jamey, and last but by no means least, your computer.
7:00 AM

The computer turns up the heat in the living room, dining room,
and kitchen (this happens earlier on work days).

7:30 AM

The computer turns on the radio to a classical music station and
sta rts coffee; if needed, alarms will go off at times prescribed by
individual family members.

8 :30 AM

12-year old Leslie uses a computer program she wrote to help
rehearse her part in a play in Spanish; the program 'speaks' in
Spanish as it cues her and prompts as needed.

carloons or play video games or perform
some other function at the same time.
Just how many people buy general pur-

pose computers as opposed to appliance
computers will depend on how easy to
use the general purpose systems are and
also how versatile they are.
Until recently, computers have been
shrouded in mystery and hovered over

by experts. To this day, esoteric incantations are necessary to do even rudimentary

things on many computers - you may
have to type strange lists of leiters and
numbers before you can begin to use the
system. But times are changing - many
people are now convinced that the potential of computers will remain untapped
until we find a way to make computers
accessible to everyone. That is, we must
find a way to make computers easy to use
and useful. not only to scientists but to
language teachers and to retired go·go
dancers writing their memoirs and to
6-year olds who want to invent new
musical instruments and hear what they
sound like right away. And computers
should be for the contractor and the
architect and the car designer and the
lawyer and the Indian chief and the
artist who's never before had the excitement of working with 2 million electric
colors. And let's not forge t the handicapped: computer-generated speech and
control of all sorts of appliances and
computer-based books, pictures, and
art supplies are being developed to help
the handicapped person broaden his
horizon.
Another scenario of a mythical system
will illustrate some of the potential for
the computer as a new medium - as a
tool for the mind. Let's assume that the
system is so easy to put together that a
kid, say, 10-years old can do it. It's likely
that some 'putting together' will be necessary since most people will probably buy
a basic system that plugs into a TV and
then add to it. Suppose our current system
has a keyboard, a color TV, a computer,
and a 'disc drive' to permit compute r
10
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10: 00 AM Leslie is off to rehearsal; 6·year old Jamey continues work on his
anima ted color cartoon.
10 :02 AM The computer notes that a window and door were left open; since
the heat has already been turned off and people are at home, this
is of no immediate concern.
11:30 AM Jamey bows to pressure from neighborhood kids to play just one
game of Wumpus; then just one game of Dinosaur; then just one
game of Star Grazer; then you kick the kids off the machine so
you can fin ish a report.
12:45 PM

Using a penlike device attached to the computer you 'draw' on
the TV screen the various charts and diagrams needed for your
report. When you're done straight lines are straight, curved lines
are appropriately curvy, and you've used shading to effectively
enhance several illustrations.

3:35 PM

Using your computer room telephone, you connect your com·
puter to another computer which is programmed to do searches
for legal references. In less than 15 minutes you have verified one
reference for your report and completed two others. The bill for
the service wilt appear on you r next VISA bill.

5:00 PM

Jamey and friends excitedly use a plant identification program to
ident ify the latest specimens they'll add to a growing collection
of wild plants. The program, a birthday present from Jamey's
grandmother. has also been used to identify the new plants that
keep appearing in the yard and garden.

5: 12 PM

The computer briefly interrupts Jamey with the information that
the temperature in the house will soon dro p below the desired
minimum unless the side door and the window in Leslie's room
are shut. Jamey shuts them.

6: 55 PM

Heat goes on in the occupied rooms.

7:30 PM

Leslie and her friends get together thei r Saturday night band;
one band member, the computer, plays a different instrument
(usual ly one invented by the kids) each time the group meets.

9:00 PM

l eslie and c rew repair to the kitchen and your spouse resumes a
computer-assisted course for ground school. Upon discovering
that much of the learning required for a pilot's license could be
done at home on your own computer, both you and your spouse
decided to study for your pilot's licenses. You both decide to
complete the ground school course by the end of the month and
to rent the flight simulation program from your flying club as
soon as possible.

And so it goes ...

••• ********.***********************

many - consumers dream of the many
wonderful things they can do so inexpensively; programmers dream of being their
own bosses while having a reliable market
for their wares; manufacturers dream of
higher demand for their products because
so many interesting programs are
available.

programs to be permanently stored and
quickly retrieved.
ln addition, our
system has some more specialized
components: we have a printer that can
print words or pictures shown on the
computer onto paper; we have a way to
generate high quality sound - and
speech - using the computer; we also
have assorted small devices used for
pointing to the TV screen in difrerent
ways.
ln the box on the opposite page is a
brief glimpse into 1980. Join in the fantasy-you, your spouse, two children, and
a computer have starring roles.
In the scenario, 'computer program'
refers to a set of instructions written in
a special programming language the
computer can understand. At the time or
the scenario there exists at least one programming language suitable for doing all
the types of activities described in the
scenario. And we assume that even young
kids can learn to instruct a computer
using this language.
WHAT NExn

Over the next 6 to 12 months, you'll
likely see many more finns using mass
advertising to sell computers to the
'average American' consumer.
These
computer systems will come in various
shapes and sizes, with various capabilities.
Some will have color; some will have
optional 'attachments' to let you play
video games, control appliances, and do
automated telephone answering; others
will also be useful to small busnessscs.
Some special purpose systems, such as

those that support only one or two video
games, will rail into the 'appliance'
category. Others will be designed as more
general purpose machines. Prices will
vary from several hundred dollars (for a
computer without a TV) on up.
The availability or numerous high quality,
low cost, useful computer programs will
make general purpose computers attractive
to many people. Computer manufacturers
hope such programs will be developed by
free-lance progranuners and then sold to
the manufacturers on a royalty basis.
The manuracturer will then mass produce
the programs, probably at first on
inexpensive audio cassette tapes. and then
sell the programs ror $5-20 for most
programs ror home use. (Expect equipment and programs to be used in small
businesses to cost a good bit more than
items for the home use r.) The dream of
low cost quality programs appeals to

But in what computer language or
languages shall such computer programs
be written? We need a language designed
to deal with all the activities described in
both scenarios and more. And such a
language must not only be powerful, it
must be easy to learn , so that all people,
kids included, can quickly and easily
learn to use it 10 do interesting things.
Are we likely to see such a computer
language in the next few years? I'm
optimistic, in part because so many ideas
are converging from so many sources more and more people are agreeing on the
elements needed for an adequate
computer language.
HOME COMPUTERISTS OF THE

WORLD ...
Has the urge to join the home computer
brigade hit you yet? If so, expect to fmd
yourself swept up in the enthusiastic
fervor marking the early days or any
revolution. The confusion, camaraderie,
and the 'this.could-be-the-start-or-something-big' feeling helps make bearable the
delays that have come to be characteristic
of the computer industry. If you've not
yet united with the home computerists of
the world, you have exciting times ahead.
Tomorrow's choices will likely be far
more exciting than loday's dreams. .. 0

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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AN EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO
VIDEODISC TECHNOLOGY

BY R KENT WOOD and
K ENT G STEPHENS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
R. Kent Wood is associate professor
of illStnlcriolloi media, Utah Stale Uni-

versity, Logan. Kent G. Stephens is
associate professor o[ educational administration, Brigl/am Young UniJ!ersiry,
?rOllO, Utah. 711;s article originally
appeared in the Febrnory, 1977 issue of
The Phi Delta Kappan. Reprinted with
penllissioll.

O

ver the past several years it has

become fashionable to categorize media
"print" or "nonprint." The recent
development of videodisc technology
makes such a dichotomy anachronistic.
The videodisc is truly a mixed medium.
Consider that an average book has
roughly 250 pages. Three hundred such
books can be stored on a single side of a
silver luster 12·inch videodisc. It looks
very much like the 12·inch stereophonic
records you now play on your phonograph. The videodisc itself is a pressed
"floppy" product of clear mylar-type
plastic overlaying an imbedded metallic
center. Your 300 books can be retrieved
and projected on a video screen from
one of the diSCI>. Or you can store and
retrieve up to 50 hours of high-fidelity
music. Or you can do the same with
several educational f11ms.
In one complete revolution of the
videodisc, a single page or picture is
recorded as "analog data." This
makes it possible, for reasons we can't
go into here, to play back a single page
with greater fidelity than we get from
current educational film techniques for
"freezing frames." Or the data may be
played back as sound. Or you can get
both image and sound.
Consider: A classic book can be
recorded on a single videodisc in both
the original form and in a movie version.
The first one minute of storage space on
the disc can be the book; a one·hou r
and 59-minute film of the same book
3S
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can be recorded on the remaining
storage su rface. SlUdents can read the
book page by page in a single.frame
sequence. Then, at their command, the
motion picture sequences unfold.
Videodisc can move from print to non·
print at the flip of a switch.
One of the great advantages of video·
disc technology is the low cost of
materials. The projected materials cost
of a single videodisc is approximately 50
cents; the total cost for a 30· to
45·minute videodisc program is roughly
$10. Thus the cost of materials is only
5% of the total disc price. By contrast ,
more than 90% of the cost of a video·
tape program is of necessity in materi·
also Even the new low-cost Sony
Betamax videotape seUs for $16 for a
one-hour blank.

T

here are two major systems of
videodisc technology. The partnership
of Telefunken of Berlin and Decca
Records of London has been operative
in Western Europe for several years
now. The Telefunken·Decca system uses
a stylus electrical pick·up comparable to
the Radio Corporation of America
system in the U.S. The Music Corpora·
tion of America represents the laser
noncontact optical system. TIle two
systems are compared in Figure I dia·
grams.
In the last several years more than
$200 million has been spent on video·
disc research in the U.S. and Western
Europe. In 1972 Phillips of the Nether·
lands and MCA unveiled projects that
had been secret. During the bst few
years the Zenith Radio Corporation has
had a 9O·person research team in two
laboratories working furiously to refine
the laser·type videodisc system. RCA
has expended its research resources on
the diamond stylus system, with a large
plant and technicians located in SI.
Louis. MCA is planning to place I I ,000

major motion pictures on their video·
disc system, along with more than 400
educational films. In aU, some 17 major
companies have been expending reo
search and development funds on video·
disc technology.
It has been estimated that more than
a half billion dollars has now been spent
on general TV hardware systems development, including videodisc, and that
less than 1% of that amount has been
devoted to development of software.
Eventually, however, videodiscs may
have ihe effect of bringing better quail·
ty programming to the TV medium,
because more of the funds committed
can be devoted to development of
worthy programs. As noted, thi: great
advantage of videodisc lies in low
material costs.

j

W

hat can we expect of videodisc
technology in the immediate future?
MCA planned to put the first com·
mercial videodisc player units on the
market as early as Christmas, 1976, but
continuing market surveys appear to
have delayed that event for several
months.
What will it cost to buy a player unit
and equipment to convert your present
color TV set to videodisc? The player
units will sell for between $500 and
$700. They look very much like the
current audio record turntable units you
presently use. The units have a wire lead
that is connected to the VHF antenna
terminals, just like your present TV
antenna connection. Simply tune your
set to an unused channel and tum on
the videodisc player. A beautifully de·
fined color picture will appear on the
TV screen. It has greater fidelity than
the images projected by standard fLIm
systems in use today. Also, imagine
tying gian t "Iean·to" screens to your TV
receiver. The screens are now available,
showing life·size images. The new sys·

I

terri can play motion sequences of film,
move to slow motion or fast, or freeze a
single frame, all at the user's command.
Some educators have also suggested
tying computer technology systems to
videodisc in order to provide pro·
grammed instruction. Others have suggested that in the future, journals - even
9uch as the one you are now reading can be produced in videodisc formats.
The mass production costs would be far
less than distributing the printed page in
vogue today. Imagine this art icle with
live demonstrations of videodisc tech·
nology shown in living color with mo·
tion. Imagine what it would be like in
the future to hear and see Jerome
Bruner, B. F. Skinner, or Carl Rogers
speaking to you about their current
research find ings, with film clips of the
actual research settings. One videodisc
expert has suggested that videodisc tech·
nology is like history repeating itself;
that is , they see shades of Gutenberg
and another landmark invention com·
parable to the printing press.
One authority has listed these advantages for the videodisc as a new
medium:
- There is widespread agreement on
the projection of the base cost of an
hour's information on the videodisc at
about one cent a minute - not 40 cents
or $4.
- The videodisc player Itself could
be only one·third the retail price of
similarly functioning players in the film
and tape technologies.
- From a single paper-thin roll·it·up·
and·send·it·through·the·mail videodisc
you could selectively call up anyone of
the more than 100,000 single picture
frames stored on one side and display it
indefinitely at the press of a button.
- You could mix stills and motion
randomly, manually, and on a pre·pro·
grammed basis.
- You could go forward and back·
ward at will, jumping from the fi rst to
the last part of a program in several
seconds.
- Audio fidelity would be better
than that currently provided by good
quality LP audiodisc or tape, and there
could be four channels available.
- In certain of the approaches being
discussed, there is no mechanical contact made with the disc itself. This
means that all of these advantages
would never degrade through use; the
disc would never wear out.·
The videodisc player units seem a

Figure 1. Two Major Videodisc Systems
Electronic signal

convener
3
Sipphire Stylus
glides over

12·in.

Telefunken·Decca System
Electrical Pickup. The picture and sound code on a spinning disc (1) is
picked up electrically by a stylus (2) that transfers signals to a converter
(3). The converter processes the signals into electronic form accepted

by a TV set.
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MeA System
OpticlIl Pickup. A laser (1) generates a light beam aimed by a prism (2)

and focused by a lens (3) on a disc (4) coded for picture and sound.
Reflected light strikes a photodetector (5) that converts it to signals
that are processed and fed to a TV set.

sure bet for huge commercial success. If
they do make it big in the commercial
market, chances are that they could
become a prime tool used by educators
in the teaching/learning process.
0

·Ken Winslow , "A

Videod;l~

in You.

FUlUre," Educarional and InI.ructio"al
,-;Sio", Ma y, 1975. pp. 21, 22.
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BY LUDWIG BRAUN
As the microelectronic revolution con·
{juues, it becomes increasingly apparent
that human culture is standing on the
verge of the first really new era in the
continuity of thought since the written
word. Carl Sagan points out in his book
The Dragons of Eden, that hUmllns are the
only animals capable 0/ storing in/anna-

don outside the body. thus making it
available for future generations.
To date, ideas and in!onnation have been
generated by the human mind and depos-

ited {or use by others in the [onn of
pictures and the written or printed word.
171is process, whether done by medieval

monks and scribes or the modem offset
press, has remained one of infonnation
transmiSSion. With the advent of the
electronic computer we are moving from

an era olin/omlOtion transmission to one
of infonnation processing and transmission. We have created machilles capable
of taking available infomlarion, manipulating it according to human-devised
schemata to generate new infomlation,
recording that and transmitting it-thus
making it in tum available for processing.
The invention of writing represented a
fundamental change in the way human
thought was transferred alld recorded.
Gu tenberg's development of movable
type represemed a quantum jump in the
volume, speed and cost effectiveness of
written communication. TIle invention
of electronic data processing represents a
unique shift in the handUllg of infonnation-the automated generation of new
infomlation. But only with the developmem of microminiaturization has an
analogous qW11Irum leap ill volume, speed
and cost effectiveness become possible.
The full impact this revolution will have
on human culture is something we can
only dimly imagine.
TIle following article has been excerpted
from a report prepared by Professor
Ludwig Braun of the State University of
New York for Th e National Instiwte of
Education TIle possibilities 0fin terfacing
the immense storage capacity of video
discs to computers opens exciting possibilities in education and in other fields as
well.
Tom Williams
14
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Remarkably, the history of video-disc
recording goes back to 1927, when John
L. Baird engraved video signals on a
gramophone disc, in much the same way
that audio signals were recorded. Baird
was limited by the technology of his time
to a 5,000 Hertz bandwidth. As a result,
his pictures had only 30 lines and 15
black-and-white elements per line. Even
though the resol ution was poor, Baird
deserves a great deal of credit. It took
most of the ensuing half cen tury and
legions of engineers to bring to practical
implementation the concept which he
pioneered.
The next step in recording of video
images occurred in 1956 when Ampex
announced magnetic-tape recording of
video images. The major technological
breakthrough here was the frequency
modulation of the video signal prior to its
recording. Because frequency modulation
is ampli tude independent, the video signal
essentially is recorded in two-level, or
binary, fonn.
There are esse ntially two kin ds of videodisc systems:
TIle electromechanical
systems in which there is mechanical
transduction (hence physical contact);
and electro-optical systems. The principal
differences between these two systems
are described in the article by R. Kent
Wood and Kent G. Stevens on Page 14.

In this report, we sh all focus on electrooptical systems because of their educational advantages and speCifically on the
Philips/MCA system because it will enter
the American market place first and is
likely to dominate this market for that
reason, and because it appears to be
superior functionally to othez: systems.
In the Philips/MCA system, during normal
play, the disc rotates at 1,800 rpm. It has
54,000 tracks each containing a single
frame of. video information encoded in
NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee) format. This provides thirty
minutes of video program time per side.
Because each frame occupies an entire
track, there is one frame per revolution of
the disc. As a consequence, it is possible

I ,000 copies will cost S2 each. It should
be noted that these costs represent only
the replication cost, not the cost of generating the information to be stored on the
disc .
to use the system as a slide projector in
the Slop-frame mode by jumping back
one track at the end of each revolution;
hence, the image stays still. It is possible
also to gene rate slow motion either
forward or reverse by controlling the
motion of the read head.
TIlis system records the video Signal in
binary form by frequency modulation
(as in the Ampex system). It is worth
looking briefly at the information storage
capacity of this disc from several viewpoints. TIlese are:
• It is possible to store 54,000 individual slides on one disc side using the stopframe mode.
• By compressing the audio signal by a.n
effective factor of 300 before recording
and then 'uncompressing' by the same
fac tor on play back it is possible to store
150 hours of music or olher audio information on one disc side .'
• A talking encyclopedia could contain
27,000 slides and 75 hours of commentary.
• There is a total capacity of 185,625
bits per track, or 1.25 billion bytes per
disc side! This enormous capacity is
available as a read-only-memory for storage of data or computer programs. It also
is possible to store information contained
in books in bina!)' fonn (one byte per
character) - the Encyclopedia En'tannica could be stored in 50M by tes of
memory, only four percent of the capacity of a single disc.
Because the vldeo-disc systems are aimed
at the consumer market, the signal encod·
ing h as conformed to the NTSC standard
waveform. If educators are to be able to
take advantage of the cost benefits of
large consumer demand, they must conform to this same NTSC standard. This
means that special interfaces are required
between the information sou rce and the
disc, and between the disc and the computer or other information medium .
In the Philips/MCA system, if the focusing
ann is stationary, the tracking mirror can

address anyone of 100 tracks, and can
move from any track to an adjoining one
in 60 microseconds. Since 186K bits may
be stored in one track, 100 tracks can
contain IS.6M bits (or about 2.3M bytes)
of infomlation. This is 20 times the capacity of a mini floppy disc. The table
compares the capacities of video discs
with full track utilization, video discs
using only 100 trach, and the North Star
mini floppy disc (one of the most popuJar
discs in the microcomputer field).
A brief look at the table reveals that the
100-track video-disc system is clearly
superior to the mini· floppy disc system
by at least an order of magnitude in capacity, transfer rate, and access time, with
system cost, disc cost, and error rate
being comparable in both systems, The
only significant disadvantage of the video
disc as a mass memory device is that it is
a read-only memory, whereas the floppy
disc is read/write memory.
One potential drawback of the video disc
is production of copies . The replication
eqUipment is sufficiently expensive that
few schools will be able to justify the
cost; however, both Philips and MeA are
planning to establish replication centers
at several locations. A customer must
submit a video-tape master with the
information (pictures, data, etc.) encoded
in NTSC fonnat. The replication center
will make a disc master for about SI,OOO
and will make disc copies for $1 each;
tllUS 200 copies will cost S6 each, and

Unfortunately, partly because video-disc
systems are new, arid partly because few
people have had any access to f.'Jch systems, there has been essentially no development of educational applications indeed, there has been little de tailed
thought devoted to such applications.
Mr. James Baker, of the U.S. Army
Research Center, who is responsible within
the Army for video-disc applications,
feels that the only people in the United
States who are doing significant work in
this area are Dr. Robert Brantsen of
Florida State University and the WICAT
group in Utah under the direction of
Dr. Dustin Heustin and Dr. Victor
Bunderson.
In the author's search of the literature
and in discussions with people around the
country, the foUowing areas of educational
application of video-disc systems have
emerged:

Linear video. Here, the video disc is used
ill place of movie film. The cost of a
20-minute educational film is weU over
S200; even rental of the mm for a single
showing costs $15-25. The estimated
purchase cost ofa video disc mm is SIO-ls.
Even if this were the only educational
application, it wouJd be exciting, because
a school can build a 'film' library for less
than the present rental budget. In addition, the teacher has the capability to
achieve fast forward, and easy reversing,
which are not available with mm projectors.

Archival storage.

Because of the large
capacity of video discs to store information, and their low cost, they are very
attractive as a medium fo r storage of
computer programs and data mes, and
for storage of books, journals, and other
printed materials.

Programmed illstnlctioll. The possibility
of combining motion and still frames in
full color with text and audio, is a very
exciting alternative to more conventional
programmed texts. Clearly , the course·
ware developer has a much more flexible
and powerful tool than he ever has had
with paper and printing press.
Drs.
Heustin and Bunderson and their WICAT
group in Provo, Utall are developing an
experimental video·disc programmed
'text' in high·school biology for the
McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Interactive use with the compmer.

Dr.
Alfred Bork of the University of California
at Irvine suggests 2 that a video disc will
contain a complete multi-media teaching
package. Such a package might include
a color video sequence presen ting relevant
historical background and pertinent information to set the stage for a complex
computer simulation of some phenomenon in biology, chemistry, or physics.
During interactive execution of the
simulation program, and depending upon
the student's actions, the computer will
call upon the video disc to help it to
generate appropriate supporting graphiCS,
or an audio sequence, a background still
frame, or even a new computer program.
After the sinlUlation is complete, the computer will call a testing program from the
disc and check the depth of the student's
understanding. Based on the results of
Continued on page 47.

Charaocteristic

Video disc full cap.

Video disc, 100 traock

Mini floppy disc

Total capacity

1.25xl03 M bytes

2:3M bytes

lOOK bytes

7M bytes/se<:.

16K bvtes/sec.

Transfer fate

7M

Con/bit

6xl0-8cents

4xl0'Scents

5x 10-3cents

System cost

$500+interiace

SSOO+interiace

$700

Disc cost

$2(1ots of 1.000)

$2(1ot5 of 1,000)

$5

Avg. access lime

5 sec.

3 millise<:.

463 millisec.

Error rate

1"Cr9"

10·"

10""0·10"

bvte5/~.

Comparison of video disc with a popular mini-floppy disc.
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PET photo courtesy of Utter Chaos

Commodore's PET is a factory assembled

personal computer based

011

Q

6502

and teachers. As of January well begin
workshops with teachers and junior high
age students to teach them how to
program in a version of PILOT. The
workshops will focus on the development
of a body of programs to support the
topics that will be studied in the latter
half of the school year in the junior high.
In addition, some programs for younger
kids will be developed; the junior high
school will serve as a primary resource
for introducing the PET and PILOT to
others in the school We plan to include
even nursery-school age children in the
project - already we have a demonstration
program for youngsters that age.

SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

NOTATION

STARS

PET programs are beginning to be adver·
tised-let us know which ones you've
tried, and whether you recommend that
others purchase them. Some of the
programs we've been working on are now
available. For a description of the programs, a price Jist, and a licensing agreement send a stamped, self· addressed
envelope to Computer Project, Peninsula
School, Peninsula Way, Menlo Park, CA
94025.

Most printers can 't prillt PET graphics.
Also, Commodore BASIC lets you put
cursor control characters into PRINT
statements, and inside the quote marks
displays special reverse characters when
you do so. And IllOst printers can 't cope
with printing in reverse (i.e. white on
black).

Here's a familiar number-guessing game
that we've adapted for the PET. The program randomly selects a number from I
to 100 for you to guess. You try to guess
the number, then the program prints out
from I to 7 stars (asterisks) depending on
how close your guess is. When you guess
the number, the screen goes blank then
40 stars are randomly displayed in the
top 20 lines of the screen.

DIAL·A-PET

microprocessor. 111e unit includes a key-

We've used a board from The Net Works
(see announcement section) to connect
our PET over the phone to other com·
puters- and so we got the listings that
accompany this article.

board, cassette tape Ilnit, CRT, some
graphics, upper Qnd lower case, and an

extended 8K BASIC The system with 4K
of user memory costs $595; rhe 8K
model costs $795. For details, see the last

2 issues o[PeopJe's Computers.
Until there's some sort of ronnal PET
owne rs' organization, People's Computers
will provide space each issue as a forum
for PET people. The name of the forum
will be SPOT (Society of Pet Owners and
Trainers) unless something better comes
along. Possible uses for the forum include
swapping software and ideas (PET pro-

jects? and maybe Teachers' PET?) and
complaints (obviously PET Peeves). Perhaps projects that involve hooking the
PET to other devices should come under
the heading ComPETible Stuff'?

TAPE TIPS

We've found that the most reliable tapes
to use on the PET are Maxell, TDK, and
Memorex.
We've had some problems
with the cheapest Radio Shack tapes. We
defmilely do nOI recommend Scotch
lapes: we confi rmed reports thai when
used as computer tapes they snagalthough the problems of snagging may
be reduced if very short tapes are used.

TEACHERS' PET

The 'we' of this article refers to a group
of computer professionals - including
your editor - who have purchased a PET
as part of a project aimed at integrating
computers into the daily routines at a
local schooL To date we've concentrated
on preparing a wide variety of sample
programs that we've shown to both kids

,.

PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS

In its manual, Commodore recommends
using 'Nortronics' Brand tape head cleaner. They recommend 'Nortronics', 'Hand·
de.mag' and 'Robins' brands of head
demagnetizers. Tape deck head cleaning
and demagnetizing needs to be done every
50·100 hours of tape running time or
when you have trouble reading tapes
reliably.

, ".

The PCNET (personal Computer Network)
Committee is involved in setting up
protocols (standards) 10 enable different
kinds of home computers to communicate
with one another. We're implementing
the protocols on the PET in BASIC.
Using Commodore BASIC and The Net
Works' board we can barely keep up a 30
character pe r second speed, However, we
expect to be able to implement all the
PCNET protocols in BASIC. So far, our
PET can automatically dial the phone,
and call receive and acknowledge packets
of information. (See 'Computer Networks'
by Larry Tesler, Volume 6, Number 2).
Other folk are implemen tillg them on
other home computers, often in assembly
language. You11 be hearing more of these
efforts in later articles.
To receive the latest draft of the
PCNET protocols, send $3.00 to cover
replication and ' mailing costs to Dave
Caulkins, 437 Mundel Way, Los Altos,

CA 94022.

To help make PET listings more readable,
we 've decided to indicate special stuff
inside square brackets, using commas to
separate items. Sometimes a number
precedes an item to [ell how many times
it should be repeated. We use HOME,
CLR, RVS, OFF and INST as shown on
PET keys. Sometimes SPACE is used to
show where a space should be typed. A
single character indicates that the graphic
shown as the shifted character should
be used. Exanlples are provided in
Figure I.
Finally, you may have noticed colons at
the beginning of some program lines.
Colons indent lines inside FOR loops to
help show the limits of the loop.

Whet happens
when program
is run

Listing says

You type

The serElEln shows

PRINT "[CLR, 01"

PRINT"
CLR key
shift-Q

PRINT"
Cursor goes
black heElrt on white home (upper
white dot on black
left) and
seree" clears,
white dot
printed in
home position.

PR INT"[HOME,3 DOWN,SI"

....

':'.'
100 sets lower case mode.
110 clears the screen; moves the cursor to second
row.
120·210 prints out the instructions.
220 selects X, the rendom number to be guessed.
230·240 gets the guess, G.
250 branches to line 40 if the cam~ct number
was guessed.
260 calculates 0, the 'dinance' that the guess G
is from the correct answer, X.
270·290 loops to print from 1 to 7 stars, depending on the value of O.
0: 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
Q:

PRINT"
black S on white
3 black Os on white
white heart on black

EX&mples of Notation for Spociel Characters
Figure 1

Cursor goes
home, then
down 3 times
(i.e. to row
4), next
prints e
white heert.

0 1 2 3

4

5

6

Na.-; 7 6 5 4 3 2
300 gets next guess.
405cle8rs screen.
410·430 loops to print 40 stars in randomly
chosen locetions in the first 20 rows of the
screen. In these 20 raws there are 40*20
or 800 locations to choose from. We ran·
domly select Y, an integer from 1 to BOO.
The command POKE 32768+Y, 42 prints
an asterisk (ascii code 42) in the Yth location on the :screen.
440-490 moves the cursor home , then to the
22nd row (the second blank line), prints a
message about how to restert the game,
500 waits until something is typed from the
keyboard.
510·530 if RETURN was prElssed, sterts the
geme again; if anything else was typed,
ends the game.
>0 ~(~ sun
IDa pon !g j ~I .I~

11 0

P~I~I

no
130
100
1!0
UO
110
In
ao
200

- VllCOII! 10 ~. GAl ~lV I ' M IH t HAAG( "
-Of IHI SIARS HIAt. n AY ~Y G.\IIt OF'
- ""STAAS'" /dOl) GO SOIII srAAS for
"'OURStLf.-: PUNI
-I WIll IHINK Of A OIHOlt WUH6E« fROII'I 10 100. 'OU TAY 10 WESS H. IH('oaRE STARS I pAIn IHE nosu YOU AR£"
'IF I PRIMI , SlAU ••••••• YOU ARE'
"~n. YER. nOSt!II'
PRI~I: PAINT
PAin 'OK SlARStH[R. "M 'HINlIHG Of A IIUIIS[A.'
~'UI{IOO'ROID{IJ)."
.,'
PAINI
INPUI 'WHAT'S YOUII WESS-:'
" G'A IHU '00
O'AeS{G-X)
fO R Q'lCl(i(Oj / lCl(i{Z) TO ,

20~

210
220
230
2'0
~O

no

PR INT"
HOME key
cursor down 3 times
shift·S

. :.::'.:'

210

·[ Cl~.OOIIII) "

P~lHI

PRINI
PAIWI
PAINT
PRINI
PRINI
PRIN!
PRINI
PRUI

zn :PRur .,-:

ZIIQ NUT Q
3 0 0 N_N'I: GOTO UO
'0 0 RIM GOT"
.O! pRIMI "[nRJ'
UO fOR o·! TO '0
'20 :Y'!MI{nO-AMO{'))'" I'Ol[ ltIU'Y.4l

no

NUl Q

"0 'RINT "[_t. n \)I)IfIf)"
.sa PAINT ·.OU WUSEO NT INNBEA iW":.:-IRlU1!I "
' 10 PRINT : PR!NT ' pAISS AElU •• 10 'L-O,Y AGAIN."
'10 PRINT "'R'SS AN. OIHEl In TO 510'.'10 GIT A$ : " A$··· 0010 !IO
' 110 " ASq "$J"!J GCro 20!
10 0 'R'.' , PRINT -en fOR NOIII" , 'R'NT
" 0 [OlD
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To erase, make SPACE be the drawing
symbol. The reverse SPACE draws white
stripes. DEL erases the target cell without
changing the drawing symbol. You can
'un-DEL- using the ' 5' key.

DRAW UPDATE

In our \asl issue we published a program,
DRAW, that allows you to draw pictures

on the PET. Even young children can
quickly and easily learn to use the PET's
graphic characters using this program.
Now we've added to the program. You
can save on tape and re trieve the pictures
that you draw. We've also modified the
program to PRINT the characters on the
screen, instead of using POKE. The
program will run on ei ther a 4K or 8K
PET.

The Target. The program treats the
screen as a grid of cell s, 38 across and 24
down. When it starts, it clears (blanks)
the screen and displays a large round
dot (the 'drawing symbol') in a cell
near the center. That cell is the initial
'target cell'. A white square blinks al
you occasionally to let you know where
the target cell is.
To draw a picture made of dOIS, use the
program's target-motion keys_ They are
not the same as the PET's cursor keys.
Instead, the digit keys I through 9 are
used to make the target move one cell in
any of eigh I directions.

7

4
I

8 9
5 6
2 3

Pretend the target cell is on the '5' key.
To move it left, press '4' ; to move it
up and right, press '9'; and so on. Whenever the target moves, it will inscribe
the drawing symbol in its new cell.

The Drawing Symbol. When you are tired
of dots, press any graphic key. Shifting
is only needed for the graphics on the 1-9
key. The grapltic character on the key
will become the new drawing symbol. It
will be inscribed in the target cell.
Press RVS, and the color of the drawing
symbol will be reversed. Subsequently
chosen drawing symbols are not affected .

,.
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Other Features.
To move the target
without changing the picture, get rid of
the drawing symbol by pressing either of
the CRSR keys, then use the digit keys to
move the target. When you are ready to
draw again, press a graphics key or RVS.
When you want to admire your drawings
without the target cell blinking at you
periodically, press RETURN. Then , to
make it blink again, type any other key;
'5' is a good choice.
To move the target to the center of the
screen, press HOM E. To start a new
picture, press CLR (note that you'll have
to shift). To stop drawing SO you c:rn do
something else with yo ur PET, first press
RETURN and then press STOP.
Saving and Retrieving Pictures. When
you're ready to save a picture , type the
left-arrow cursor control key-i.e. the
one that points to the tape recorder. First
the cursor stops blinking while your
picture is measured; during the 30
seconds or so that this takes, little streaks
of light may dance about the screen. Next
the first 3 lines of your picture are erased
and you're asked 'SAVE FILE NAME?'
Type in a name for your picture and press
RET URN and then you'll be told to press
RECORD and PLAY on the reco rder. It'll
take about a minute (more or less,
depending on the size of your pict ure) to
save your picture on tape. When saving is
complete the program cle:lTS the screen
and displays the initial drawing symbol,
a dot, in the center of the screen.
Now rewind the tape. To retrieve your
picture from tape and print it 011 the
sc reen, type the up-arrow cursor conlrol
ke y ~the one that points to the screen.
Notice the 'save' (cursor left) and
'retrieve' (cursor up) commands involve
shifting~hopefully this will help avoid
accidental typing of these commands.

o

Annotations. Here arc brief descriptions of major elements of this program.

variables
LX, MX, LY, MY: least and maximum X and Y
used.
X, Y, L: target X, Y, screen location.
GRS, R: drawing symbol graphic and reversal.
PGS, PR: previous graphic and reversal from
location l.
SC-screen cursor addreu.
WH, I!: L, wr, FL: blink timel'$ (white, black,
wait, flash).
Character codes: SP"'s.pace; SS-dlift splICe;
CV"screen /ascii convel'$ion factor;
SH-shilt bit; US"unshift mlilSk; BY- byte
mask; QTSaquote; CR""Cllrriage return;
RE-reve!'$l; DE-delete; IR -initial
IllwrSlll (OFF); XR-exchange reverse
(XR---{) FF- RVSJ.

line(s)
5 puts system into graphic, mode (as opposed
to lower case mode).
6-20 511115 up constants, initializes variables;
nOle that the f;l'$t and last charecte ..
in $Irings HS and V$ art! cursor con trol l.
30 seu initiel drawing symbol to a dot (shift-a)
end clears the screen.
40·60 prints dot in the center of the screen.
100 looks for keystroke.
150conwnli keystroke 10 unlihifted ascii.
200checkli that the target is blinked off.
250 RETURN causes a long blink.
300 resets 5hort blink.
400-800 handles number key, graphic kll)',
DEL, RVS and the cursor control keys.
850-875 the LEFT cursor causes a 'SIMt' on
tape; UP retrieYft from tape.
1000 encodes symbol for di$play.
1200 resets drawing symbol.
1250 l'IIYertel drawing Iymbol .
1300·1500 di$plays symbol in target cell.
1700-2275 moves target in direction indicated
by number key.
2300 locates new target.
2325 stores plllvious graphic.
2350 stores previous reverse information.
2400 checks for drawing symbol.
2500·2700 blinks me targot if there's no
symbol to draw.
3000·3020 blinks the target while you're not
doing anything.
4000·4020 reverses the color of Ihe target cell.
4500-4510 hendles delete (DEL) key .
5000 inilializes variables u$ld in storing the
p icture on tape.
5010-5130 determines the s.ize of mil pic turll.
5500-5615 iilV'llS 3 finl$ of the picture in en
array.
5618·5627 clears first 3 li nes of the screen.
5630·5635 r&queSIIi file nam& for the picture.
5640·5700 stores picturt! onto tllP!!. Linel
5675·5677 turn thll tape recorder mOlor
on for 3 jiffies (3/60 second) and thltn
off. This code is needed only lor early
PETs, which tend to have trouble
rt!flding data filH. This technique should
be used every 191 characten (1 record)
or, as hert!, more often.
6ooo-60t5 opens file, reads XI and Yl coord;'
natllS, checks Status bit to see if lind of
lile reached.
6020-6040 positions picture in ct!ntllr of

,

REM PET DRAWING PROGRAM

2
3

REM Ie) 1977 PENINSULA SCHOOL
REM PERMISSION TO USE, BUT NOT SELL
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OTHER STUFF
We've made our first use of the 8-bit user
port: we can flash a 40-watt lamp o n and
o ff under program control. The circuit
we used is from The First Book of Kim.
which is reviewed in this issue. The 115
volt AC circuit must be isolated from the
5 volt digital circuit. We used a S1.50
opto-isolator to do thiS, and a $1.40
Triac (electronic switch) to operate the
lamp.
We've also used the PET to assist in analyzing data from a questionnaire. The
program is designed so that inexperienced
non-programmers can easily enter data,
using one DATA statement per questionnaire. For easy reference, the DATA
statement line number is the same as the
sequential identification number assigned
to each questionnaire. Checking the data
after it was entered into the computer
was facilitated by a program that displayed

data for any specified questionnaire in an
easy-to-read fonn.

doing a listing. For more tips and another
PET program, see the leiters section of
this issue.

The PET and its associated questionnaire
analysis programs have attended various
meetings where survey results were
discussed. To the delight of all concerned,
quest ions such as 'What happens if we
change factor X by amount Y?' and
'What's the median of Z?' were readily
answered, and, when appropriate, the
results were displayed as a graph. When
the questions involved complex calculations whose results were not obvious, the
computerized approach saved many hours
of analysis and most likely forestalled
many hours o f discussion, since in a brief
time period it was possible to explore
many possible alternatives in depth.

We've seen draft versions of an introductory PET manual and a tutorial tape
which introduces BASIC. Both are
written for the novice. The tape's 10
lessons go into more detail than does the
manual. I learned useful new information
even wi th a brief glimpse at the tape ~you
don't need semi-colons to separate items
in a PRINT s tateme nt ~PRINT " HI , "N$
works fme. The PET User's Manual now
being written promises to be the more
complete work that many of us await.
Commodore isn' t even guessing when
documentation will be availab1e.

A nice feature we've only recently
discovered: you can list programs at a
readable speed (about 2 lines per second)
by holding down the RVS key while

Last but not least, we hear that as of the
first week of December Commodore was
producing 100 4K PETs a week, and an
unkn own lIumber of 8K systems.

screen.
6050-6100 reads and prints picture, C!05&1 fill.
JAN_FEB
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gamc is easy, so almost anyone can play. Except for the
few cases where a mouse runs into its hole (and this can happen
to anyone) play continues until the cat ca lches the mouse.
Also, the same noncommittal renvrk occurs at the end, no
matter how many turns a player takes.

TI1C

••• YOU'VE CAUGHT THE MOUSE WITH I POUNCE I I
WANT TO CHASE ANOTHER MOUSE? YE~
••• YOU'VE CAUGNT THE MOUSE VITH 9 POUNCES I I
WANT TO CHASE ANOTHER HOUSE? YES

Since there is no turn limit, and players are not penalized for
taking a long time, the game offers an encouraging situation in
which people improve their estin13tion skills.

PROGRAM BY MAC OG LESBY
DISCUSSION BY JOANNE KOLTNOWVERPLANK,
Community Computer Center
In this article we bring together two long-time supporters of
People's Computers. Mac Oglesby is a teacher in Vennont;
from his time-sharing lennina/ in a log cabin he creates games
[or classroom use. We've published many of Mac's kid-tested
gumes oller the last few years.

Joanne Verp/ank, the Director of Community Computer
Center. has introduced thousands of kids to computers over
the last Jew years. Here she shares with our readers her experiences with one oj her favorite games, Mac's POUNCE.

size of the pounce matches the distance: The cat
lands on the mouse and catches it, and the game ends.
111'

POUNCE I !
••• YOU'VE CAUGHT THE MOUSE WITH S POUNCES! I
.ANT TO CHASE ANOTHER MOUSE? YES

2. If the size of the pounce is smaller than the distance: The
cat approaches the mouse, bUI doesn't get it.

•

TIle few sentences used in the ganle are a parody of a children's
reader. TIley'rc simple to read, so readi.ng doesn't become a
stumbling block; they're funny, so the simplicity doesn't insult
anyone's intelligence.
While the game is easy to play, it's not trivial. Players have to
understand the relationship between the number they type
and the distance the cat moves. Since the distance depends on
the size of the cat, which varies from game to game, the
relalionship is not immediately" obvious. As players begin to
relate the number they typed to the size of the cat and the distance it moved , they learn that a big cat takes big pounces and
a small cat, small pounces. More practice enables them to
estimate the size of the pounce needed to cover a particular

Players are shown represen tations of the cat and the mouse.
, • • CAT
I I •
MOUSE

When the game begins, the mouse is at the left margin and the
cat is some distance away. The computer prompts POUNCE!!,
waiting for a number to be typed.

..

"
POUNCEII

The cat pounces toward the mouse, moving a distance corresponding to that number, in this case 4 .

•

: :

..

POUNCE II

Several things can happen as a result of a pounce, depending
on the relation between the size of the pounce and the distance between the animals.
20
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The variety provided by the different sizes of the animals and
the slightly different starting points offers a challenge to
experienced players. As they become more expert in visual
est imation , they need fewer samples of their eat's pounces and
can judge accurately relatively greater distances. By the time
they can catch the mouse in one or two pounces, they are
quite skilled at estimating and comparing short distances, and
they've had lots offun .
A listing of POUNCE is on the next page. What next, Mac?

RUNS

•
3. If the size of the pounce is greater than the distance: The
cat jumps over the mouse, landing on the other side. (In
order for the play to remain on the paper, the whole frame
of reference is shifted to the right.)

" • • CAT
If I
HOUSE
III

'"

IIII

PPUNCEI I

POUNCE I I

TO POUNCE. JUST TYPE A WHOLE NUMBER FROM 1 TO 23.

24

17
""

WHAT HAPPENS?

I have seen players argue about their estimations, but never use
measuring tools. Sometimes I point out relative distances,
leading beginners into an understanding of the game. My
conversation goes like lhis: 'If a pounce of 6 got us this far -,
and a pounce of 2 got us this far -, how big a pounce do you
think we need to get this far -?' We never do more than
roughly indicate the distances, and that just for a moment.

POUNCEI!
15

We have to estimate and compare , visuaUy, all the time - while
driving, walking, or giving directions, in order to buy raw
materials or decide which supennarket line is the shortest.
However, visual skill building, which includes estimation and
comparison, is often ignored in schools. POUNCE, an amusing
chase game by Mac Oglesby, offers a chance for us to practice
estimating and comparing short distances. POUNCE can be
used by players at several levels of experience. Beginners
easily learn to play, yet the game has enough variety to challenge the more advanced.

distance. To do this, they have to compare the distance
covered in earlier pounces with the remaining distance, and
interpolate. They do this all visually, and often without saying
anything.

POUNCE!!
IIII

(Since the cat always pounces toward the mouse, the player
doesn't have to worry about direction when making pounce
decisions.)
4. Sometimes, when the size of the pounce is almost the
distance to the mouse , the mouse runs away.
POUNCE I I

""'f

"

OKI CH! THE MUUSE SEES THE CAT!
RUN. MOUSE. RUNI

,"

...

POUNCEII

•

•

13

POUNCE! I

IIU"

OHI OHI THE MOUSE SEES THE CATI
RUN, HOUSE, RUN!

""

, • CAT
I • MOUSE

OHI CHI THE MOUSE SEES THE CATI
RUN. MOUSE. RUN!

IIIl

...

",

2.

•
POUNCE! I
8

A small percentage of the time that the mouse runs, it will
run into its hole. Then the game ends with the mouse the
winner.

POUNCE!!

Two runs are on the opposite page. Notice that the sizes
of the cat and mouse can vary between games. Notice, too,
how the size of the cat affects the size of its pounce.

POUNCEI!

CHI OK! THE MOUSE SEES THE CATI
RUN. MOUSE. RUN!
LOOKI LOOK! THE MOUSE RAN INTO ITS HOLEI

••• YOU'VE CAUGHT THE HOUSE WITH 4 POUNCESI!
WANT TO CHASE ANOTHER MOUSE? YES

WELL. THAT ONE GOT AWAY •••
WANT TO CHASE ANOTHER MOUSE? YES

5
"fill

"
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facturers a chance to respond to

we

publish them. Given holiday scheduling, our press deadlines are such
that we must hold our review until
our March-April issue. Meanwhile,

we've sent a copy of the review to
the people at Tandy Computers,
offering to publish any timely and

pertinent responses to the points
raised in the review.
In

addition,

.'"

BY'

NAC O(ILISBY ON 01F2Sn6.

D£SCfLlPTION.
LOOKI LOOKI SII nil CAY JlI1P OVIR nlE NOUSEl
POUNCI IS A OAHE INVOLVING THE CONCEPTS or SCALI AND
ISTlMA110N BVT REOUIRING ONLY SIMPLE READING SKILLS.
INSTRUCTIONS.

we encourage you

readers to send in reports of any
experiences you've had with the
TRS-SO.

Tom Will iams

Assistant Editor

....

LIBRARY " BASICLI e_ . . . QUESTION"

1&39
104' RANDOMIZE
'REPLAY RETURNS to K£R£
LEY AI_I
11!160 L£T CI_TL_1l
1&70 LET CSCI)_CSC2)_""
'SET THE SCALE fLENOni or CAll
U~81l LIT SI_I+lNTfRND05J
·MAI{. ALLOIIABLE INPUT FOR POUNCE
1090 LEY NI_INH10/SI'
·DISTANCE. CAT TO MOVSE
LIIlf! LEY Lj_SI_fINYf20/SIl+INTfRND<oC SIlISI)))
' OENERATI CAT. MOVSE SYMBOLS
1110 rOIl JIoOl TO SI
LET CIII )_CSC I U .....
I i20
LET C5f2,.CSf2J, " I"
1139
L \40 NDT JI
IIS0
1160 'PRINt THI BOARD
117e PRINT
1180 PRINt C1I211" • CAt"
1191il PRINt CSfllJ " .. MOVS£"
121l1l PRINT
1211l PRI NT tAIHC I) J CUAI I J tABC CI -LII J CSf 3-A I I
1221l PRINt
1231l
la'lll ')(AS MOU51 SPOTTED CAT!
1251l IF LI~SI.f-3.1NHRNO.81) THEN 1380
PR INT .. Ottl 0111 THE MOUSI SEES THE CAtl"
11160
PRINt" RIJN. MOVSE. RUNI "
1271l
Ir RND~.2 THIN 1330
12U
PRINt "LOOK I LOOK I THE MOUSE RAN INTO ItS HOLEI"
12111l
IJ01l
PR INT
PRINT ..... ELL. nlAT OHE GOT A... AY ... "
1311l
I Jail
GOlO 1681l
LET LI_SI_ (9- 51_I NTf RND_( 18 - 2_ Sill)
13JIl
LET CI-Il
13'1"
LET AI_3_AI
IJ5"
IJ61l
OOTO 12110
IJ71l
IJSIl PRINT "POIJNC£!I ":CHRS( 10)1
IJ91l LINPUT AS
1'I~1l IF CLEHfAIl-2J_(LEHfAS)-I)c~0 nlEN 1820
CHANGE AS TO A
1'I11l
1'I21l
rO!l J I -I TO Afe)
1'130
' CHECK FOR DI OITS
IF f51 - A(JI)HCAfJIl-'I8h~0 THEN 1'160
lUll
,,~
GOTO 1020
1460
NEKT JI
1470
Ir A(0"2 TKEN 1500
LET P I "A(I)-'I8
U88
0010 152~
14110
LET PI_IIl.(Afll_48)_CAf21_481
1$81l
Ir PI~N I THEN 1820
1518
LET PI-PI_SI
·POUNCEoO INPUT I{ CAT'S LENGTH
1$21l
LET noOTI_1
'COVNT POUNCES
1530
15l11l
1$$8
ON SONCL I- PIJ_2 GOTO 1590.1640.1770

""

'J~PED OVER HOUSE
LET LI_Pl _LI
LET CI_0
LET AI_3_AI
GOTO 1201l

1578
1588
1591l
1680
16 10
1620
1630
1611111

·CAl.(IIiT MOVSE
PRl NT .. . . . YOU' liE CAl.(IH T tilE MOVSE ... 1 TH"I nl"POUIiCE" I
If n_, THEN 1610
PRINT "5"1
PRINT '" I"
PRINT "WANT TO CIIASE ANOTHER MOUSE? .. :
LINPUT AS
LET AhSEOS(AS.l.l)
CKANOE AS TO A
If (121-Aflll.(89-A(I»n0 THEN 1741
GOTO le50

,,,.

"It's a good poem. but try to put
more feeling into il nexl time."

PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS

....

TYPE "RUN" TO PLAY.

156~
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1810 'Oll.ETI QUESTION MARK

fortunately, our evaluation is quite
negative. Our policy is to give manubefore

'"
'"n'
'"
,
'"
Ieee

written a review of the system. Un-

comments

'"'"

1828 CALl. "QUESTION""

We've received our TRS-80, and

negative

..'",

1661l
1678
16SIl
1691l
170"
1718
1120
1730
17'1111
no.
1758
• POUNCE 1!::t..L SHORT
1161l
Ir AI_I TIIEN 1191l
177111
LET CI-CI.PI
17SIl
LET I.I-LI-PI
1191l
181l1l
GOTO 12i11l
ISIIl
PRINT
"TO
POUNC£. JVST TYPE A VIIOI.E NUl'lBER FIiOM I TO .. ,STR5(NII' .....
IS21l
IS3e PRINT
I S'-Il OOTO '381
IS58
U61l

I checked out all the computer stores in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul area listed in
PCC's Reference Book. Here is what I
found:

.l I

'::111,..

Microprogramming Inc
12033 Riverwood Dr. Burnsville MN
Has lMSAI, Poly, assorted other stuff,
some books, a few mags. Primarily small
business software development, and not
hobby oriented. A very pleasant guy
owns this (looks like one man and secretary) and I felt really bad about the 10
minutes he spent with me, for he clearly
had a living to make and I suspect that his
only capital was his time and smarts.

rb=d,,~p~i~n~g~t~o~i~n=,,~s~t~ig~a~,,~.========;'I__V

~:';"=~======'k:--....;::::-~

Byte Shop of Eagan,
1434 Yankee Doodle Rd , Eagan MN
A store in the next suburb over from
Cottage Grove, in a small nest of a dozen
of so small shops. Three visits made at
various times of day. Always closed.
Handwritten sign saying 'closed' covering the commercial 'closed' sign and the
hours when open. Manufacturers' litera·
lUre, back journals to about 2 months
ago, a few books visible through store
window.

Byte Shop MN,
7547 Irish Ave, Cottage Grove MN 55016
This is a private home in an outer suburb.
moderately affluent new development for
people who want to appear on their way
up. No Sign of any store, and clearly
strictly zoned against any commercial
activity. I didn't feel it was worth stop-

Computer Depot Inc
3515 W 70th St, Edina MN 55435
A hobbyist store. A cut above Radio
Shack, both in atmosphere and prices.
Parts in bubble pack at full list price. Lots
of books and mags. Half a dozen systems
up, including Compucolor (purity
mediocre, convergence poor), lots of
memory board kits for sale, three guys
in lab coats standing around talking to
each other and knocking the competition
(a good thing not to do when customers
are around), and a goggle-eyed 12 year
old kid who pushed me away from a
terminal I was looking at so he could play
Star Trek.

t-'::=='~\"<,,,(,,,",-----r~c~o~m~p:'"~t~e~r~R:o:om:'s~t~.;P~'"~l'=;;;;:;";';;;;~=~t-~~-_~ ... ' (\\'.
3938 Beau D'Rue Dr , St. Paul MN 55122
Open for business, seems to handle only
Altair, a few mags and books, no individual components for hardware hackers.
No clerks. My contact was a very pleasant
gal who was doing consumer software

171 Midwest Plaza Bldg, MplsMN 55402
A posh suite in one of the better downtown office buildings.
Not for the
hobbyist, but if you're a successful MD or
lawyer or stockbroker with $50K who
wants a fancy accounts receivable system
to write off your tax bill, you11 be
comfortable here. Tied in with Com·
puter Depot in Edina. No equipment or
literature. Looks like lawyer's office.
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,,: ft .!

I also have two Radio Shacks near wh.ere
f live. One is run by a reasonably nice
guy. (a ham) who doesn't know about
computing machinery, nor anything
about their competition, but is honest
enough to say that he has no idea when
anything will be available from them.
The other store wanted $100 down against
an unknown delivery date, even though
he had 110 literature and admitted that he
would not have a demo when they were
available. Caveat emptor.

'"
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SESSION

IX - MEMORY

USED

AS

INPUT/OUTPUT

Memory is used for two different primary purposes in our

THE DATA HANDLER
USERS MANUAL:
CONCLUSION

computer. It is used for the storage of instructions for our
program. A second use is for storing data to be used by the
program. As far as the memory is concerned, no distinction is
made between an instruction and data. Both are merely 8-bit
binary numbers. The programmer usually places his program
in the lower portion of memory and data in higher numbered
locations.
The Data Handler also makes use of memory for INPUT and
OUTPUT. An 8·bit output port and an 8·bit input port are
located on the right rear portion of the board. The output port
is wired to memory location 7F FE, and the input port is wired
to memory location 7FFF.
Address: 7FFF

BY DON INMAN

Data 8it 0 0-----1
1
8212

i7~~~
~
Don Inman isa former teacher, now editor of Calculators/Com·
puters, who's been working with teachers in the San Jose
School District. Under Don's guidance, the teachers have built
Data Handlers, complete microcomputer systems based on the
6502 microprocessor, and are now learning to use them. This
is the seventh and last in a series of articles aimed at teaching
relatively inexperienced people how to do assembly language
programming for the 6502.

Strobe

The DATA HANDLER is a complete microcomputer system on B single
PC board based on the MOS technology 6502 microprocessor. The
DATA HANDLER can operate at very high speeds as a stand elone
microcomputer o r dedicated controller for even such high $pBB(I deviCt!S
as disk peripherals. External TTYs or terminals ere not needed since the
DATA HANDLER contains 26 keyboard SWitches for fu ll function
hardware front control; personal expandability of the system is
achieved by using the Altair/lMSAI pe ripherals on the DATA HAN DLER PC board. The DATA HA'NDLER Bare Bones Kit which includes
the DATA HANDLER PC boerd, PC board stand, 26 keyboard
switches, and a complete documentation package is being offered at a
price of $89.95. The complete kit is priced et $179.95. This includes
the DATA HANDLER PC board, PC board stand, 26 keyboard
switche-s, the complete set of IC's, 1 6502 MaS Technology microprocessor, sockets, LED's resistors, capacitors, 500 ns memory, and a
complete documentation package. It is available through We5lern Date
SY$lems, 3650 Chades Street, Suite G, Santa Clara CA 95050.

Part

I,,,,,

1

Vol5No4

6

Vol5No5
Vol 5 No 6
Vol6No 1
Vol6No2
Vol 6 No 3

7

Vol6No4

2

3
4
5

Topic(s)
System specifications, binary and
hexadecimal notation; checking
out the system.
Data transfer.
The arithmetic unit.
Indexed addressing.
Writing programs.
Programming fo, multiplication
and division.
(Conclusion). Simple and inexpensive output devices.

8212

Output
Input
Port

Port

0----1

Data to address
7HF

Flag CI
Flag
o Data 8it

,

2
3
4
5
6
7

Enabled by address 7FFE

INPUT AND OUTPUT PORTS
Figure 1

This user's manual is designed to serve both as a self-teaching
guide and as an outline for a course at the beginning level of
computer science. While it deals specifically with the Data
Handler, it can easily be adapted to other microcomputers
using the MaS Technology 6502, such as the PET.
The course consists of nine two-hour class sessions, the first
two of which were spent constructing the systems. Our series,
Parts 1-7, covered class sessions 3-9. To recap,

Address: 7FFE

'"

The essential elements of the input and output ports are
shown in Figure 1. These ports handle data in a parallel
fashion. That is, all eight bits of data are presented to the port
at one time. When an eight-bit data byte is ready for input, a
strobe signal must be sent to the computer to tell it the data
is ready. The computer then deposits the data into memory
location 7FFF. Your program may then use the data in that
location.

The output port works in reverse fashion. When data is depos·
ited into memory location 7FFE, a signal is given at Flag and
eight bits of data are available at the output port. If you wish
to clear the output port, the Flag Clear bit is grounded temporarily.
THE OUTPUT PORT
A typical use of the output port is shown in Figure 2. Discrete
LED's are connected to show binary output. When the pro·
grammer wishes to output data, he stores the data in 7F FE
with the sequence:
80 STA store accumulator in memory

FE
7F
The data would then be displayed in binary notation on the
LED display
The next step up from the binary LED display would be a
pair of 7·segment displays. Each one of the displays will
output one hexadecimal digit. A pair of displays thus provides
for the output of two hex digits, or one byte of data. In my
original class where this material was first presented, we used
a davice from Hallbar, Inc. for the display. It was a kit consisting of a single 9368 latch decoder/driver integrated circuit and
a 7-segment display with construction instructions and theory
of operation. However this unit proved rather expensive. Buying parts separately would be cheaper than buying the kit,
especially if you get the new CMOS version of the 9368.
LED Display
All resistors 200 - 300 ohms.

Output Port
Data Bits

•

•

D,

"

~.

• •
U:::u

07

D6 D5

D4 D3

02 D1

DO

~ l¥J¥C~~I~')~~
~

ADDING A HEX OUTPUT DISPLAY
Figure 2
24
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If
,

,

9

I

d

b,

d ,

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM TO EXERCISE AN OUTPUT DEVICE

,

,
bl

f

,

,

b
9

,

LABEL

LOC

CODE

MNEM

COMMENTS

ORG

FCOO
FCOl
FC02

08
A9

CLO
LDA,OO

Clear decimal mode for hex count.
Start the count at zero.

FC03
FC04
FC05

80
FE
7F

STA,7FFE

Output the count.

AD

LOY, 00

Initialize Y register
for delay loop.
Initialize X register
for delay loop.
Start delay.

d
f

,

9

b,

d ,

f

STOR

9

r-r
L-

13

'tl

12 11

+5 > - 16

>

9

15

2

1

14 8

~f--

9368
6

,

10

4

7

07
0
0
04
0
0

I

'r-

B 13

,-

3
5
4

Most
Significant
Digit

12

10

11

15 14

9

9368
6

2

1

16
7
Least
Significant
Digit

0

LOOP

+5

FC06
FC07
FC08
FC09
FCOA
FCOB
FCOC
FCOD
FCOE
FCOF

()()

()()

A2
80

LOX, 80

C8

DO

'NY
BNE, LOOP

FO
CA

OEX

DO

BNE, LOOP

This group
of steps is
merely a time
delay so that
you can read
the count.

FA

FC10
FCll
FC12

18
69
01

CLC
ADCOl

Get ready to count up 1.
Add 1 to accumulator count.

FC13
FC14
FC15

4C
03
FC

JMP, STOR

Go back and output new count.

FLAG

>>-----'-FJ./LAOJ-G'-:c-_ _ __

T

----:L

Costs:
9368 "'" $3.25 • 4 each
7-Segment :::::; $1 - 3 each
(commo n cathode LED)

CLEAR
From
Computer
Output Port
7-SEGMENT OUTPUT DISPLAY
Figure 3

The reader may ·wish to put together his own displays. A
diagram for such a project is given in Figure 3. In addition to
the eight data bits at the Data Handler output port, Flag and
Flag Clear signals are also provided. The Flag Clear is shown
connected to a LED. This tells the user that an output is there.
The Flag Clear signal is connected to ground through a
momentary push button switch to clear the display.

26
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If additional output ports are available to you, additional dis·
plays can be added. Consult the diagrams in the Data Handler
manual to see how the output port 7FFE is wired. A modifica·
tion of the address select circuit is necessary to give an additional output port, say at 7FFD. Having two output ports
would enable you to display two bytes of a double'precision
result or two distinct one-byte results.
Let's now demonstrate the use of the output port by using the
simple counting program shown below. A time delay is inserted at steps FC06 through FCOF so that the output will be slow
enough so you can read the low order byte. Either the binary
LED display or the 7-segment display may be used.
The program is an endless loop and will keep counting until
you press the Halt button. If you want to count in the decimal
mode, change the first instruction to F8 SED (Set decimal
mode).

JAN · FEB
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MUSIC FOR IDIOTS
Now that you know how to use the ouput port, here's a
program I credit to my 13 year old son. It uses one bit of the
output port to vibrate the cone of a speaker producing music·
like sounds. No attempt has been made to control the note
length. The program merely represents an example of what can
be done with a single output bit as a controller. The external
circuit might be designed to drive or control any device. Here
is the circuit we used. The music program follows. It was used
as a demonstration in the class, but we found that the note
data was suited to the timing of my particular Data Handler.
You may have to experiment to find the correct values for
your machine. Any data bit of the output port may be used,
data bit 0 is used in the figure 4.

THE IDIOT'S MUSIC PROGRAM
SAMPLE SONG FOR IDIOTS
TWINKLE, TWINKLE UTTLE STAR

LOC

DATA

LOC

DATA

FOOD

01

F028

BB

EB

01

01

BB

EB

D2
D2

•

D7

.01

. 02

F010

Data Bit 0

F01S

5

"' EjtJ

»'!S--j---l+

=9

8

F03D

01

BE

AE
BB

F03S

9C
9C

01

F038

AE

BB

01

D2
01
D2

AE
BB
01

BB
D2
01

STA

through the output.

LOX, ABS+ Y

Let's have the note.

FC04

BD
FE

LOOPl

lOOP2

FC09
FCOA
FCOB
FCOC
FCOO
FCOE
FCOF
FC10
FCll
FCl2
FC13
FC14
FCl5
FC1S

FCn

7F
FD

CA
DO
FO

BE

FC

01

FClD

FC

01

FC1F
FC20
FC2l
FC22
FC23
FC24
FC25
FC2S
FC27
FC28
FC29
FC2A
FC2B
FC2C

E2

.

Decrement the speed set at FCSO.

60

EB

AE

Decrement some more.
Don't branch till X is 0 again.

FD

01

AE

DEX

CE

AE

01 .

Grab the note again.

FD

CA
DO

01

Load: 4S in FC27
:whatever you
put in FC21
goes in FCSD
also

LOX, ABS+Y

00

EB

FD45

Decrement the output.

7F

9C

02

Decrement X for awhile.
Stay in the loop 'til X goes to O.

CE
FE

FC18
FC19
FCIA
FC1B
FC1C

FD4D

,
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Pop the speaker.

BE
01

6

28

9C
01
9C

AE

9C
01
9C

Figure 4

LDA

01

00

D2
D2

MUSIC CI RCUIT

Counter 1.

FCOB

BB

IC = 7404

LOY

EB

01
F020

AO
00
A9

BE

AE
BB

Speaker

FCOD
FCDl
FCD2
FC03

BE

01

10 to 100

BEGIN

FC07

9C

4

COMMENTS

EB

EB
EB

2

MNEM

01

9C
9C

•Os • Os

CODE

FCOS
FCDS

BE
Output Port Data Bits

LOC

9C
01
9C

01

FODS

LABEL

A9
00

CD
60
A9

LDA
Compare FCSO with O.
If it's not zero,
go back to Loop 1
to delay some more.
Load the speed you'll use at FC60 (try BO).

()

BD
60

Store it back in FCSO,
you'll need it again.

FC
C6

CO
()

DO
DB
4C
00

Increment Y for a new note.
Compare Y with
number of notes in song.
(Vou know the musie
Branch if not 0 to Loop 1
goes round & round)
and go around some more.
Song's done. Shut oH the
computer or you're going to hear it again.

FC

Notes: (bottom to top) C·ES, 0 ""02, E=BB, F=AE, G·9C, A=SE, 8=82. C=7S, etc.
01 will give a rest. Put the note in twice to make it twice as long. Play around with it.
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THE INPUT PORT

modify the program used for the output port (the counting
program). Our input signal will determine whether the count-

Although provision is made on the Data Handler printed cir-

ing process displayed is done in the decimal mode or the hexa-

cuit board to input from the keyboard, other devices can be
connected through the B·bit input port and memory location
7FFF.

decimal mode. If our input is set to zero (ground on the
switch in figure 5). the program counts in the hexadecimal
mode as before. If our input is a 1 (plus 5 volts on the switch),
the program counts in the decimal mode. The switch must be

set before the program is run and the data latched by means of
the strobe signal.

OUf first demonstration uses only one bit of the input port. It

simulates an external signal from some control device. We will

DEMONSTRATION OF LOADING FROM THE INPUT PORT
LABEL

LOC

ORG

FCOO
FCOt
FC02
FC03
FC04
FC05
FC06
FC07
FCOS
FC09
FCOA
FCOB
FCOC
FCOD
FCOE
FCOF
FCtO
FCll
FCt2
FC13
FCt4

LOAD

DEMONSTRATION OF INPUT/OUTPUT DEV ICE
Equipment external to the computer:

Operation:

2 7·segment common cathode displays
29368 hexadecimal latch/BCD to 7·segment
decoder/driver IC's (as in figure 3) wired to output port
t single pole, double throw switch to bit DO of input port (figure 5)

With input switch at zero the program outputs hex count.
With input switch at one the program outputs decimal count.
DON'T FORGET THE INPUT MUST BE STROBED IN TO LATCH IT
BEFORE THE PROGRAM STARTS.

LABEL

LOC

CODE

MNEM

COMMENTS

ORG

FCOO
FCOt
FC02
FC03
FC04
FC05
FC06
FC07
FC08
FC09
FCOA
FCOB
FCOC
FCOD
FCOE
FCOF
FCtO
FCll
FC12
FC13
FC14
FC15
FC 16
FC17
FC18
FCt9
FC1A
FC1B
FC1C
FC1D
FC1E

OS
AD
FF
7F
00
15
A9
00
SO
FE
7F
AO
00
A2
SO
CS
DO
FD
CA
DO
FA
1S
69
01
4C

CLD

Originally set for hex mode.
Read the input signal.

MAIN

OUT

LOOP

COUNT

DECI
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LOA INPORT

BNE,DEcr
LOA 00

If switch is not zero change to
decimal mode.
Start at zero in counter (accumulator).

MNEM

A2

LOX, 00

COMMENTS

()()

AD
FF
7F
90

LOA INPORT

Load the data byte.

STA FFOO+X

Store it in memory.

()()

FF
ES
EO

'NX
CPX,(>

<>
Fa
as
A9
02
SO
FC
FF
4C
12
FC

BEQ MAIN

Compare value in X with
number of entries.
Branch if same to main program.

LOA,02

Load accumulator with 02.

STA FCFF

Store in low·order address
of initialization vector.

JMP FCt2

Loop here until Halted for
another input.

Your main program would start here.

Input Port Data Bits

For our second, and last, demonstration we will use all eight
data bits of the input port. They are wired in the same manner
as the DO switch in Figure 5.

STA OUTPOAT Display count.

LOY, 00

•

LOX, 80
Delay I...op

'NY
BNE LOOP
INPUT PORT

DEX
BNE LUOP

Figure 5

CLC
AOCOl

Count up 1.

JMP OUT

Output it.

SED

Set decimal mode.

08

FC
FS
4C
15
FC

FCt5

CODE

JMP, COUNT

)+

5v

This demonstration uses a short program to load a block of
numbers into memory from the input port. It could be used as
a subroutine within a program which required loading of
memory at various parts of the main program. The program
assumes that when you have loaded the required data you will
return to the main program at location FCt5.
Eight bits of data are loaded from the switches by the strobe
signal. The program stores the data in memory using the X
register as an index. If all entries have been made the program
jumps to the main program (location FCt5). 11 all entries have
not been made, the initialization vector is set to return you to
the location for the next input (FC02). The program then
loops until you push the Halt button. After pushing the Halt
button, make your next entry and strobe it in. Then press the
Start key again. This process is repeated until all your entries
have been made. The program then automatically jumps to the
main program.
This concludes this Data Handler series. Western Data Systems,
3650 Charles St Suite G, Santa Clara CA 95050, have been
updating the Data Handler. Any future articles on the Data
Handler depend upon how soon the revised version is available.
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In OUr lasl episode . ..,. we", wilness 10 Ihe SIUI
of One of the mosl no", ond ",mark"blt e,ent'
10 occur in computin, hntOf)'.
the
83ftl. of the Compilers! Wilhin Ihe Wills of •
dark and unbiased c"lit at the fOOt of Ihe
Monolilhic Moun!>'n!. the enl,,,, land of Tnn·
siSION can orn ... tbe oadllat,ons prodUo;N by
the t».uit bet .... ""n two Iitonic fCX'$: Fonnon
Man and Ihe evil Count Al,o!! ~ Count n •
Ind powerful foe, who h. resisted term,n ..
for thousand. of cycles ... but Fonran
is nOI lacktlll in power Or skill
plus.
1M aid of the Ultimlte Power on hillide
IVI ... ,,. Monitorl With lilt Monitor', help.
Fonran Man is .ble 10 c"'ate mulliple cop~
of himself. blulin, Ihe Count on III lide. II
once. ftghtinilhe Count's superior d.la-crunch·
ins sl",n,th by sh«r wei"'l o f numbers! Durin,
Ihe gn'l t battle be l", ...,n the Count and Ihe Irmy
of duplicale F-Men, I ';an.1 FilS suddenly
appeaR on Ihe lower of Ihe ",.1 ClSlle ... Ind
moments laler. wilhin nanoseconds of Ihe lime
the real Forlran Man ",.dle. his f.iend, "'ho
awail him "' Ihe "dill' of Ih. dall fiek! ••11
Tran:;iJllo.u is shaken by Ihe .i,hl of • UC11
bolt of in lemlpt .neraY", which descends
on the castle. and bluls it iniO' billion bils!
~er

....

_-

me. F.foII., •••

..,.f... I,low.eyel.
,. Trwuiloril is •• ,

dn'l you n.y hMt
1","7 W, would bit happy
..... you m.... thll your

,..,t

·•·. .II1II
l

10000lion

thaI all of Tran5l!lori.
10 the pori 10 ~ him off
du,""" his $ian .nd blllnchel
the trallSpo<t .

Goodbye. old 'riMel!
P.rMpitome time in

EXICltv l So ..."" !he
interrupt ODCUrNd, Iht
Count ... as swlPf*! ..." .
with no pI_ t~'~..
~'_...

"_2-\..

And il is aood that Our Uero has ""ted.
for on the rising edll'\' of the nUl cyde the",
belins !Weh • celebration as Transi!loria lias
never Mfo", CXtcuted! Free from Ihe fu r of
bein, drained of life·gtvinl bits by the evil
Count, mes arrive in b'tslreams from IU aboul
the toUf\trylide.. and Fonnn Man is lhe

Wilen I wn lMI.1 Cille. AIIIOI,

• nolio»d II1II1 iu 0f\QI dy.....,ic
dolll ItrUCI"''' was crumbling I II
tIboul, a-Ily in rINd of .. f ..... ingl

, . loc*l lik.
"'WI Iaw ...1
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8ot, ......... happened
10 me caol"? I'w-.
-... r.pid ,"_lions of
'dolll in my d.,. ..• bul 111". ,

hero of

the , ... IU .. Parity and I
..... 1 I, ......,it ounllvw
to 360City and visil YO\lI

FOld here eod tepe

lISt, Out Hero branches OUI of Tran li ..
OIdin, b•• k tOWlrd, hll ",$idenl loealion
Int metrOpOlis of 360 Cily ... whe", he
~ newer lnd UCater Idventu",s 10

t~"~.~,~.~,~!~~~;;:~
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Reader Survey

people's computers
Subscription Form

In the past year we've made many changes in People's Computers
in response to a survey of our readers. It's time again for your
input- -please complete the card below and return it as soon as
possible.

Please send me a one-year subscription to People 's Computers
magazine (published bi-monthly) for $8.

People's Computers' Survev

o Payment enclosed

1. I am interested in computers as a . ..

o
o

hobby

0 educator

0 computer professional

other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. My level of computer experience is ...
o zero
0 beginner
0 intermediate

o Bill me
o

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ __

commercial software development 0 household automation

o communications
0 household records, finances
o data bases
0 mail ing lists
o education
0 music
o games
0 scientific applications, analyses
o graphics, art
0 small business applications
o
handicapped people
0 word processing
o other ____________________________
___

In pass 1, t used the special
duplicating ability given me by
ludwig to make multiple copies
of myself ... to keep the Count
busy while I began pass 2!
In that pass, I incremented
myself to the top of the highest
tower and raised a special Transistorian
interrupt flag provided by the Monitor!

Master Charge

Card No _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8 Back Issues for $6 !

o

o
o

(Order now. Supplies are limited)
For just $6 you can get 8 back issues from Volumes 4 and 5 in
their original newspaper format. Buy our last three issues (new
magazine format) for still just $1 .50 each. An order card is below.
Highlights of these issues include:

noon-existent

o

o

7. Do you presently own a computer that works?
o ves
0 no
8. Do you plan to buy a home computer or additional home computer
equipment within the next 6 months?
ves
0 no

o

9. The highest level of education I've completed is:
o junior high
0 bachelor's
high school
0 master's
o junior college
0 Ph.D. or Professional

o

10. Mv.age group is:
o under 14
o 14 -18
11 . 1 am

o

male

Goodbye, old friend!
Perhaps some time in
the future Parity and I
shall transmit ourselves
to 360 City and visit you!

Soloworks Curriculum; Space Games Programs; Huntington
Project Simulations; Kids Building Computers; Electronic Projects for Musicians; Classroom Computer Games; PILOT;
Tiny PILOT; 6502 Assembly Programming; Pet ' Robots'; Games
Programs.

o
o
oo

PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS

o

4. My interests in using computers for education are .. .
o providing materials for family and friends
teaching kids under 10
o teaching kids 10·14
o teaching high school students
adults
o teaching
other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. I receive these computer publications:
Calculators/Computers
Byte
0 Computer Music Journal
o Kilobaud
Computer
0 Creative Computing
Personal Computing
ROM
0 Dr. Dobb's Journal
other ____________________________________
_

32

Visa/BankAmericard

.----------------------------------------------------------_.

I would like to see less of:

and since no refreshing could
take place during the interrupt,
the data structure finally gave way!

o

(Foreign rates available on page 2) 36

5. In future issues of People's Computers I would like to see more of:

It was on the verge of
dissipating on its own ...

o This is a renewal
(Please attach your label)

NAME

extensive

3. My main interests are in using computers for . . .

o

lere is the Hero of the ce lebrat io n? For
' the cycle. he is escorted about the town
ty . who o bviously has other th ings
nind .

o

19-30
31·50
Dover 50

o
o

female

12. Are you a subscriber to People's Computers?
o ves
0 no

(See back of card for magazine contents)

t--- ".--------------------------------------------------- -------

•••
•

i

Hero branches out of Transisback towards his residen t location
me tro polis of 360 City . .. whe re he
newer and greater adve n tu res 10

Back I ssue Order

••I
o

Send me 8 back issues of People's Computer Company's newspaper from
Volumes 4 and 5 for only $6.

o

Send me these quantities of back issues for $1.50 each:

_ _ VoI5,N06

_ _ Vo16, N02

_ _ VoI6, No I

_ _ Vo16, N03

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP'_ _ _ ____

o
o

Visa/BankAmericard
Master Charge

Card No _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NO. 756
MENLO PARK, CA

On her nt;I,d .

Tell me, F-Man .••
yO<! haYe seen what
• peaceful.low'cycle
place Tran.itoria i•.
couldn't YOU"av he ...
with u,? We would be happy
to hav& you m.k. this your
.... id.nt location ...

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Poet_g. Stamp Neceaury If Mailed In the United Stat••
Postage will be paid by

people's computers
1263 El Camino Real
BoxE
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Our most recent back issues in the new magazine format:
(Each issue contains one or more listings of games.)
Vol 6, No I: Home Computers for Beginners; l-80 PILOT; Tiny BASIC;
6502 Assembly Programming; Graphics; Women and Computers; game
program.

sign
A. long as thlr1l are compl.x
problem, to be solved, millenlIS'
to be met, doers of programmatic
evil to be confronted ... I mUll be
th ...e, to fitht for Truth, Aceuracy,
and the Algorithmic Wavl

Goodbye . old friendl
Perhaps some time in
the future Parity and I
$hall tran,mit ourselves
to 360 City Ind vi,it youl

Vol 6, No I: Heathkit Computers; Pet Robots; Do-it-yoursclfCAI in PILOT
and BASIC; 6502 Assembly Programming; Kids' Computer Books; HP.25
Programming; game programs.
Vol 6, No 2: The PET; Tiny Languages; Computer Networks; Tiny PILOT
Interpreter in BASIC; Microcomputers and Home Energy; game programs:
mini-Kalah, Sandpile.
Vol 6, No 3: PET Evaluation; Teaching Math with Oz Graphics; Biofeedback
and Microcomputers.

..

So. at last. Our Hero branche1 OIlt of Trwsistori •. heading back tow.rds hi . ... sident location
in Ihe 11"'"1 metropOlis of 360 City ... whe ... he
will have newer and greater adventu .... to
face.

""

-

When I was Ian lit Castlll Algol,
I noticed that itl 0/KlII dynamic
dati structure WHI crumbling ell
about. badly in ..-I of refreshingl

But Ihen. lhal's another episode ahoget!!e •. For
now. thou".,. this is

-

It WM on the verge of
diuipati"9 on its own ...
and since no refreshing COlI
!;Ike pl_ during the inte...
the data ,tructure finally III

Mail to:

people's computers back issues
1263 El Camino Real
Box E
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Please enclose payment with your order.

"
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covers the basic concepts clearly and at
a comfortably slow pace. He also includes
a good listing of computer stores, clubs
and publications which the novice will
find helpful.

REf/JEWS
TH E FIRST BOOK OF KIM
Jim Butterfield. Stan Ockers,
Eric Rehnke, edi tors

ORB, PO Box 311, Argonne, IL 60439
J 76 pp, S9.oo
11,e First Book of Kim , along with the
KIM Programming Manual are a must for
all KIM owners. I couple the two together

since:
• The

KIM

Programming Manual
comes with the KIM at purchase time.
• Tile First Book of Kim is predicated
on the fact that you are a KIM owner. It's
value is otherwise quile limited as almost
all the programs in the book depend
heavily on the KIM Monitor and use of
the KIM keyboard and display.

If you own some other 6502 compule r
and buy the book expecting to immediately make use of its games and programs,
you will be disappointed. 17,e First Book
of Kim is intended for KIM users. No
other use is implied by the authors or
editors. As its title clearly slates - this
is a KIM book. Don't expect it to work
miracles for other 6502 machines. If you
can rework the games and programs
contained in the book to run on a dif·
ferent machine, you are proficient
enough to write your own games and
don't need the book.
That's enough about what this book is
not. Let's hear about what it is. As I
said for openers, it is a MUST for KIM
owners - especially for those who have
recently purchased a KIM. The book is
dedicated to just such people. If you are
an old-time KIM user and belong to the
KIM /6 502 Users Group, you have
probably seen most of the games, programs, utilities, and hardware 'add on'
hints. Even for you , this book puts aU
these 'goodies' in one place, neatly
organized.
The individual programs in TFBOK were
contributed by various authors and
edited by stan Ockers, eric ReilOke, and
jim Butterfield. Does that sound like
ORB or is it just a coincidence? The
34
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heavy contributor is obviously Jim
Butterfield . I highly suspect that all
authors are members of the KIM·I
User's Group. The group's User Notes
is a great newsletter full of useful information. (P.O. Box 33077, North
Royalton, OH 44133)
The book opens with a section devoted
to KIM beginners explaining memory,
hexadecimal numbers, how to load, run
and step through a program, and testing
a program. Display ing vaJues and using
the keyboard through the monitor's
subroutines are also included. The
majo rity of programs contained in the
book use the monitor's subroutines with
great effect.
The second section, the heart of the
book, contains some 90 pages of 28
well-documented games and diversions.
The programs are arranged by title in
alphabet ical order so that they should
be easy to find when you want them. The
type is LARGE and EASY TO READ another good feature. or special importance is the complete documentation.

Should you buy the book?
• If you own, or are going to own, a
KIM , you MUST buy The First Book
of Kim. The authors are dedicated KIM
users and have intertwined every program
in the book with the KIM-! computer.
As you read through it I get the feeling
that the book is a part of the computer a peripheral, but still a necessary part.
The book is meant to be used.
• If you do not own a KIM and do not
plan to buy one, you probably cannot use
the book in its intended way. It may
give you some programming ideas; but
unless you know the KIM monitor, it
will prove frustrating - all those goodies
and no way to use them.
• If yo u don't own a KIM and you 00
buy the book, YOU ARE GOING TO
BUY A KIM just to use the book.
I like the idea of the cooperative approach
of the authors and editors. I like the idea
of publishing books designed fo r a specific
piece of hardware. While tllis limits its
immediate wide-spread appeal, it makes
the book much more practical and useful
than the generalities presented in many
'how to' books. This book is excellent
for its specific purpose.
Reviewed by Don Inman.

COMPUTERS, COMPUTERS,
COMPUTERS
D. Van Tassel, editor
Thomas Nelson, 1977, 192 pp, 16.95

Section three contains useful utility
programs for such things as relocating
programs, mini-monitor and mini-dis·
assembler, memory test, tape utilities,
sort, etc. The utilities look impressive.
Two sections on expanding the KlM and
interfacing it to the outside world com·
plete the book.

This is a collection of stories and verse
that have sometlling to do with computers. The quality, whiJe not spectacular, is
good. It made a pleasant afternoon's
reading and most of the pieces I had not
read before. But I wish the editor had
mentioned that 'That Dinkum Thinkum'
by Robert Heinlein, is essentially a short
excerpt from Heinlein's enjoyable book
The Mool! is a Harsh Misrress. I recom·
mend you read Computers, Computers,

Computers.
Reviewed by Eryk Vershen.

The microcomputer field is changing
so rapidly that many of the discussions
of specific hardware in White's book are
already out of date, but don't let this
put you off. No book can ·be up to date
in this field - you'll have to read the
magazines and newlelters for the latest
new product infomlation, and White's
book will give you enough. background to
understand much of what you'l read.

YOUR HOME COMPl./1"ER
by James White
Dymax, 1977,2 11 pp, S6.00
HOME COMPUTERS: 21 0 QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS
Volumes I and II : HARDWARE and
SOFTWARE
by Rich Didday
Dilithium Press, 1977
Vol 1 175 pp, 17.95
Vol II 150 PP. S6 .95
j've been teaching a class on microcomputers at McNeil Island penitentiary.
We started out with no hardware and a
class of students who knew nothing
about electronics or computers. It would
have been very difficult to make a success
out of such a class without good books
with illustrations and practical examples.
These three books are just what we
needed.
James White's book is written for the
person who wants to know why he or she
should buy a home computer, what one
is and how to choose one. The primary
emph asis of the book is on hardware
with many photographs and specific
examples of each type of hardware
discussed , but there is also a brief introduction to programming, enough so that
the reade r is left with some understanding
of what a program is and why it is important.
We found White's book to be a good
in troduction for the novice. The microcomputer field has a language of its own
which the novice must learn, and White

After reading White's book, my students
had a general idea of what a microcomputer is and they were familiar with
some of the language of the computer
field. Then we were ready to go into
some detail, to examine the architecture
of microcomputers and to learn how to
program them. Oidday's two volumes
proved very helpful at this stage.
Didday's volumes were produced by
editing the transcription of ten days
of conversation about microcomputer
hardware and software. There are lots of
illustrations, sketches, practical examples
and creative ideas. A few st udents found
the conversational fonnat odd at first,
but everyone ended up liking these
books.
Didday intended his books as an intro·
duction for the novice, and he does
define new technical teons as he uses
them, but he has packed a lot of information into two volumes, so I Ihink
many will rmd his books most useful if
an introductory book like White's is read
first. To give you an idea of the ground
he covers, here are some of his chapter
headings: 'Numbers, logic and building
blocks', -Getting into hardware', 'What's
it like 10 assemble a computer kit?',
'Some specific microprocessors', 'What's
it really like to program in machine and
assembly languages?', 'What 's it like to
program in Basic?', and 'What can you
really do with it and what can't you do
with it?'.

THE (:OMPUTER IN PSYCHOLOGY
Michael J. Apter, George Westby, editors
Wiley, 1973,309 pp, S18.95 (hardbound)
This book was written by members of
the department of psychology at Univer·
sity College, Cardiff. The first five
chapters deal with the use of computers
in the proceSSing of psychological data,
the on-line control of psychological
experiments, and the modelling of
behavior. Here the emphasis is on tech·
niques rather than applications. The
last five chapters describe some of the
applications to which the techniques
outlined in the first half of the book
have been put. Further reading is
suggested at the end of each chapter, and
an extensive bibliography is presented
following the last chapter.
Chapter I traces the development of calculating machines from primitive finger
counting through modern computers. The
second chapter is an introduction to programming. Chapter 3 examines the languages and software techniques available
for the control of on·line experiments.
Chapters 4·8 deal, respectively , with
the use of computers in on -line experiments , modelling of behavior, study of
the psychology of perception, and
applications in the psychology of
language. Chapter 9 reviews and gives
examples of the use of computers in
clinical psychology, not only for the
storage and retrieval of clinical data,
but for the automation of psychological
testing and interviewing in general, and
also the interpretation of clinical data.
The techniques of Computer-Assisted
Instruction are outlined in Chapter 10.
The book is very well written, easy to
follow, and provides a good introduction
to the applications of computers in the
various fields of psychology. It also
contains lots of ideas that could be
turned into worthwhile projects for
computer hobbyiSts.
Reviewed by Jim Day.

o

If you want to get started in micro·
computers, reading these three books
is a good beginning.
Reviewed by Tim Scully.
JAN-FEB
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COMAL: Structured BASIC

8¢rge R. Christensen Qlld his associates ill Denmark are among
the many people dissatisfied with BASIC, especially as Q tool
for teachers alld smdents. So they did something about it:
COMAL was the happy result.
It all started back in 1972 when we got a NOVA minicomputer here at the States Training College, Tonder, Denmark.
We started writing BASIC programmes like they did at most
schools where they were lucky enough 10 get a computer
:It that time. At first everything seemed just fine. BASIC is
easy to Jearn, and both the students and I wrote a lot of small
programmes - most of them with mathematical themes _
and they ran irreproachably. GraduaUy the programs grew
bigger and errors became more frequent. Very often I had to
sit for qUite some time to find out where a student had made
a mistake, and it began to irritate me that I often found it
difficult to read even relatively small programmes written in
BASIC.
I found two main reasons for that: variable names are much
too short to give any information about what they represent,
and the many COTO's make it difficult and time consuming
to identify the different tasks of a programme. Let's have
a look at the following simple example:
1)02170 IF 1"(1.00 THEil GOTO 131.00
1)0813 PRlIlT "YOU !1UST PAY " , Pi "DOLLAR
002190 OOTO 01..1.0
~H"(1 IRlllT "'IOU MUST PAY OIlCL
FEE ) ' , 1"+2, "DOLLRR"
ouo "'EM ('FEE uR rIO FEE THAT I~AS THE QI.JEST!OU')

As you can see, there are two alternatives. If P (price) is less
than 100, you have to pay a fee of 2 dollars to have your
order executed. If the price is 100 dollars or more, you don't
have to pay the fee. Now very often the GOTO in line 90 is
forgotten, and the larger the programme module between the
IF statement and the 'break point' grows, the greater the
risk that it is forgotten. Also I find it extremely stupid that
if the Boolean expression in the IF statement is tnle (e.g.
in line 70 if P is less than 1(0), you have to go somewhere
else (from line 70 to line 100) instead of executing the state.
ment or statements immediately following it. Looking for the
alternative immediately afterwards is the normal way of doing
that kind of job. And why must price be represented by a P,
36

or if you are generous PI , and not just PRICE? In large programmes with a lot of identifiers one is easily lost with the
non-mnemonic names ill a BASIC programme. Why can't
an algorithm like the one above simply be stated like this:
0070 IF PRICE> - 100 THEN DO
0080
PRWT " '>'OU MUST PAY ";PRI CE, " DOLLAR"
oege ELSE
' HOO
PlurH "YOU NUS T PAY ( INCL FEE) ",PRICE+2, "C>Ol.LAR"
0110 EtlDIF
' .F£E OR rIO FEE THAr WAS THE QUE ST!(orh)

in the very fine book by Keminghan and Plauger, TIle Elements of Programming Style, it says: 'Say what you mean,
simply and directly' and 'choose variable names that won't be
confused'. 1l1ese two simple and fundamental rules of pro·
gramming are impossible to apply with BASIC! On the other
hand, there must be indisputable good things in BASIC. since
it has become so popular and widespread. Personally, I would
not be without the interactive mode and the dynamiC editor
of a BASIC system. Also f /O statements are easy to use and
quite effective. And it certainly is easy to leam. I discussed
the program with some of my colleagues at the Institute of
Computer Science, University of Aarhus, and together with
one of them, Benedict L¢fstedt, J designed some extensions
of BASIC in order to have more readable and safer programmes. We use the algorithmic structures from the
programming language Pascal , defined by the Swiss professor
Niklaus Wirth. Pascal is a language of the Algol family, but it
is easier to use than Algol. I wanted our programming language
to be all extension of BASIC for two reasons: existing BASIC
programmes should still be running on our system, and - as
mentioned above - there are things in BASIC we would like
to use. After we had designed the extensions, two very tal.
ented students of mine. Knud Christensen and Per Christian.
sen, began to modify our BASIC interpreter (DGC's - Data
General Corporation's - Extended BASIC) and in th ree
months we had our first version running. We called it COMAL
(Common Algorithmic Language). Some people think I should
call it Structured BASIC. I don't care. Our project needed a
title: we gave it the one above.

to the point and demonstrate our language and the principles
of our extensions by means of an example. Please follow me.
I shall from now on refer to the program listing, which appears
on page 39. The programme has a heading, of course, with
some remarks on title, author, time, etc. (10- 130). The head
also includes some definitions and declarations (70 - 13Q). In
line 80 and line 130 you can Irace the first extensions of
BASIC. In COMAL you may use up to 8 characters in all
idemifier name. The first or these characters must be a letter,
the following may be letters or digits. As mentioned above,
this is one of the really important things, and it adds substan·
tially to the readibility of a program. The variables TRUE and
FALSE are used later on in Boolean expressions, and the two
pointer fUnctions are used for manipulation of strings. I'll
explain it all when we are ready for it. From line 130 you can
see that string variables are named according to the same rule
as numeric variables and that a S·sign is added as in BASIC to
identify the type. In LET statements you may have as many
assignments as tlte line width will take , individual assignments
being separated by a semicolon.
The next part of the program is the MONITOR (ISO - 420).
The body of the monitor is the interior of a REPEAT . . .
UNTIL loop. I would like to explain the structure of the monilor fint and then come back to REPEAT ... UNTIL loops
later on.
The monitor - and the whole program in fact - is controlled
from the INPUT statement in line 180 and the CASE structure
in lines 200 - 400. In this program, the CASE structure works
like this: CODES (1,2) is evaluated, i.e. the substring consisting of the two firstletlers of CODES, is picked out. The interpreter now looks at the associated WHEN statements (220,
250, 280, 310, 340, 370), to see whether the value (the sub·
string) is found after a WHEN or not. If the operator has
written, say SEARCH, the substring will be SE, which is
found after the WHEN in line 280. Now the lines between this
WHEN and the following WHEN will be executed. After that,
the interpreter goes on with the statement following imme·
diately after the ENDCASE. If the operator types STOP (or
STO or even ST) after the request in 180, lines 380 -390 will
of course be executed. If an illegal cOfJUlland, say SPT, is
entered, the altemative section , which is the one foIIowing
immediately after the CASE statement, is executed.
In general the CASE structure is described like this:

CASE elCpr OF

[-~o:]

WHEN 1i51,

[~~-J

and works like this:

The expr (which as usual means a constant, a variable or an
expression) is evaluated, and the interpreter starts looking for
the value in the lists following the WHEN's. If it is found, the
program section Pi between the actual WHEN and the
following WHEN (or ENDCASE) is executed. If not found , the
section Po between the CASE statement and the first WHEN
statement is executed. After that execution continues with
the statement following the ENDCASE.
The Ust j may include as many items as lite line width ~emljts
(this facility is not used in the sample program). The list may
also inelude expressions (arithmetic and Boolean), and if there
are any, they will be el'aiul1ted during the search. This gives
you some quite interesting possibilities. Just look at this. Further explanations should not be needed:

eeu
us.
Ubi
tl7.
&fat
U9f
lUI
.11e

t12.
'13.

IHPUl HTIIE HEHE~I: ~,x
CASE HOE OF
PRItH "HlE HEHElU IS 10101 IH ANY tlF HIE SETS"
UHE~ X:t,X:3,X:~,X:7,X:9

PRIHI "THE ELEHE~1 IS 1101 SEl A"
UHEN X)-If A~D H:8
PRINT "THE ELEMENT IS IN SET B"
UHEII X=18,X:2!,X"31,X"4S,X"5S,X)IS'
PRINT " Til( ElEIIENT IS IN SET C·
ENDCASE

lndented lines which emphasize the structure of the program
are automatically supplied by the interpreter on the listing.
I'll have more to say about Ulat later. CASE structures may be
nested to any depth.
In the monitor I've used the EXEC (execute) statement, too.
In line 240 it says: EXEC INCODES. This is a subroutine
call, and we may just as well go on at once to have a look
at the subroutine or procedure that is called. It's in lines
440 - 550, and it begins with the statement PROC INCODES
and ends with the statement ENDPROC INCODES. COMAL's
PROC differs from BASIC's COSUB in that a name is used
instead of a statement number and the extent of the sub.
routine is clearly shown. Procedures may call new procedures
until a depth of seven.

WHEN lin"

Now I won't tire you with a long theoretical explanation
about Niklaus Wirth's and E. W. Dijkstra's 'structured pro.
gramming' and 'algorithmic structures': instead I'll come right

ENOCASE

In lines 470 - 540 you find another COMAL structure,
WHILE ... ENDWHlLE, which defines a loop. It's very simple: as long as CODES is different from 'NONE', lines 480·

PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS
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530 will be repeatedly executed. The structure WHILE ...
ENDWHILE is shown in this flow-chart:

•

OO.ndENOWHILE

1.,..

We'll take it from the right to the left: MAIN$(FNA(I),FNB(I»
is the substring of MAINS including the characters pointed out
by FNA(J) and FNB(J) and all characters in between. If I is
equal 10, say 6, FNA(J) is equal to 26 and FNB(I) is equal to
30 . This is a trick we use to simulate an array of strings. We
simply "cut" a string into pieces all of equal length (defined
by the two pointer functions FNA and FNB). We expect to
have string arrays implemented in COMAL by the beginning
of 1978. We shall use the same conventions as in HP-3000
BASIC (ef People's Computers, Sept. Oct 1977, page 58).

A COMAL PROGRAM
(A run is on the next page)
UU

where p is a Boolean expression.
The IF ... ENDIF structure is best demonstrated in PROC
RUBOUT (780 . 920). Let's have a look at lines 830, 880,
and 910. Here we find the keywords IF, ELSE and ENDIF.
The whole thing is controlled by the statement:

IF FOUND THEN
in 830. FOUND is a variable, which is used as a Boolean
variable. It will be interpreted as true, if it has a non-zero
lIa/ue, and as fa/se, if it has a value of zero. This is nOI a
specific COMAL facility, but was already in the Extended
BASIC from DGC. If it has the value true , lines 840 - 870
will be executed, and if it has the value [alse , lines 890 - 900
will be executed. The structure of an IF . .. ELSE ... ENDIF
branching is demonstrated in this flow-chart :

Well, back to our assignment. When the substring of MAINS
has been picked out, it'll be compared to the value of CODES,
which is also a string. If it is the same string, the Boolean
expression has a value of false. If the expression is true,
FOUND is assigned a value of 1, and if the expression is/alse,
FOUND is assigned a value ofO. According to the conventions
mentioned above this will work whenever FOUND is used in a
test somewhere. As you can see, we have a nice piece of
Boolean algebra in COMAl, but I must admit that it is not
used very much by the students yet. The REPEAT ... UNTIL
in 1090 - 1120 lI1i~t just as well have terminated with:

UNTIL CODES=MAIN$(FNA(l),FNB(l)) OR I=MAX.
Most students wouJd do it like that, but then they would have
to add the statement:

IF CODE$=MAIN $(FNA(l),FNB(l))
THEN lET FOUND=TRUE

IF

. ELSE ... ENDlF , WHILE ... ENDWHILE ... and
REPEAT .. UNTIL may each and independently of each
other be nested to a depth of seven. So if you use them all
together with good old FOR ... NEXT, you may go down to
a depth of twenty -eight. So far. I have never seen that done.

The expression p may of course be any Boolean expression
(including Boolean constants and variables).
So far, I've not explained the REPEAT ... UNTIL. Let's look
at PROC HOUND (1080 - 1140). In lines 1090 and J 120
you'll find the REPEAT ... UNTIL delimiters. The structure
is the most self..explaining I know of, but nevertheless, here
is the relevant flow-chart:

p

fal ..

There are some interesting details in the body of the REPEAT
. . . UNTIL loop. First look at the statement in line 1110. It
says:

LET FOUNlF(CODES=MAlNS(FNA(I),FNB(I))).
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Any program written in rx;c Extended BASIC may be run
by our COMAl interpreter. This means that our library and all
the BASIC programs we might get from other sources can be
used with little change o r no changes at all. And if you have to
change them, it's nOI because of COMAL but because of
BASIC . As we all know, BASIC versions are not always com·
patible.
The indented lines supplied by the COMAL interpreter have
proved to be of greater importance than we had foreseen.
They work as a kind of 'global debugging' facility. Suppose
you forget to close an IF·branch with ENDIF. You can see
immediately from the listing that something is wrong, since
the statements do not 'close up' at the end of the listing. AJso,
and this is very important, students seem to become much
more conscious about structure, when they see it the COMALway.
We were also happy to learn that our structures are very useful
with computer-assisted instruction (CAl). We didn't plan it
that way, but they are. We were more concerned with the algorithmic and problem solving points of view when we designed
COMAl, but it appears that in particular the CASE structure
is extensively used by our colleagues who work with CAL
We've been using COMAL for almost two years now; I often
wonder why so many people are still satisfied with BASlC .
BASIC was OK back in 1967, but that was IO years ago! And
just look at the development of hardware since then . The mini

~E"

U2. RE II
UU H II
eeu REI(
U~I R£H
U6B HH
II}e REM
UB! LET
6e9' REM
eue fIEF
IIU [IE F

(*S IH ULATOR : fI LE Of ARTICLES_)
( oU RITHH fOR 'PEOPLES COHPUTER")
( oBY BeRGE R. CHRISTENSEN Al 'DATa' , 10NDEIi:, DENMARK*)
(oDATE OF THIS VERSION : OCT, 8. 1977_)
(, lAHGUAGE: COKAL 77 - RUN I!Y ~lOVA 12118*)

1/---- -- --- -- ----11
(oTUD ~OOLEAN CONSTAHTS : TRUE A~D FALSE ARE DEFINED.)
HUE"I; fALSE:'
( >TUD POIHlfR,UHClIONS : FNA AND FNB ARE OEFINED~)
FNA<X ):5 'X-~

fHb(x):S .X
e12' REN ( . HAINSTRING AND BUFFERSTRING ARE DECLARED.)
'13~ DI H KA!Nt (5e 8), CODE ' (S)
61H REI! 1/---------------11
1151 REM ('MONITOR. )
11U LET HAX"I
e176 REPEAT (.FILE IN USE*)
'18'
INPUT "ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH , DEUTE, SORT, SlOP : " , COOE $
PRIHT·
1191
.2U
CASE COfiE t O,2) Of
.2U
PRINT " NO SUCH TAS~ - IOU!!"
.228
UHEN " EN"
1231
REH (*E NHR CODES.)
e2U
EXEC INCOOES
.258
UHEN ·SU"
flU
REM <*J>RINTOUl OF SURVEY *)
.27e
EXEC SURVEY
128.
UHEII "SE~
. 291
REH (_LOOK FOR A GIVEH CODEa)
.311
EXEC 6ETCODE
8311
UHfN "DE"
1328
REM (.DELETE A CODE ' )
133.
EXEC RUBOUI
.348
IIHEN "SII~
'35'
RE" ('ALPHANUHERIC SORTING Of FILE')
13U
EXEC ALFASORI
.37.
UHEN "ST"
ene
REH (aTHAT'S ALL FOR 10DAY, FOLKS*)
839'
STOP
.~8t
ENOCASE
'~1' UNT IL FALSE
.42. ENO OF KONIIOR
e43' RE" 11---------------11
'44' PROC IN CODES
'4~'
REK ( 'TYPE IK NEil CODES. )
e~ 6 9
INPUT") " ,CODE'
.47.
UHILE CODE S<)" NONE " DO
848.
(XU AHAL YZE
'491
IF OJ( THEN
B5U
LET IIAINS=HA]NJ,COD£S
lSI'
LET HAX"HAX+l
IS2I
(NOH ('If CODE OK, THEN IT HAS NOU ~ EEN ENTERED * )
eSJf
INPUT " ) " , COOE t
ENDUHIL{
8541
es~. ENDPROC INCOOES
.56. RE" 11---------------11
IS71 PROe SURVE Y
8581
PRINT
.591
PRINT "HER[ IS YOUR LIST:"
.61'
pR INT
.611
fOR 1:1 TO "AX
.62.
PRINT HAIHt(FNA(IJ,FN~(ll )
B63f
HOT I

UU
f"kINT
U58 EHOPROC SURVEY
166' REK 11---------------11
U}8 f·ROe GETCOIIE
668e
LET 1:8
H91
I NPUT "UHICH CODE? ' , COI>£l
87U
DEC HOUND
1}1t
If fOUN~ THEN
en,
PRINT "THE UANTEII CODE HAS NO.·iADR ; ~IN THE fILE.~
nSE
e}u
PRINT " NO SUCH COliE IN YOUR fiLE!"
f}5 '
EHDIF ( oCODE OR HO CODE - TH~T YAS THE OUES1l0N.)
S}6e EHOf"ROC GETCODE
.}}' REK 11--------------_11
e78' PkOC RU~OUT
'79'
INPUT "YHICH CODE 15 GOING? • ,COOEt
'SII
LET I:'
e8lB
EXEC HOUND
.S2.
LEl LAS1:tENfI1AIN l )
tau If FOUND tHE N
.au
REtt (~OELETE THE CODE")
e85,
L[l PI~FNA(ADR)-I; P2:F IIB (ADR)+1
.au
lfT IIAIH$ ~HAlIH(I,PI),HAIN$(P2,LAST )
.878
LET IIAX:HAX-l
888.
ELSE
8S~'
~RINT "NO SUCH CODE IN YOUR FILEI"
.9t8
f"~INT
89lB
EHtlif (oCOOE OELETED OR NOT FOUNn~)
892. EHOPRoe RU~OUT
. 93e k[H 11---------------11
f9~f PRoe flLFASORT
S9~&
FOR 1"1 TO flAX-l
n61
FOR J=I t 1 TO HAX
897.
RE II PH THE i ' TH COOE COIIES fifTH THE J'TH CODE . )
.98.
IF HAlNHFNA(ll,fNJ(J)))KAfNHFNA(J),fNB:(J)) THE N
'99'
REI! (oSUAP IHE IYO COHS')
lue
LET CODE $"IIAIHl(FNA ( I ),FN8( 1 )
191.
LET HAINI(FNA(I),FNB(I»)"HAIN$ (fNA(J),FN8(J))
182.
LET KAIHHFNAU) , FHB(JI):COOE1
19l!
ENOIF (.SYAPf"lNG DONE.)
leu
NEXT J
19~'
NEXT I
1068 EHDPROt ALfASORT
187 1 REI! 11------------- - _11
1881 PROC HOUHD
1891
REPEAl ( 'LOO~ rOR CODE , UNtil FOUND OR NO MOkE CODES.)
llU
LET ):1+1
1111
LET FOUNP:(COIIE$"HAINI(FHA( I ),FNB(I)))
112.
UN TIL FOUHD OR I= IIAX
1131
l£T AOR:I
11~' EHOPROC HOUND
11~' kEH /1---------------11
116. PROC AHALYZE
1171 lfT OK"1RUE
1189
fOR 1:1 TO 3
119.
If CODEH1)<"A" DR "Z"<CODE IC IJ THEN LET OK"FALSE
12U
NEXT I
121'
FOR I:~ TO 5
122S
IF COOE t (1)("I" OR "9"<COOEstl) THEN LEl O~:FAtSE
1238
HEXT 1
12 H
IF HOT OK THEM PRINT "CODE IlLEnAL. IS HOT REGISTRED!"
12~e fN~P~OC ANALYZE
126e REK 11 ----- ----------11

'n,
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was just barely designed in 1967. Through the works of
Dijkstra, Wirth, Hoare and others, we know much more about
good programming languages now. Why is this knowledge not
used? It is my firm belief that most computers are underutilized due to insufficient software. And that goes especiaUy
for educational systems. Are we too easy for the computer
dealers?
By the way, a COMAL interpreter is not a huge affair as you
might think. We only had 10 add about 10 - 12% to the BASIC

interpreter to have COMAL running, and in the very near
future we hope to implement COMAL on a micro. With the
new micros we have a chance to have computers running even
in small schools; we expect that soon a lot of children will be
working with them. Are they going to have computers from
1977 with software based on principles from 1957? Would
you like to go to work every day in a car from 191O?
Honestly? And not just for fun? Using developmental speed as
the measure, it would be abom the same as using a 1977 computer with 1957 software.
0

vs

HERE IS YOUR LIST:
RUN OF THE COMAl PROGRAM

EHTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: EN
) AI1V~S
) OTH34
) RTY34
> UUU34
) TUN56
) BSA77
) BNU56
> NONE
ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SU

A!V45
BNU56
OTH34
RTY34
TUN 56
UUU34
ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: EH
) MU45
> UUR67
) RTYU-4
CODE ILLEGAL. IS NOT REGISTRED!
) NONE
ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SU

A POLEMICAL COMPARISON OF THE TWO
AS GENERAL·PURPOSE MICROPROCESSOR LANGUAGES

HERE IS YOUR LIST:
HERE IS YOUR LIST:

BY DAVID A MUNDIE

ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SO

A!V45
BHUS6
OTH34
RTY34
TUNS6
UUU34
HHU45
UUR67

ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SU

EHTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SO

Many of our readers have expressed
interest in learning more about Pascal.
Here, David Mundie's discourse explores
Pascal by contrasting it to BASIC. For
readers with a limited programming background we recommend reading the Pascal
listing on page 44 before beginning the
article. The object of the Mastermind.like
game is for the player to guess a randomly generated array of characters. The last
5 statements are the action part of the
program; the preceding statements are the
definition part.

A!V45
OTH34
RTY34
UUU34
TUN56
BSA77
BNU56

ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: SU
HERE IS YOUR LIST:
MV45
BHUS6
BSA77
OTH34
RTY34
TUN56
UUU34

HERE IS YOUR LIST:

EHTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: DE
UHICH CODE IS GOING' BSA77
EHTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT , STOP: SU
40
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A!V45
BHUS6
HHU45
OTH34
RTY34
TUNS6
UUR67
UUU34
ENTER, SURVEY, SEARCH, DELETE, SORT, STOP: 5T

The formal definition of Pascal is con·
tained in Pascal: User Manual and Report
by Kathleen Jensen and Niklaus Wirth,
published by Springer- Verlag, Berlin
1974. Ken Bowles' Introduction to
Computer
Science,
published
by
Springer. Verlag in late 1977, uses Pascal
as its teaching vehicle. Information on
implementations of Pascal may be
obtained through the Pascal Newsletter,
available from Andy Mickel, University
Computer Center, 227 Exp Engr, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455.

If someone were to propose that the out·
dated Z-8888 CPU be retained in preference to the newer, faster, and more
powerful 6868A, simply because every·
one was already familiar with the older
machine, his sanity would probably
be questioned. Yet when it comes to the
languages used on those machines, the
personal computing community seems
content to hobble along with a hopelessly
inadequate language whose only excuse
for existence is that it got there fi rst.
This contrast between our compulsiveness
with regards to machines and our fetish·
ism with regards to languages is surely
one of the more interesting psychological
aspects of the current computing scene.
Those with a vested interest in BASIC
would have us believe that the situation is
irreversible. I personally believe that the
market for BASIC is just about saturated,
and that if personal computing is to
attain its full potential, the many marginally interested members of the general
public will have to be won over with a
language more suited to their needs than
JAN. FEB
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BASIC. The casual user of the future will

demand a language that is simple, powerful, and logical; I am hopeful that he will
get it.

Be that as it may, now that microprocessor implementations of my favorite
language, Pascal, are becoming available.
I think the time has come to examine the
two languages side by side, anq what
follows is my contribution to such a comparison. r am a prototypical applications
programmer with no background in com·
puter science, so I shall not attempt to
propound the principles of structured
programing on which, to a large extent,

Pascal is based. Instead I shall concentrate
on an actual BASIC program and its

Pascal translation. I shall attempt to
demonstrate that Pascal, because it offers
an adequate repertoire of data types and
control structures, allows the programmer
to remain on a high level of algorithmic
abstraction, where he functions best,

BASIC PASCAL
DATA TYPES
integer
real
character (string)
boolean
defined scalar
STRUCTURING METHODS
array
~o'"

•
•

•
•

~,

file
pointer
OPERATORS
mixed arithmetic
integer division
modulus
exponentiation
Il!lational operators
set operators
logical operators
CONTROL STRUCTURES

;,

,,,

•
•
•

•

•
••
•
•

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•

whereas BASIC forces him to dirty his
hands with improvised tricks and clumsy
stopgaps. Pascal expresses algorithms
clearly and simply, while BASIC does its
best to obscure them altogether.
I could have made my task easier by
examining those features of Pascal which
have absolutely no equivalent in BASIC,
and which by themselves would justify
Pascal's adoption as a standard language:
its recursive procedures, for example, or
its superb data·structuring faci lities. But a
binary tree in BASIC, if feasible, would
be a painful thing to behold, so I have
restricted myself to only the simplest
uses of the simples of Pascal's constructs.
Furthermore, I could have chosen one of
the illegible, amorphous BASIC programs
which abound, because BASIC encour·
ages sloppy thinking. Instead, I have
chosen one which is carefully written.
This is, then, a 'worst possible case'
comparison as far as Pascal is concerned.
The sample programs are presented in
Listings 1 and 2. The fUnctioning of the
programs will be explained below under
'program structure'. It is not my inten'
tion to teach Pascal, but the following
points may be helpful to the BASIC
user seeing a Pascal program for the first
time. Readln(x) and writeln(x) are
roughly equivalent to INPUT X and
PRINT X - they are mnemonics for
'READ a liNe' and WRITE a liNe'
respectively. Statements are separated by
semicolons. Arrays are indexed using
square brackets. Type declarations are
mandatory for all variables. Chr and ord
are transfer functions; chr(3) returns the
third element in the character set usually the character 'c' - while ord('c')
returns the integer 3.
I shall compare the programs on nine
specific points.
1. IDENTIFIERS. I should think the

most refreshing aspect of Pascal for a
weary BASIC programmer would be its
OOile
Identifiers, which may be of any length.
repeat
Thus
the completely opaque 'T' and 'G'
goto
•
of the BASIC program become the much
SUBPROGRAMS
more transparent 'target' and 'guess';
recursion
•
this is absolutely essential if a program
local variables
•
is to be readable as an algorithm. I shall
parameters
•
not belabor the point, since I realize
that BASIC is at last moving towards
CHART 1. PlISCal vs. BASIC at a glance. The
longer variable names, but it should be
only featulll BASIC has that PlI$Cal doesn't
pointed out that in Pascal identifiers
is exponentiationl
name not just variables, but also proce·
,,~
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10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

DIM F(Sl,G(Sl,T(SI.HI18.3)
GOSUB 560
FOR X - OTDA
LETT(X)-INT(RND(R)·B)+1
NEXT X
FOR I - 1 TO A+B+1
FOR X .. OTOA
LETF(X)-O
NEXT X
LETF1"0
LETF2-0
INPUT V
IF V<>OTHEN 180
FOR X-I TO 1-1
PRINT H{X,O); "." ;H{X,lI; "-" ;H{X,2)
NEXT X
GOTO 120
IF V - I THEN 480
IFV "2 THEN670
LETTl-V
FORX"OTOA
LETG(X) - INTITl f( 10'-(A-X)))
LET Tl .. Tl-G{X)'(10 U (A-X))
IF G(X)<l THEN 260
IF G(X)<B+1 THEN 280
PRINT "BAD NUMBER IN"; V
GO TO 70
IF G(X)<>T(X) THEN 310
LET FIX)"1
LET Ft - F1+1
NEXT X
IF F1 - A+1 THEN 540
FORY "' OTOA
IF T{Y)" G(Y) THEN 420
FORX"OTOA
IF G(Y)<>T{X) THEN 410
IF FIX) - 1 THEN 410
LET F(X) - 1
LET F2 " F2+1
GO TO 420
NEXT X
NEXT Y
PRINTF1;",";F2
LET H{I,O) - Fl
LETH{I,1) - F2
LET H(I,2) - V
NEXT I
LET V-O
FORX - OTOA
LET V - V+T(X"ll0·'(A-X))
NEXT X
PRINT "ANSWER IS";V
GO TO 30
PRINT "YOU GUESSED IT"
GO TO 30
PRINT
PRINT" DIGITS& MAX VALUE"
INPUT A.B
LETA-A-l
RETURN
END

2.!:E.].!:2..!!! banba!i~:e (input , cutput) i
const maxnumch=10;

~axm~x=71i

!;:2!-token=.e~E.ls.~~ ~.!..:r:i!.};l[1 •• m5xnul1ch JE.i ehari
val"

targ(!t,gu~ss :t okl::!n;

hi,10 , ch:char;

oldg:~'!:''!:~.!ol1

••

I~tlx ' nax

of token;

i ,j, try,maxtri~s,black,llilliterrlumchar :inte ger;

olJb , oldw :.e~E.~~E !.!:r:!~[1 •• maxmax J~1 integer;
endoFround,endofgalne,wlnatch , bad : boolean;
ma tr.h e d :~!:.!:!~[ 1 •• ma xn u",c II] E.1 be e 1 ea n;
2.!:£E!E~.!:! newgamej
~!ii~ endofgane:=false;
i.E..!: i : =1 .!E. lOaxnunch.::!.2. target [ i ] :=1 I; guess:=target ;
writeln(1 10~ character? I ) ; rea01n(10);
l'.Iriteln ( 1 high character? 1); readln (hi)
:llr'~i:eln( 1 no. of characters? I); readln(numchar)
maxtries := nu~cl:ar+ord{hi)-ord(10)

!.Q.£;
£.!:E.E.!.::!~.!:! newround ;
~~.2i.Q endofround:=-ralse;

tar get [i] : = chI" ( 0 I" d ( 1 0

)

try := C: ..E.E.E. i:=1 !.2. nUI.lchar E.2.
+ t I" U n c ( ran do m (1 ) ;., ( 0 I" d ( hi) - 0 r c! ( 1 0 )

) ) )

!!!.£i
i.!:E.£!E~.!:!

cc~mand;

£.!:E.£~~~.!:!

tally{~~.!: i,color:integer):
matched[iJ :=true; color:=color+1 .£!!.£;
,£!.Qi.Q l!lriteln( 1 cOr:1lr.and? I ); read1n(ch); £.§.~~ cll E.1
Irl:!E.E. i:=1 .!E. try E£ writeln(oldofi ] ,lb l, oldl!J[i] ,l u l,oldg[i)
I q l: '£~£!.i~ writeln(1 answ~r is : I,tar gp.t); endcfround :=tr ue !.QE. ;
lSi
.£!ii.Q endofround:=true; endofgar:1e ::true !~E.;
IC I
~!£!.i~ i:=O; .!:!.E.!.§.! i:=i+1; read(guess (i]):
bad :=~E..! (guess [i]i~ po •• hi.]) ~!!.!i..l (i=numchar).2..!:(bad); readln;
i f bad ther. writeln(1 bad character l ) else if guess=target then
~£.2i..Q w-;::iteln{ 1 you guessed it! I ); end~f-;::~ u~d::::true
end else if try=~axtries then
~£~i~-~-;::it;ln(1 ~ou ape l~~t; answer is: I, target);endofround : =truc
end else
--~!i~.Q black:=O ; white:=O; try:=try +1;
for i:=1 to numchar do Inatched (i] :=fal se ;
fo-;:: i:=1 to numchar
i i guess [i] =target ri].!~!~ tally(i,bl<Jck)
for i:=1 to numchar EE. ~i guess[i]r.target[i].!.b.!!!
~!ii.Q j:=O: .!:!.E.!.§.! j:=j+1 ;
liImatch := (guess[i]=target[j]) !~E. (.QE.!{matched[J'));
if wmatch then tally(j , wl1ite) until (wmatch)or(j-nu~char)
e~d; writel~( 7- b I, blacl: , I UI I I wh i't;T-~ld g (tryJ := guess; oldb [ try ] :-black; oldw(trU ) := white
'£~.2i.Q

----

I2:

end
end
end
!~~;
£!ii~ neugame:
.!:~£!!.! neCJPound:
.!:!.E.~!! comnand ~~!~..l
~~!i..l endofgame

endofround

end.

Listing 1. This is II simple number-gulISSing
game of the Mastermind type.

'rae

arr.y,

Lilting 2. Thl. I. a
Pascal traMlation of lilting 1, u,ing
of ch"act~ r~h ... than int.v-rs. Notita
that tha algorithm for the .ntire prOVl'am it cootlrlned In JUIt the lut 'I.... lin. 0' the 11Jt1ng.. Following
t~itlonlll Pa.::.l practice, _rved word. have been underlinld.
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dures, functions, constants, and types,
so that, for example, 'GOSUB 560'
becomes 'newgame',
2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE, Another
major difference which immediately

strikes the eye is the difference in the
structure of the two programs. The

structure of the BAStC program is easy
to describe: it hasn't any, It is a simple
list of statements of equal value. It has
been shown time and time again that this
is bad news when it comes time to debug,
modify. document, or just plain under-

stand a program. In contrast, the Pascal
program is broken down into a number of
manageable parts which may be tested
and understood separately. The algorithm
for the program as a whole is found at the
very end, in five succinct lines:
begin newgame;
repeat newround;
repeat command until endofround
until endofgame
end.

It is difficult to imagine programming on
a higher level of algorithmic abstraction.
Even the complete programming novice
could intuit that 'newgame' initializes
certain game conditions, that 'newround'
starts a new round, that a round consists
of processing commands until the round
is over, and that rounds are played until
the game is over. Nothing in the BASIC
program gives so much as a hint of what
the overall pattern of the game is; instead,
the eye wanders aimlessly over the page,
desperately looking for a clue as to what
is going on.
By looking at the declaration part of the
Pascal program (broken down into canst
for constant, vaT for variable and type
declarations), then at each of the program's subroutines, we can fill in that
general algorithm with the details of its
operation. The object of the game is
for the player to guess an array of characters which the computer generates in
the procedure newround using a random
number generator. The procedure com·
mand prompts the player to enter one of
four possible commands by typing one
of the four letters's', 'q', 'r', or 'c'.
A Shop) command terminates the round
and the game immediately. A Q(uit}
command shows the player the answer
and terminates the round, while a
R(ecap) command shows the player his
previous guesses and how well they
scored, using the arrays oldg, oldb, and
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oldw. Lastly, a C(alculate) command
reads in a guess from the player, and
checks it for correctness; if the player has
exceeded the limit on the number of tries
(max tries) or has guessed the target exact·
ly, the round is terminated and a suitable
message displayed, otherwise the guess is
compared to the target and the player is
told how many correct characters he had
in the correct positions (black) and how
many in incorrect positions (white). The
procedure newgame, finally, specifies the
number of characters in the target and
guess (numchar), the range of acceptable
characters (10 to hil, and the maximum
number of tries allowed.
The movement from generality to detail
which we have just seen is called 'stepwise refinement' by the theoreticians, and
it makes a program easier to read because
at any step one need only consider those
details that are really necessary. Step-wise
refinement is possible because Pascal is
block-structured, which means that subprograms, like 'command' have the same
structure as programs. Without going into
detail, we may say that a block in Pascal
consists of a definition part, in which
constants, types, variables, and subprograms are defined, and an action part,
which contains the algorithm of the
block. Thus the five lines quoted above
constitute the action part of the main
program; everything else is its definition

"'rt.
3. DATA TYPES. Here's another example
of how Pascal allows the programmer to
think at a higher level of abstraction
than can his BASIC counterpart. Consider
the function of the array F in the BASIC
program. The elements of this array are
initialized to zero (line 80), then when·
ever a match between the target and the
guess is found, the appropriate element of
F is set to one. Later the array is used to
test whether a given element has already
been matched, by testing 'IF F(X) '" l'
at line 370. From this it should be clear
that on the algorithmic level, F(X) is
not a number at all: it is a Boolean variable taking on the values true and false.
Because BASIC lacks this data type, the
programmer has had to leave the algorithmic level and make do with integers, with
the result that the intent of his program
has become seriously disguised. One's
first expectation is that F(X) will count
something, and only a painstaking examination of the entire program reveals its
true function.

In contrast, Pascal provides a 800lean
type, so that the programmer can remain
on the more abstract level and simply
write 'matched!i]:= true', where the
intention of the statement is perfectly
transparent. An incidental advantage of
this is that each element of 'matched'
takes up just one bit of storage whereas
each element in 'F' takes up at least a
byte, probably more.
The type Boolean is one of Pascal's four
predefined scalar data types, the others
being integer, real, and character. In addition, it is possible to define new scalar
(i.e. ordered) types by listing their values,
as for example 'week = (mo, tu, we, th,
fr, sa, suI', thus providing for extremely
easy-to-read programs. These scalar types
are the fundamental building blocks from
which all structured types are derived.
4. STRUCTURING METHODS:
AR RAYS. Not only does BASIC fail
to provide one of the most important
basic data types, it also fails to provide
adequate means of structuring the types
it does have. To see this, let us look at
the arrays 'T' and 'G'. From a strictly
logical point of view, these are simply
arrays of characters. But in trying to
express this in his program, the BASIC
programmer ran up against the fact that
BASIC has no arrays of characters. Once
again, a makeshift solution has been
imposed on him: in this case, it is the
'integer' V which is read in and then
'unpacked' into its individual digits by
the tortured routine in lines 220 . 230,
then repacked in lines 490 - 510. This is
bad not just because it is awkward and
slow, but also because it completely
obscures what is going on.
Now Pascal also lacks arrays of characters
as a data type. But it does have the char·
acter as a basic data type, and the array
as a basic structuring method, so that the
definition of a type for the target is as
simple as saying:
token: packed array !1. .maxnumchj
of char.
This done, the type token may be used
just as any of the basic data types may
be: in assignment statements (target:=
guess), as parameters to su bprogram calls
(writeln(target)l.
in expressions (if
target = guess) and so on. Two inci·
dental advantages of the Pascal approach
are that the player is not restricted to

digits, and that the Pascal arrays take up
only a fraction of the space occupied
by their BASIC equivalents.
The newer kinds of BASIC with string
variables may answer this specific objection, but not my central point, which is
that in Pascal it is possible to define
any data type built out of the basic
units, whereas in
BASIC you must
take what you are offered.
This is perhaps the place to mention
that requiring an array to start at 0
(or at 1), with the resulting awkwardness
of line 590 where a variable is read in and
then immediately decremented by one,
seems barbaric to a Pascaler. In Pascal
arrays may have any number of dimen·
sions, and both bounds are chosen at will.
The array is only one of five basic struc·
tured types in Pascal. I shall discuss the
type set below, but the other three
(pointer, file, and record) are, as I men·
tioned above, so far beyond BASI C that
discussing them would be pure malice on
my part.
5. STRUCTURING METHODS: SETS.
For the sake of conciseness I have eliminated most error-checking from the two
programs, but suppose we wanted to
check that no illegal commands were
entered. If the commands were letters,
as in the Pascal program, checking them
in BASIC would entail the absurd:
100 IF C$ = "R" THEN 220
110 IF C$ '" "Q" THEN 220
120 IF C$ = "S" THEN 220
130 IFC$= "C"THEN 220
140 PRINT "ILLEGAL INPUT"
where each value must be tested separately. Pascal takes care of this with the
structured type set, whose utility goes
far beyond this simple example, and
which in fact allows set manipulation
in all its generality. The above test in
Pascal would be this simple:
if ch in ['r', 'q', 's', 'c') then ...
where in is the relational operator for
inclusion; program banbasic uses it to
check that the characters in the guess
are in the set [hi . .loJ. Thanks to this fea·
ture, it would be a trivial matter to
rewrite the Pascal program so that the
target and guess be composed of any set
of values, contiguous or not; for example,
to make it into a card game, one could
use the set ['0' .. '9', 'j', 'k', 'q']. In
BASIC this would require a completely
new program.

6. CONSTANTS. The second line of the
Pascal program defines two program constants. 'Maxnumch', for example, is set
to 10. This feature of Pascal allows for a
more abstract and therefore more meaningful program. Instead of seeing '10' in
the program and wondering 'Why to?',
one sees maxnumch and remembers that
it represents the maximum number of
characters in a token, whatever that num·
ber happens to be.
In addition, this
makes changing the value of maxnumch
throughout the program simply a matter
of changing one line. The BASIC pro·
grammer must either type '10' through·
out the program, in which case changing
its value becomes an ordeal, or else resort
to the illogical and wasteful expedient of
designing a variable which never varies.
Gone forever is the absurdity of a pi 'func·
tion' - one simply writes 'pi=3.1415927'
at the beginning of the program and
forgets about it after that.
7. CONTROL STRUCTURES: ASSIGN·
MENT AND CONDITIONAL ST ATEMENTS. We have seen how Pascal
outperforms BASIC at setting up meaningful data types. Now let us turn our attention to the other side of the coin, and see
how data is manipulated in the two
languages.
In Pascal as in BASIC the fundamental
kind of statement is of course the assignment statement. But where BASIC lacked
the courage to introduce a special symbol
for this all-important operation, using
instead the awkward LET and the
ambiguous equals sign, Pascal (like Algol)
dearly distinguishes between the assignment operator (:=:0) and the relational
operator (=).
To control program flow from one part
of a program to another, two kinds of
branching are essential. In the first, flow
is determined by the values (true or false)
of Boolean expressions such as 'X"'1'. In
both languages, this kind of branching is
achieved by the if statement, but the
Pascal version is far superior for two
reasons. For one thing, it has an else
clause which is so desirable it has begun
to show up in certain versions of BASIC.
But even more important, it is a much
more
natural
tool for expressing
algorithms because it groups statements
with the conditions for their execution,
rather than the reverse, as BASIC does.
Consider for example the following
program segment:
JAN-FEB
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100 IF X- ' THEN 400
200 LET Y- 456
300 GO TO 500
400 LET Y" 123
It is absurd to place the action to be
taken jf X equals 1 as far as possible from
the expression 'X.. ,' and instead place
alongside 'X - " the action that will be
taken precisely when X is not equal to ,.
This kind of thing is well and good for
machine languages, but it is not the way
we think and has no place in a high-level
language used to express our thinking in
machine-usable form. It makes far more
sense to do as Pascal does:
jf x=l then y:- 123 else y:=456
This is more readable as well as more
elegant.
The confusion in BASIC's control struc-

tures reaches catastrophic proportions
when we come to the second kind of
branching. where flow is determined not
by Boolean expressions, but by expressions which may take many different
values_ The particular course of action to
be taken depends on the value of the
expression.
Some versions of BASIC
provide a rudimentary version of this
feature in the computed GO TO statement
but the Pascal case statement is incomparably better for the following reasons.
First, any scalar tYpe except real may be
used as the case variable. In the sample
program the case statement in the proce·
dure command depends on the value of
the character ch. Second, the values
specified need not be contiguous. In our
example, the four values are 'r', 'q', 's',
and 'c', whereas in BASIC they could
only be the integers 1, 2, 3, and 4. This is
an inelegant approach often requiring
painful contortions. Third, as with the
if statement, Pascal groups statements
with the conditions for their execution,
while BASIC does not. Thus the state·
ment that will be executed if the
command is's' is the compound state·
ment:
begin endofround:"'true;
endofgame:-true end,
If the reader has any doubts as to whether
the Pascal version is superior, I would ask
him to look at the four commands in the
procedure command, then try to trace
the same flow of control in the BASIC
program given that it depends on the value
of V read in at line 120. !Hint: the BASIC
program fails to distinguish between data
and action, so that V is the player's guess
as well as his command.) I think that any
fair judge will have to admit that it is
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easier to follow the Pascal program than
to chase all over in the BASIC version.
Pascal's approach to program control is
made possible in large part by the
compound statement.
In Pascal any
sequence of statements may be made into
a $inQle compound statement simply by
bracketing it with the symbols begin and
end. This possibilitY of grouping statements into meaningful wholes contributes
to the structure of Pascal programs; in
fact, the action parts of Pascal blocks are
nothing more than compound statements.
Before leaving the subject of conditional
statements, I must mention BASIC's lack
of logical operators.
I am sure that
BASIC is already sufficiently embarrassed
at its deficiency in this area, so I shall
tactfully restrict myself to asking which is
clearer:
100 IF X=l THEN 500
200 IF '0=2 TH EN BOO
300 IF Z=l THEN 500
0'

if (x"' l1 or ((y<2) and (z= l))
then ... ?

8. CONTROL STRUCTURES: REPETITIVE STATEMENTS. In a high-level
language it is essential to provide ways to
repeat a given statement until certain end·
conditions are met. We may distinguish
three cases: (a) The statement is repeated
a specific number of t imes, no matter
what. (b) The statement isrepeated while
(as long as) a certain condition is true.
(c) The statement is repeated until a certain condition becomes true.
BASI C creates utter algorithm ic confusion
by providing only one control structure
for all three cases, namely the FOR statement. Thus a reader of the BASIC program would quite naturally expect the
loop starting at line 60 to be executed
A+B+l times, but this is wrong: it will
execute until either I=A+B+l orthe player
ends the round or the player ends the
game or the target has been guessed.
Once again, BASIC manages to camouflage completely the intended algorithm,
which is clearly case !c), not case (a).
This algorithm is perfectly expressed by
the Pascal version:
repeat command until endofround
where 'command' sets the Boolean
variable 'endofround' to true whenever
any of the foregoing conditions occurs.
Needless to ~ay, Pascal also supplies a
while statement for case (b).

9. PROCEDURES AND FUNCTIONS.
It would have been nice to conclude with
a point on which BASIC did almost as
well as Pascal, but unfortunately, BASIC
does very poorly with procedures and
Indeed, BASIC's miserable
functions.
handling of subprograms is probably the
single strongest argument in favor of
ditching the language altogether, whereas
Pascal's superb subroutine declaration
facilities are a continual source of delight.
Considerations of space prevent me from
doing more than list some major points of
comparison: (a) As already mentioned,
Pascal subprograms bear names, not num·
bers, making for self·explanatory pro·
grams. (b) In Pascal, subroutines may
have parameters, passed either by value or
by address; without this feature I am not
sure one should speak of subprograms at
all. The procedure tally is used to keep
track of both wh ite and black by passing
these two variables as parameters.
(c) Pascal functions can return any scalar
type or a pointer, not just numbers.
(d) Pascal 's block structure means that
subprograms may define local constants,
types, variables, and subprograms. An
example is the procedure tally, which is
local to the procedure command. This
means that storage may be allocated as
efficiently as possible, yet it is easy to
guard against unwanted side eHects.
(f) Machine language programs external
to the main program may be called.

IS BASIC EASY TO LEARN? We have
seen that Pascal out·performs BASIC
right down the line, and before conclud·
ing I would like to consider the oftrepeated advertisement that BASIC is an
easily learned language closely resembling
simple English. I think that even a casual
consideration of this statement will reveal
its falsity. As far as I know, two·character
names and GO TO statements have never
been elements of good English writing
style. 'And', 'not', and 'or' are surely
among the most common words in our
language. We do not say, 'If it rains then
400 go to the beach go to 500 400 stay
home', we say 'If it rains than stay home
else go to the beach'. We do not tell our
children to do their homework 999 times
when we mean they should do it until
they get it right. High·level languages
should be judged on the simplicity and
flexibilitY of their basic constructs, not
on how much they look like English, but
even on the latter score BASIC's claims
are pure advertising hype.

Is Pascal harder to learn than BASIC?
Frankly, I do not know. But of this I am
certain: a Pascal subset consisting only of
the four basic scalar types, the array as a
structuring method, the five control
structures and the subprogram facilities
would still put BASIC to shame, and
would be easier to learn than BASIC
because it would be more systematic and
more flexible. Even the 22 constructs of
the full language represent a trivial pedagogical burden given the power of the
language. Add to this the fact that in
learning Pascal one is learning to think
algorithmically and I think we need not
fear Pascal's being unsuited for beginning
programmers.
CONCLUSION. The radical difference
in design philosophy between Pascal and
BASIC was driven home to me recently
by an item in Kilobaud.
Some poor
BASIC programmer had, quite naturally,
felt the need to control program flow
depending on whether a 'y' or an 'n' were
input from the keyboard. Unable to do
this easily in BASIC, he was seriously
proposing a new statement of the form
ANSWER F 1, F2 which would brand to
Fl or F2 depending on what was input
from the keyboard. To a Pascaler, it is
difficult even to imagine that what in
Pascal amounts to a simple one-line
function declaration !function answer:
boolean; begin answer:- inputt:'y'; readln
end) should be in BASIC a question of
redefining the language itself, to be fought
out among the implementers and in the
halls of ANSI, the American National
Standards Institute.
BASIC offers an absolutely minimal set
of features and expects you either to
devise makeshift solutions or to design a
new version of the language when they
are not adequ!lte. No wonder there are so
many different versions of BASIC! Pascal
offers a somewhat wider selection, but
avoids the pitfall of trying to incorporate
every feature known to man, as PL/l
seems to. Instead of trying to foresee
every possible application which might
arise, Pascal's designers chose just those
features which allow the user to expand
the language himself to suit his needs. It
is this combination of power and simplicity which makes Pascal the perfect choice
for a standard microprocessor language.
BAN BASIC I
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VIDEO DISCS
(Continued from page IS)
this lest , the computer might call up
another simulation (more or less
complex , depending upon the studenl's
perfomlance), or a tenninal video
sequence, as dictated by the strategy of
the courseware developer. One significant
advantage to the teacher of this approach,
in addition to the obvious pedagogic
advantages, is the ease of use. Only a
single disc need be loaded, rather than a
computer program , asJide carousel, a film,
and an audio cassette, each separately, and
each into a different machine.
TIle possibilities for educational impact
with video·disc systems indicated in the
four items are very exciting-especially the interactive use with a computer.
It should be pointed out, however, that
the consumer video-disc player to be
offered for sale starting in late 1977 will
not have the capability to interact with a
compurer as indicated above. With that
player, fast forward and re verse are
executed under manual control. A videodisc player must become available which
can communicate directly with a
computer, telling the computer which
track it currently is reading, and accepting
a command from the computer telling
the player the next track to read. Philips
and MCA are wo rking independently on
players for the educational and industrial
(Ell) use rs. These units are a year or two
away , and are expected to cost in the
order of S I ,000-1 ,500 when they become
available. It is expected that these socalled El l players will have a local microprocessor and some local memory to
achieve the interactions described above.
The video-disc systems which have been
described above have great po tential for
education as stand·alone devices and as
part of an information-processing system
in conjunction with a computer. This
potential must remain latent until
educators are able to obtain video-disc
systems and are able to obtain access to
master systems to produce specialpurpose discs.
0
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AI,'""h" aka the Dragon, retired as
editor of this magazine (then a new$pllper
called People's Computer CompanyJover
a year ago. Since then he's spem lots of
rime with l..ids alld computen in classrooms. He's generaling oJ/d gathering lots
of ideas and in/omlation about how
compuren call be made fim for and
accessible to kids.

I could design languages forever, but
I'll quit here.
Bob Wallace
CoMind Design
PO Box 5415
Seallle, WA 98105
BOB ALBRECHT RESPONDS

In particular. Bob has decided a new

The APPLE computer has a choice of 16
colors. It also has a Tiny BASIC that is
unusually easy to teach to kids. Go to
your local computer store and try this
program on the APPLE.

programming language is needed. Dentlis

Allison,

Q

local computer consullam and

fong an active supporter of ours, agrees.

11,is is the third in a series all suggestiol/S
[or a 'tiny' language lor kids and those
who work with kids.

We encourage input from our readers,
especially those who work with kids,
whether or /lot you're a computer specialist.

We said we'd atlllOWlce a contest slmemre for our Tiny Language extravaganza
this issue, bllt we're not going to do SO
after 011. Reader partiCipation is just
beginning, alld it ~ too soon to tell if
there's enough interest /0 merit a comest.
l1wl /00, if we're really going to take
our time and do this thing right, we may
need to expand our collection of prizes
to colier a period as long as a couple of
yean to ensure we JUlIIe adequate time to
extensively test Ollr notiOI/s.
BOB WALLACE'S SUGG ESTI ONS

have some ideas for your new Tiny
Language. You mentioned having a
simple graphic capability; a real good
idea! One of the best graphics ideas
used for 'kid' languages is the turtle; see
Smalltalk, for example. One nice thing
about turtles is their relative nature: you
can write a 'turtle subroutine' to draw a
graphic shape, and later position it anywhere on the screen. You can even rotate
it. OK, since everything in this language
is a string, a turtle is a string, too. What
do we need to specify a turtle? Well, we
need:
I) The color. There are two ways to do
this: first, each turtle string can have a
letter to indicate the color; for now , perhaps 'L' for light and '0' for dark on
black and white sets. The other way to
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specify a color is to have a 'current
color', and change it as needed. I think
the latter might be more flexible.
2) The position. LeI's use the X and Y
position, starting at zero in the lower left
corner. This avoids negative numbers, and
we want to keep it simple. In the turtle
string, use a fIXed number of digits per
position, so parsing is simplified.
Examples might be '012/024' or
'060,030'. Three digits are enough for a
1,000 x 1,000 point display, but two
(J 00 x 100) would not be enough for
(say) the Polymorphic display.
3) The direction. This could be a number,
modulo'something, like 0 to 7 for 8 direc·
tions. Alternatives might be 0 to 3 or 0 to
IS, or compass pOints,like 'N' or 'SSW'.
Now we need some functions to make the
turtle do things. These functions will take
a turtle and a number as arguments, and
return an updated turtle. The MOVE
function will also make the turtle move
on the display. I'll define:
MOVE (TUR T LE, NUMBER) - moves the turtle a specified

number of
$Poces.
Tlo:RN (TURTLE, NUMBER) - turns the tunle
clockwise.
COLOR (TURTLE, LETTER) - changes the
color of the
turtl •.

For exanlple, let's draw a square:
(dark turtl. at (24,
64) points up)
(4 sides in a square)
FOR I - IT04
TR:- MOVE ITR,IS) (draw a side)
TR: "' TURN (TR,2)
(tum 90 degrHs)
(until finished)
NEXT

TR: - "0;024/064,0"

Some other ideas for the language:

I) Forget operator precedence. Calculators and APL get along fUle without it;
it adds a lot of processing code and time;
it complicates the language.
2) IF statement: Microsoft BASIC executes all statements to the right on the
same line if the test is true. FORTRAN
and C drop the THEN and just put the
relational test in parentheses. I suggest
a combination, IF followed by an expres·
sion in parentheses, followed by all
statements to execute if the expression is
true. ELSE clauses are handy but not
absolutely necessary. One other point:
I'm not sure whether 'false' should be
defmed as a null string or as a zero
numeric quantity (like '0' or '000').
3) Multiple statements per line are very
useful and easy to implement.
4) Besides the FOR ... NEXT loop,
include a LOOP ... EXIT ... REPEAT
construction. This will handle the WHILE
and UNTIL constructs of the structured
languages, and many othe r situations
besides. I suppose you'll need the GOTO
as well.
5) Make blanks significant between identifiers and keywords, but ignore them
elsewhere.
6) I hope at least two character identifiers (they could both be lellers) are
allowed. It's easy to allow identifiers of
any length, with only the first two significant. To simplify somewhat, make only
the first 2 letters of keywords Significant
also. This means the user can't have

variable names like 'FOO' since the first
2 leiters conflict with a keyword ('FOR').
I never use numbers in identifiers; perhaps not allowing identifiers like 'X I'
would simplify things.

7) The North Star BASIC string convention is pretty simple and flexible. Any
string can be followed by two numbers in
parentheses to define a substring; for
example, STRING (4,2) means characters 4 and 5 in STRING. A one·dimensional array of numbers can be easily
simulated with this, as well as the
Microsoft LEFTS and MlDS functions.
Since you have one-dimensional Siring
arrays, this gives you two-dimensional
numeric arrays, as well.
8) Subroutines (functions, procedures)
are important! Invoke them by an appearance of the name; try not to require a
'CALL' keyword , or parentheses following if the subroutine doesn't have any
arguments. 'COSUB line number' is the
single worst characteristic of BASIC. One
way to simplify is make every subroutine
a function (and every statement an
expression, for that matter). Use the
'RETURN (value), construction to leave
a function; it's much cleaner than assigning the value to the function nanle.
Local variables and recursion are nice,
but probably not necessary for a tiny
language. Since everything is a string,
arguments would probably be passed
as pointers to strings.
9) String space management does not
have to be complicated. Define a string as
a two byte length (alright, maybe one
byte), followed by the string. Just concatenate these all together in available

memory. Derme a string with an initial
byte zero as a free string. To find space
for a new string, start at the beginning of
the string space, and see if the fint string
is free and big enough. If it isn't free, go
to the next one (that's easy, add the
length to the current string space
pointer). If it's free but not long enough,
see if the following string is free; if it is,
coUapse the two free strings and try
again. Once you have a space long
enough, remember to make any extra
space into another free string. To free a
string, just zero the first byte. I coded
this in 8080 as part of another (not
completed) project, and the code wasn't
too long; 256 bytes very approximately.
10) For
easy
extensibility,
clean
structure, and so on, use the APL sub·
routine convention. This does limit you
to zero, one, and two argument funclions, but I don't think this is a serious
limitation for a tiny language. For
exanlple, let's do a SQUARE function
using turtles, in the APL convention:

10 REM COLOR RANDOM ART
20 COLOR .. RND(16)
30 X_RND(40):Y_RNO(40)
40 PLOT X, Y: GOTO 20

For infomlation on the APPLE, contact
APPLE Computer Company, 20863
Stevens Creek Blvd. , B3'(, Cupertino,
CA 95014.
Directions could be 'implied by' a
numeric keypad such as that used in the
DRAW program on page 18. Remember,
most kids will be using calculators at
home or at school, so the keypad will be
very familiar!
If we forget operator precedence, let's
use calculator arithmetic, not APL.
Kids will already be used to calculator
precedence.
The string conventions you suggest are
similar to HP2000 BASIC and Cromemco
BASIC. Suppose X is a one-dimensional
array. To get characters 4 and 5 of
X sub 3, we might write X(3:4,2).
The Z-80 with its Table Look Up and
Block Move instructions, will love your
suggestions about string space management.

$ TURTLE saUARE

S~ZE

TUT :" TURTLE
FORI - 1T04
TUT ;- TUT MOVE
SIZE
TUT :- TUT TURN 2
NEXT: RETURN TUT

(define 2·argu·
ment function)
(don't effeet original argument)
(draw four sides)

Idraw one liide)
hum 90 degrees)
lall finished,
leevel

In addition to string variables, should we
also have a small set of 16-bit numeric
variables? Perhaps A# through Z #?
Thanks, Bob. This is the kind of participation we are looking for.
The Dragon

JAN· FEB
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DENNIS ALLISON RESPONDS

I agree that graphics is an imponant part
(or should be) of any new Tiny Language.
The ideas in Small talk are really hard to
separate from their display. Incidenlally,
I prefer their syntax to the one you
suggest. Interested readers should look at
the article by Alan Kay in Sept. 77
Scientific American, the article by Kay
and Goldberg in the March 77 issue of
Computer Magazine, and at 'Personal
Dynamic Media' in Volume 4 Number 6
of People's Computers (then known as
People's Computer Company).
Operator precedence doesn't really
complicate the language or the processing
particularly. As a creature of habit, I
find I expect it. If we do give it up,
we'd best go all the way and adopt
APL's right-to -left evaluation to maintain consistency.
Else clauses are very handy if you want to
keep track of what is going on. The structured programming gurus would have us
believe that one should not write an if
without an else. 1 am in their camp.
incidentally, your BASIC orientation is
showing. There are other possibilites than
the line·based syntax which BASIC provides. (Look at C for example.) I think
the Microsoft IF is a cop·out. It is an
unobvious effect. An IF in the middle of
a line has a different effect on the program than if it appeared in some other
place. The language violates the rules
of locality independence.
Multiple statements per line presume that
you have lines as a significant language
construct. If you do, they are easy to
implement, but difficult to implement
without funny side effects. For example,
why must DATA statements be the
first statement of a mult istatement line,
why do GOSUB statements not return to
the next statement but the next num·
be red statement, etc.
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NEW RESOURCES FOR
TI NY LANGUAGE DESIGNERS
from the Dragon

I . Teaching Smal/talk by Adele
Goldberg and Alan Kay. Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center, 3333
Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA
94304.
An important resource for those
who would design computer
languages for children. I might even
say, an essential resource.

2. 'Getting Into Games', Personal
Computing, November/December,
1977, pages 85·89.
Perhaps the people who make video
games are making more progress
towards a usable language than the
personal computer manufacturcrs.
Also read the article, 'Tools or
Toys', by Jake Roamer - same
issue of Personal Computing, pages
83·84.

3. 'String Processing, Anyone?' by
Daniel Chester. In a recent issue of
Pn'nt-Out,
published
monthly
by the Central Texas Computer
Association, 508 Blueberry Hill,
Austin, TX 78745.
I haven't seen this one yet. II
describes a String Language (STL)
that provides some of the features
of LISP and SNO BOL and can be
implemented on a microcomputer.

Cannot agree more! looping constructs in
BASIC are abysmal. But , I'd like to see
nesting required to be static rather than
dynamic. For clarity, one should always
match FOR and NEXT.

Blanks should be significant in much the
same sense they are significant in English
text. They are to delimit the sequences
of characters which make up words. All
rational languages require this. FORTRAN and BASIC are in the other class.
Muhicharacter identifiers can certainly be
provided.
More important is some
mechanism for localizing identifiers and
for abstracting functions. What is needed
is some kind of procedure mechanism
with local variables. I expect recursion
would be supported.
Using North Star BASIC string convention is as good a convention as any. Using
indexes in the fashion of North Star does
violate Olle rule of language design-that
is, consistency of use. One has to interpret STRING (2, 4) differently than
ARRAY (2,4) though you are using the
same syntatic construct. It isn't pretty
or aesthetic.
Procedures are important. The CALL
keyword is indeed redundant and can be
eliminated.
TIle seemingly redundant
empty parentheses following a parameterless procedure call have several potential
justifications. First, they call attention to
the fact that a procedure is being invoked
rather than a variable.
Further, in
languages like C where the procedure
designator need not be a name but nlay
be a pointer-valued expression, the empty
argument list is necessary to distinguish
the call from a simple expression
evaluation.
Your string allocation scheme suffers
from two major problems. First, one has
to scan all the strings in order to find free
space. One would be better off keeping a
list of free space and require that the
mininlUm space allocated for strings is
adequate for the length and a pointer.
The real problem occurs when the system

has been running for a long time. The
tendency will be to generate many small
free blocks sprinkled through the memory
space. Eventually there will be no place
for a new string even though there is
adequate storage because no block of
contiguous storage is large enough. When
memory is dear, this problem is particularly acute. To solve it, one needs to have
some sort of compaction scheme. The
difficulty one then encounters is that all
references to all strings must be appro·
priately patched up.
The APL convention is not limiting in
APL because it allows vectors as arguments. In a tiny language it might be
acceptable, particularly if one allowed
pointers. One could then pass a pointer to
a list of arguments rather than the
arguments themselves.

Please have labels for the statements to
GO TO: line numbers don't carry much
meaning.
Leigh Janes
29B Robbins Lane
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
DENNtS ALLISON RESPONDS

Dennis
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LEIGH JANES' SUGGESTIONS

For Bob Albrecht and Dennis Allison:
only a tillY language? if your Dragon.
squeak turns out to be any good , won't
you eventually want to expand it into a
full Dragonroar? if so, wouldn't it be
better to plan Dragonroar with Dragon·
squeak as the first step?
One of the things I would like to see is
tlle syntax checker as part of the editor
so that errors of form are caught immediately. (In general, I'd like to be able to
use a single editor and call lhe appli.
cable language's syntax. checker as a
subroutine.)
There must
data than
ments. If I
provides a
(steal?) that

If you must abbreViate, please don't
use RND for 'random'-try RAND-RND
seems to have a bad habit of meaning
'round' to people. (Yes, I know one can
get accustomed to the idiosyncrasy-but
wouldn't you want to avoid as many idiosyncrasies as possible?) All abbreviations
should be chosen carefully. (SQR tends
to mean 'square'- why not SQRT for
'square roo!'?) Why would we want to
squeeze blanks out of a string? (Why only
blanks?)

be a better way to initialize
by READing OAT A state ·
remember correctly, Fortran
nice way-why not borrow
method?

Leigh,

We are arguing for spare , aesthetic, and
powerful Tiny Languages because we feel
that they provide the best vehicle for programming. A Tiny Language need not be
an unpowerful language; its universe of
discourse is simply more limited. Really
large languages, like PL/ I, are very very
difficult to design, implement, and use
because of the interaction between the
various language elements. Often, a
large language is really a small language
with lots of special-purpose bandages to
satisfy the whims of particular user
communities. Such languages have bun·
dies of special cases and lack much
internal consistency. All in all, we believe
small is beautiful in both languages and
economic systems.

It is nice to have syntax check at line·
entry-time. Many BASIC systems do this;
many others do not in the name of implementation ease and efficiency. Not all
errors can be caught here. Problems
related to the flow have to wait until the
whole program is ready to run. Others
must always be done at execution time;
divide by lero, for example, falls into this
category.
More
important,
syntax
checking at line-entry time seems to
require that the programming language
be line· oriented in the sense that each
line is a single functional unit in depen·
dent of all other lines. This rigid require.
ment makes it difficult to construct
meaningful control structures.

The data statement syntax in BASIC is,
well, yeach! It's as it is to make READ
and INPUT as much aljke as possible.
Many BASIC systems use the same code
for both with a slightly different get.
next·character subroutine. FORTRAN's
data initialization mechanism is straightforward , but is physically distinct from
the declaration. I prefer something like
the PL/I declaration which allows the
variable to be declared and initialized in
one fell swoop. Initialization is a fairly
complicated issue in language design.
How should it be handled in recursive
environments? Should it be read·only or
read-write?
Naming conventions for intrinsic func·
tions are now nearly traditional. I don't
share your problems with RND and SQR,
but then I am not wedded to their use.
In any reasonable system you should be
able to change the names to fit your
particular preference, but the choice
of names should not be a big issue. You
should be comfortable with changes of
notation.
Labels for GOTO's! Heavens, we'll solve
that easily enough. We won't have
GOTO's.
Dennis

JAN·FEB
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TODD VOROS' SUGGESTIONS
Ideas regarding design of a TINY LAN-

GUAGE FOR KIDS (T1LK),
I) Suggest you name your language TILK
if you don't already have a name.
2) When designing games, those based on
the concept of 'balanced randomness' arc
orten the mosl enjoyable. 'Balanced ran·
domness' simply means that random
events occur that both aid and hinder a
game player's efforts to achieve his goal,
but the total summation of the random
events is zero effect on the game. Thus,
over the span of the length of a game, say
10 positive events occur that help the
player (such as border expansion in
KINGOOM) then there should be approximately 10 negative events hindering the
player (such as theft in KINCOOM).
The ability to generate a random event
under the COIltrol of a known distribution
curve would be a worthwhile addition to
the capabilities of your version ofTILK.
A function, let's call it '%' should be
made available in TILK to perform this
service. It might work something like this:

simply sample some random character in 5) I dislike the idea of unconditional
an input buffer to use as a new seed. Of branching.
course, the next seed can be used to point
to a new location in the input buffer to LOOP, JF (logical exp) THEN (statement)
point to the next seed, and seeds do not ELSE (statement), and CALL are suffihave to be picked up on every input cient for solving any algorithm expressed
(again, let the random number generator with unconditional branching. Using nondecide that. . .) It should make for unconditional branching structure in a
variable games between different players program results in programs that are easier
to understand, easier to debug, and
of games ...
emphasize the structure to the problem
% will execute with a probability of to be solved, rather than the architecture
whatever xxx is specified after the %. of the computer system on which the
problem is implemented. If we train our
This can be used to bias games.
early machine users with good program·
3) TILK should warn the user when he ming habits, perhaps the future of
is running out of memory space .. .before computer software will be better and our
you get to typing the 2nd last line of marvelous tower of Babel won't be so high.
your program ...
TILK might be an ideal place to begin
4) As a Systems Programmer one of my with such a structure: A language with no
See my People's
major complaints has been (and is) that GOTO statement!!!
of insufficient detail paid to facilities to Compllfers article on SKETCHCODE that
aid the programmer in DEBUGGING will be published next issue.
HIS PROGRAMS. In a language like
T ILK, especially where inexperienced 6) Arrays, if you have them, should be
users will be trying to write working allocated dynamically, as they are in
programs, every effort should be made to DEC's FOCAL for the PDP-So See Proassist the user when things GO WRONG gramming Languages, Vol /I (published
by DEC).
Personally, I think T1LK
(and they will).
should avoid them, as they confuse
beginners.
In this area, I propose:
An option command • that will cause

TILK statemelllS to be typed as they are
executed.

%5:T ;WELL, YOU ARE LUCKY. YOU

GET AN EXTRA $5'
This would cause the statement after the
%xx to be executed approximately xx%
of the time (in this example, 5 limes for
every 100 passes) through the program.
%20 : statement
would cause statement to be executed
20 times out of every 100 calls. Note that
this does IIOt mean statemerll will be
executed every 20 calls to the % function.
Each time % is invoked, the probability
sample is based on a randOTn bell curve.
lllis is the technique used to generate
random events in KINGDOM.
The
LRAND function in the FORTRAN
version of KINGDOM can indicate a
simple method of implementing this type
of function. It seems to my way of think·
ing that this might be a desirable ability
for your language, especially since it is
fairly easy to implement. If generating
random numbers in TlLK is a problem,
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An option conmland $ thai will cause
TILK variables to be listed as they are
referenced and updated, and the state·
ments that are doing so.

The ability to detemline which statements
caused branches and which statements
were branched to. (perhaps only one or
two levels deep). nlis would allow 'wild
branches' to be traced quickly and easily.

7) TILK should support subroutines.
They could be involved by some special
character, say I, followed by digit 1-9. So
181identifies subroutine 8 and 18 invokes
it. Or some such scheme.
8) TILK should be able to remember
things ove r power off intervals. This
inlpJies a file system which should be very
simple to use.

Occurance of a second optioll command
would shut the option off again.

...
.. .
,,;

~/-.i!'

'1,

"'$xxxx
$xxxx'"

to receive the xxxxth string
from the 'memory'
to store the xxxxth string
into the 'memory'

Absolutely no mention of record lengths,

devices, etc. should be imposed on the
beginning user . . . only if he wants to
'remember' something, should he use the
S. S saves stuff, that's alL
Perhaps all variables (string, numeric)
should be stored on external storage?
[f one were to force the user to end his
session with BYE or some such command,
then everything could becheckpointed ...
Perhaps such a 'virtual' memory which
the user really isn't aware of would be
ideal for T1LK...
9) The

OZNAKJ

project

(Nov-Dec

People's Computen) suggests directions

of GRAPHICS fo r TILK. However, I feel
OZNAKl is too complex for TILK, but
might provide a beginning foundation for
a graphics subsection of TILK.
10) TILK. should detect infUlite loops and
stop them, if possible. This could be
done by using xxxx pseudo-instructions
executed without any keyboard input or
output.
Well gentlemen, that's all I have to say for
now. These highly opinionated viewpoints
are strictly my own, and any ideas you
derive from them you are welcome to use.

Keep up the good work- and bear in
mind my motto:
'Computers should work-not people!'
when dealing with programming languages
and systems (wish IBM had kept that in
mind when they wrote OS/36O JCL ..)
Todd L Voros
3721 W Juniper Court
Milwaukee, WI 53209
DENNIS ALLISON RESPONDS

Comments on these interesting ideas:

1) Maybe; any other suggestions?
2) An interesting idea for a games' Ian·
guage, but of limited usefulness in a
general purpose language. There is a close
similarity between these ideas Dijkstra's
Guarded Commellfs (see 'A Discipline of
Programming', Prentice Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ, 1976). Dijkstra's idea was to
preface each statement of a group of
statements with a 'guard' (local valued
expression). With no account of the
ordering, one of the statements inside the
group would be selected and executed
provided the guard were true; if the guard
were not true, another statement would
be selected until either all statements had
been tried or one statement successfully
executed. 11lis proposal is similar except
that it specifies a probability distribution.
3) I'm not sure why this is important.
Either the progranl will fit or it won't.
The thing to avoid is having a lack of
memory totally lock up the system so
that you cannot recover the (too large)
program to make it smaller.
4) TILK has unconditional branching!
It is traditional, but we have not yet
decided to include that 'feature'. A trace
mode and a monitor mode to simplify

debugging at execution time is a good
one. Occasional BASIC systems have
provided them.

As a programmer myself, I find that careful design and attention to detail when
the p rogram is generated provides more
return than any number of debugging
features.
5) Me too. I rather like the idea of a
single looping construct with an EXIT
statement which tenninates the innennost
loop. It's nice to see some of the
structured programming and software
engineering ideas filtering into personal
computing.
6) Data Structures are very, very impor·
tant. BASIC, FORTRAN, and FOCAL
(since you mention it) don't really have
them. They have arrays and scalars, but
they don't have ways of constructing
inhomogeneous objects and passing their
names about (references or pointers).
Dynamic allocation is certainly a nice and
useful feature, but that is only part of the
issue.
7) Gotta have procedures, with para·
meters and local name (variable) spaces.
But why frutz up the concept with a
yeach syntax. The usual functional nota·
tion, 'F(a, b, c)', is pretty well established.
If we go one better and define classes
(procedures and data structures bound
together to fonn manipulable objects),
we might allow introduction of infix,
prefIX, and postfIX operators.
8) File systems are important, but why
the proposed syntax? The APL workspace concept is rather nice and would be
the one I prefer. But the real problem is
the general lack of reasonable physical
storage devices.
9) Graphics are a must. A turtle-like
approach is simple and easily implemented. (A turtle is an object which will move
about the screen on command dragging or
holding a pen. Smart turtles may even
know about colors.)

,

-1
,I \

,1//1, . . .

The system could be accessed via a
function:

.'

10) How is TILK going to detect an
infinite-loop? Turing had something to
say about that (it's impossible in general).
Further. many of my programs have
apparently infinite loops.

o

Dennis
JAN· FEB
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A Careful Bull

I other. The robot must be able to correct
its course, to 'zero in' on the target. Of
:1:::;~:::: when the machine changes its
....
the correction is not likely to be
perfect; it may over-correct or encounter
more problems along the way. Ordinarily ,
a servomechanism is employed to make
up for imperfections in the rest of a
machine, to make the back·and-forth
corrections necessary to guide or position
a machine properly . The servo is precise,
in that it takes the machine to exactly the
right position, but it is not 'accura te',
necessarily: it does not follow a detailed
set of inst ructions to get to a target .

in the China Shop
A CHEAP A PPROACH TO THE MECHANICS OF ROBOTICS
BY ROBERT ROSSUM
This is the fim of a two -part series.
In our March -April issue the second part
will cover in detail the mechanics of
robot bui/ding. Additional background
material on designing a robot may be
found in R obert Rossum:S articles,
'Robots as Household Pels'( Vol 5, No 4)
and 'Pet Robots: New Capabilities'
( Vol 6. No 1).

The TUlme Rossum may be familiar to
science fiction fans - ;/ comes from the
Capek play. R.U.R. The play is com-

monly cited

QS

the source of the tenn

'robo t ' as it is commonly used ('R.U.R.'
stands for 'Rossum's Universal Robots')'
Members of the United Stafes Robotics

Society are using the family name
'Rassum ' as a k ind of collective pseudonym for their publications. Members who

prefer to be anonymous may pub/ish
through USRS under whatever 'RoSS/InIname' they reserve. 17/Us jar, half a dozen
names have been spoken for, e.g. ·S.A.
Rossum. ' 'D.I. Rosswn, ' and some jolks
whose real family name is Ranum have
been listed.
'Robert Rossum' wn·tes books, articles,
alld nOli-theatrical motioll pictures. He
hils spent most oj the past 20 years
workillg in research alld developmemal
laboraton·es.
We than k MITs for pen nissiofl to reprint
the figu res in the article from the Septem·
ber issue of Computer Notes.
Copyright on this article is held by the
United States Robotics Society, a nonprofit corporation devo ted to gathen'ng,
collating alld disseminating illjonl/arion
about robotics. For more information,
write USRS, P.O. Box 26484, Albuquerque, NM 87102.
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PART I
A robot that doesn't move? Not a very
satisfactory machine! It has been said
that the most interesting trung computers
ever do i~ blow hot air on your shoes
while they hum and soak up money. An
intelligent machine, however clever, lacks
chann if it just sils around like a bump
on a log. Perhaps part of the present
enthusiasm for robotics is a reaction to
this static perfonnance of our clever
machines. Roboticists almost universally
report their determination to construct
mobile systems.

Even the cute little wheeled systems
that experimenters set to snuffling
around their laboratories have no more
athletic prowess than is required to climb
over a doorsill or up 011 a rug without
stall ing or upsetting. Conventional mech·
anical systems are generally proving
unsatisfaclOry for devices that are intended to simulate the performance of
living things.

And the flaw in the simulation is [lot
chiefly the lack of intelligence. David
Heisennan, author of Build Your Own
Workillg Robor, has observed that rus
robots acquire behavioral characteristics
TIle ordinary roboticist is a good thinker- of living creatures, responding to their
upper, programmer, planner, and inno- environment in surprisingly complex
vator , but seldom a first-rate mechanical fashion. The fact that impresses rum most
engineer and master machinist. It's all is the simplicity of the circuitry involved.
very well to draw conceptual plans for A few basic sensory channels, simple
experimental mechanical systems, but reflexes, and a trifle of logic allow his
actual construction and modification of machines to behave like simple animals.
mechanical creatures is prohibitively It may be that the devices are intellecexpensive in time and cash. The mobile tually t rivial, but since they can move,
systems bu ilt by institutions and private displaying their characteristics overtly,
workers tend to be awkward , fragile, and can alter their perfonnance in
unstable, and uninteresting, as well as response to a changing environment, they
expensive.
Indeed, the interesting are interesting. Heiserman's mechanical
machines that rece ive national publicity systems are quite crude, but they do
tend to be anthropomorphic monsters. something.
A recently publicized system is over six
feet high and weighs several hundred If experimenters can develop cheap and
pounds. It perfonns some remarkable dirty mechanical systems that any clumsy
tricks unde r the remote control of its amate ur can build in his own garage, the
master, but looks mighty unstable on its apparent progress in ro botics may be sig.
small base . One has a queasy fee ling that nificant. The purpose of these short
if th is th ing dropped a wheel off the articles is to call atte ntion to a cheap, not
edge of a walkway, it would topple over, inexpensive, but ch eap mechanism that
crushing dog, child , mailman or Volks- may serve in a large number of robotics
wagen. TIle publicity arising from that applications. No detailed designs are
incident migh t not bring cheer to other offered, but roboticists will be able to
employ the basic principles of the system
roboticists.
without further elaboration here in print.
Copyright 1977 by the United States Robotics The trick is to shake off some convenSociety
tional notions that have obscured the
value of this old and familiar mechanism.

If your robot is equipped with sensors
and servos, it can use instructions more
like this: Move along the sidewalk to the
north without falling off the edge or
bumping signposts, until you detect
something that looks like a fireplug off
to the left, about 300 feet along the way.
Then move toward that hydrant until
you're six inches from it. Stop there.
Chances are good that the robot will go
precisely where you wan t it to go. Pr.ecision, not accuracy. The robot may be
constructed comple tely of lousy components, may not be able to tum accurately within five degrees, may be off by
three percent in its judgment of distance ,
but it will do what you wanl it to do.
Recall that living things are built entirely
of lousy, individually unreliable and
irregular components. Even the brain is
construc ted of stuff that couldn't meet
military specifications fo r purchasing,
regardless of actual performance.
Recall, too, that when an animal lifts
its foot, it does not usually have to swing
0
that foot clear around a 360 arc to re turn
it to its starting position. Feet move for·
ward and back, up and down. Tails move
to and fro. Muscles in living creatures are
paired. Your bicep pulls your forearm
up and your tricep pulls it back down.

In this electronic age, we think of
robotics mechanisms in tenns of electronically controlled servosystems, stepping
motors, and complicated, heavy gear
trains. Consider se rvos. Since no mechan·
ical system is perfectly accurate, we must
always provide a t rial-and-error system
that will let a free-moving device
accomplish its tasks in spite of imperfection. For example, if you set you r pet
robot on a course fo r the fire hydrant a
block away, you can be sure that the
critter will miss the fi replug unless it
knows one when it sees one, and can hunt
around as necessary to find the thing.
Just aiming straight from where you are
to the hydrant won't work, since irregularities in the pavement, uneven wear in
the robot's wheels and gears, bad aim, or
a dozen other problems will almost
inevit ably prevent the machine from
going directly from one place to the

The distinction between preciSion and
accuracy is important. If your robot is
accurate, you may give it instructions
such as: Move exactly north 315 feet,
5 inches. Then make a 90 0 turn , to the
0
left (not an 89 turn or a 91 0 turn, but a
0
90 turn) and move exactly 19 feel, 7
inches. Stop the re or you11 smash your
little lens on the knobby thing that is
sticking out of the hydrant.
What are the chances that you really know
exactly what the instructions should be,
and your robot can carry the instructions
out well enough to get within six inches
of the hydrant? Not very good, unless
you have an uncommonly well-made,
expensive machine (equipped with a
magnificent inertial guidance system, per·
haps) working in an environment that is
not very irregular. If there are cracks in
the Sidewalk, you're in t rouble.

Mechanical servomechanisms work with
paired motors, usually, pulling things first
one way, then the other, 'zeroing-in'.
The robbt builder is usually depressed by
the realization that almost everything in
his critter must be duplicated - all motors
matched, or anyway, reversible. One
common ploy is to make the motor pull
against a spring that returns a limb to
'nonnal' position afte r the mOlor moves
it.
Robot designers o rdinarily provide a
motor fo r an ann , a motor fo r a head, a
motor for wagging the tail and so on.
Sometimes a very complex, heavy, power.consuming gear system is used to accomplish all these func tions with a Single
motor.
But consider an alternative: the ancient
double windlass mechanism, about which
you can Jearn a great deal in handy refer·
ence manuals like encyclopedias (see
'windlass', 'capstan', or 'winch and windlass'). The virtues of the double windlass
for the roboticist are many.
JAN-FEB
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perform again
system ;s all ready
promptly when another control force is
applied to a lever. If you pull up on the
right end of Lever A now, Lever B will
its original matching
be returned
position - a sort of bicep/tricep action.

THE BASIC SYSTEM
The sequential figures show how a basic
system can be constructed. In Figure I,
the box with an 'M' on it is a motor;
Figure 2 illustrates a long shaft p rotruding
from the motor. A pair of pulleys is
placed on the shaft in Figure 3.
Above the shaft at some arbitrary dis·
tance is Lever A. pivoted at its center
(Figure 4). Below the shaft is Lever B,
also pivoted at its midpoint (Figure 5).
Our interest here is in getting Lever B to
do somethlng in particular when we move
Lever A.
In Figure 6 we connect Levers A and B
with Cords C J and C,. The cords are
wrapped loosely around the pulleys on
the shaft so that when the motor turns,
the pulleys just spin inside the loose cords
without affecting them and the levers.
Suppose, in Figure 7, that you take hold
of Lever A, tilting it upward at the left
end. That pulls Cord C J tight around its
pulley, though Cord C, remains loose
around its pulley. Here the mechanical
magic begins. As Cord C1 grips the pul.
ley, the force of the motor begins to pull
on the cord. Even it you Ii£! the end of
the lever very delicately with your fmger·
tips, the cord, hence also the end of
Lever B, will be pulled by the full force
of the motor. You need only keep a bit
of tension on the top part of that cord to
apply the motor's full force to the task of
Lifting up the end of Lever B.
If you pull the end of Lever A steadily up
to some particular position, the motor
will wind up the lower pari of Cord C,
until Lever B is cocked at the same angle
as Lever A. Then the cord will begin to
slip on the pulley, and the pulling force
of the motor will be relieved. You have
applied a small control force to the upper
lever, causing the motor's force to be
applied to the lower lever. In fact, a
weight of some Significance might be
hanging from that left end of Lever B.

8
Figure 1.

M

I

Notice that when Cord C J begins to slip,
C, is just on the point of growing tight.
When the action stops, the windings of
the two pulleys are just slightly loose, as
they were when the action began. The
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You've done two things - controlled the
position of Lever B by manipulating
Lever A, and multiplied the tiny control
force with the force of the motor. These
are both very important to the roboticist
who is hoping to control the limbs of a
mechanical creature.

The motor

I

I

MORE BASICS
Motor with shaft

Figu re 2.

You may choose to amplify your motion
as well as your control force.
Lever A

~

M

:::::J

"

Pulleys added to shaft

Figure 3.

I

ZS

I

f=

Figure 4.

I

Upper lever added

ZS

F
I

Figure 5.

I

lever

r.

V

I

lever B

Lower lever added

lever B

Cords C J and C2 added

The molOr here may be as large as you
application you have ;n
like fo,
mind. The control fo rce you apply to
Lever A may, in fact, be supplied by
another motor, since your robot will
probably employ ,n electrical system,
and turning power off and on in electr!·
straightforward
"I motors will b,
mailer. The control motor (see Figure
10) may be very small, both in physical
size and power. (The main motor may
steam powered,
even be gasoline
if you like, depending on your applica·
tion and your willingness for your robot
with
breathe ,,31 smoke ",d
the inte resting associated noises.)

,

0'

'0

10 Ib weight hanging from
Lever B

M

,h,

P

l ever B

The shaft may be flexible (Figure 12) so
that power can be transmitted from the
main motor to remote regions of the
robot in which it resides.

Figure 8.

If you now raise the left end of Lever A
the same distance you did before, the
force of the motor will be applied to
Lever B in the same way (see Figure 9).
The same length of cord will be drawn up
by the pulley, but the left end of Lever B
will be moved a greater distance. You
have multiplied both force and motion.

::J

M

"

1v~

lever A

Figure 6.

M

'"

the shaft, drawing power from the motor
at each pair of pulleys, your chances of
overloading the motor are very great.
But there's the beauty of the system
(well, one beauty among many) - it
works the wayan animal works. A real
animal seldom uses all of his muscles at
once. When you run, you may be using
your leg muscles in an extreme fashion,
but you are not simultaneously using
your neck and arm muscles to their
fullest extent. Chances are that you are
not simultaneously trying to bite through
a heavy bone. drawing a great deal of
energy in your jaw muscles.

The shaft from the main motor may be
equipped with numerous pairs of pulleys
(Figure II) so that power may be applied
at any point along the maft to any
chosen lever down below.

TI 1\ p

M

M
The weigh t shown in Figure 8 is far
heavier than you could lift with your
fingertip. The motor would do the lift·
ing, mUltiplying the control force greatly.

'0

In fact, your control motor might sensi·
bly be a reversible shaded·pole motor.
People who know about motors say that
a shaded·pole motor can be held in a
stalled condition indefinitely without
damage, and that's an advantage. (A
later article will discuss a mixed bag of
alternatives to control motors.) With
signals from your robot's brain, presum·
ably your personal computer, you can
move Lever B either way automatically ,
with appreciable force.

n"

lever A

Figure 7.

"

Both levers canted to same
angle

The pulleys on the shaft may be of differ·
ent sius (Figure 13) so that Lever B,
may be moved with a different amount of
power from that applied to B" and so
on down the line. Maybe you don't want
the robot to wag its tail with enough
force and speed to smash a chair leg. You
can control the speed and power of the
wag by choosing levers of appropriate
length and pulleys of appropriate diame·
ter.
A mailer of great importance arises at
this point in the discussion - the matter
of mared power. Obviously. there's a
limit to the number of pulleys you can
put on the shaft of a given motor. There's
a practical physical constraint of some
kind to balance your every wish. If you
tighten the cords at every point along

M

Figure 9.

Cords on Lever B now
attached appreciably closer
to the pivot than on Lever A

Shared power is a very significant factor
in the design of animals. You have a
certain amount of chemical energy stored
locally in your muscles. When you move
muscles, you consume some of that
available chemical energy. If you exert
the muscles greatly, you use up all that's
locally aVailable, and must eat more sugar
sent up from the liver. With great
exertion, you can develop a severe local
shortage of energy. Luckily, you seldom
exert all muscles at the same time, so
you don't develop a general deficit of
energy. (In fact, though, people do some·
times die of over-exertion. That's one of
the problems for people stuck in
blizzards. They tend to use up all of their
reserves, struggling through the snow,
then lie down to rest. Very bad. When
they quit moving, they quit pumping
new chemicals to their depleted muscles
fast enough. The cold and lack of energy
may be fatal. When a runner fmishes a
race, he keeps trotting for a bit, not only
out of respect for tradition, but because
a sudden cessation of activity could be
painful and dangerous.)
The analogy is not perfect, but it's pretty
good. This double windlass system
allows the energy of the main motor
to be shared by many functions in the
body of the robot. The average load on
the motor can be quite low, while large
amounts of energy are rapidly available
wherever needed. When separate motors
are used at all places where energy is
needed, those motors must be big enough
to supply all the energy that will ever be
needed from them. That means a lot of
extra weight is being dragged around all
the time, just in case a burst of energy
is needed at any point. The double
windlass system solves much of this
problem with a comparatively simple
simulation of the system Nature has been
using effectively for a long time.
JAN· FEB
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This is nol to complain of standard mechanical systems-there's much to be said
[0< the clever designs that competent
engineers have developed for robotic and
non·robotic mobile systems using modem
technology. However, cheapness is not a
fealure of standard mechanical systems,
nor can the average home craftsman cope
with the standard systems.

The double windlass system <on b<
assembled by the home experimenter
with a Tinkertoy outfit or an Erector Set.
The interested roboticist can work with
this system himself even before the
next art icle in this series is published in
the Mar.Apr issue.
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'For people. I don't want it to hurt anybody by accident, and I thought maybe
the cords would slip in case the machine
happened to be gripping somebody too
hard.'

'Ah. Well, you'l.l have to take care of that

>

/\1\

Figure 12. Flexible shaft with pul leys
along its snaking path

Lever

,

'Sorry. A machine is a machine. Build it
the way you want to build it. Maybe it
can learn to be careful.'

Lever A

~p

in the machine's logic. I suppose you
could build in
sensing circuit th"
makes it tum off when it hears a scream.'
That isn't the comfort I was looking for.'

<

Cz

IT

This article doesn'l treat the logic, the
brain, or the reflexes of a robol, though
some of those matters will be touched
upon later in the series. Instead, it offers
a cheap and dirty approach to making
robots do something interesting. If you
have been stewing in frustration over
your inability - fmandal or mental - to
build a working system to go with the
brains on your shelf, get busy with the
spools and Erector Set motors.
0

B

Figure 10. Control motor on Lever A

~

M
In Ihe discussions leading to this article
someone asked: 'Isn't there a real safety
factor in th, fact thai the cords will
slip on the pulleys if they are over·
loaded?'
'Oh, no. The cords will break before they
slip. TIlis is the kind of mechanism people
use to pull two or three miles of oil·drill
stem up OUI of wells. The windlass is
a powerful 1001. Why?'

.
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'Too strong for what?'

M

Control Motor

11

\1

AT THE

'Well, I guess I don't want the robot to
be too sirong.'

"

ct

II

"

'z

't

\1

Figure 11. Main motor shaft with more sets of pulleys

TIle pulleys can be empty thread spools
in the experimental system. When you get
around to bu ilding a rig that's meant
to last, you'll want to use metal, because
there's a lot of wear. Don't the cords
stretch? Sure, 'nd they'll have to be
tightened ollce in a while. So what! At
least you can figure out what's wrong and
fix it yourself. (And there will be many
maddening problems inherent in this
sySlem
in any other.) The whole
mechanism e,n b< quite sloppy. by
machinist's standards, 'nd still work.
Precision eQJl be achieved ill a sloppy
system without accllracy.
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Figure 13. Various sizes of pulleys on
the shaft
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

SOFTWARE
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

,,

~ ~ ~ ~

6800 TELEPHONE APPLICATIONS
Software Exchange, a newly formed
company, is developing a line of low cost
software for the computer hobbyist with
emphasis on the practical application for

the home computer.

Two telephone

A Mini·Manual (56) and a paper tape or
hex dump (S 17) will get you started on
TIM or KIM systems. A User's Manual,
104 pages of FCl..65E examples and fur·
ther documentation is available for S12.
The Exchange offers an expanding library
of programs (including a STAR TREK)
for FCL-65 and FCl..65E.
More infonnation and a list of other avail·
able software may be obtained by sending
S 1.00 to The 6502 Program Exchange,
2920 Moana, Reno, NV 89509.

application programs for the 6800 micro-

computer are now available. Each program
includes complete documentation, with
schematic diagrams and inSlfuctiolls.
1. 6800 automatic telephone dialer: $9.95
postpaid includes object code and
punched paper tape in Mikbug·
(ennat, and instructions for adapting
to other 6800 systems.
2. 6800 telephone answering device:
$4.95 postpaid includes assembly

iC

W. Bloomfield, MI 48033
• Mikbug is a registered trademark of
Motorola, Inc.

THE 6502 PROGRAM EXCHANGE
The 6502 Program Exchange has released
a number of new software packages fo r
6502 systems. These include an extended
version of thehigh.levellanguage FOCAL,
a 4K resident assembler, and an efficien t
Mini-Editor.
The new FOCAL is called FCL65E to
distinguish it from the FCL-65 previously
released. FCL65E (6.5K) offers 8 to. 9
digit accuracy, 8·level priority interrupt
handling, string variables and functions,
and greater flexib ility in its FOR, SET,
and 00 commands.
Complete crossassembly listings fo r TIM (SI000-S25F2)
and KIM (S2ooO-S35F2)can be purchased
for S35. Both FCL-6 5 and FCL65E now
have all their system dependent software
in a zero-page I/O block, allowing easy
conversion to other 6502 systems.
60
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** ** * *
NOTICE

MWP is extremely easy touse and includes
a comprehensive use r's manual with
The price is SI95
varied examples.
supplied on a diskette compatible with
MITS Disc Extended Basic. See your
computer dealer or contact The Software
Store, 706 Chippewa Square, Marquette,

iC

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

, ,
~ ~ ~

TIle Educulture effort represents the first
major entry of a publisher into the
educational software industry.
The
payment of standard advances and royal.
ties is expected to attract experienced,
qualified authors in a Cield not previously
noted for its monetary rewards. Educul·
lUre is the educational technology division
of the William C. Brown Company of
Dubuque, Iowa, a publisher of college
textbooks and other printed learning
materials.
For further details contact
Jon Bosak, Project Editor, Educulture
Inc., 3 184 'J' Airway Ave., Costa Mesa,
CA 92626, or phone (714) 75 I ·2113.

HARDWARE
,

~ ~

, 1

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

,

~

NEW LOW SPEED MODEM

We receive a large number of press
releases ellery day alld must limit
choices for publication to a very
few. Concise announcements stand
a much better chance of being
included than items which require
exte1lSive rewriting such as wordy
treatises or abbreviated lists of
products, specifications, or soft·
ware. And please, don't send us
stuff in all upper case: it drives our
typists up the wall.

M149855; (906) 228· 7622.

iC

* **

*

The Net Works announces their
TNW488 low speed Jllodem which
provides an interface between the IEEE
bus and Bell's Data Access Arrangement.
The modem is on an 8" x"" doublesided circuit board employing the Motorola MC 6860 modem chip and a UART.
It follows the standard of the Bell J03A
Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) modem.
Power supplies of +5, +12 and - 12 are
provided on card.

EDUCULTURE INTRODUCES

MICROCOMPUTER 'COURSEWARE'
The first wave of professionally-prepared
learning materials specifically for SJllall
stand·a1one computer systems is now in
preparation at Educulture, Inc., a
California-based educational publisher.
The programs, aimed primarily toward
secondary and post-secondary education,
include
comprehensive,
coordinated
series in mathematics, English, and the
sciences.

**

*

Mini Word Processing 2.0 (MWP) enables
the user to prepare letters, text and
mailing labels or envelopes. When used
for correspondence processing, MWP
allows name and address entries to be
coded with number of group codes and
document response codes. For example,
an inquiry might be coded with date and
inquiry type group codes and a specific
response letter body with selected para·
graph/phrase insertion document codes.
A fo llowup letter might be sent keyed
only on group codes.
MWP provides in-line editing and common
text/phrase insertions in the text
generation module. The letter and text
output modules provide text insert or
replacement, margin/page control and
page numbering. The MWP System is
driven by a Menu select routine with
seven processing modules.

iC

listing and object code. Compat ible
with any 6800 system.
Software Exchange, 268 1 Peterboro,

iC

iC

8080 WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM

storage, ..nd medium-resolution CRT
displays (S ' 2 X 512 to 720 X 1024
addressable points). Graphic capabilities,
which allow the use of pictures, diagrams,
and the special characters and symbols of
mathematics and science are included in
the programs.

As initially configured, the programs
are designed to run on machines with
32K bytes of random -access memory,
single-drive digital tape or flexible disk

The capabilities of the TNW488 include
software selected/enabled pulse dialing,
auto originate/answer and transm it break.
Also included are selectable baud rate
(up to 600, filter optimized for 300 bps),
long or short space disconnect and error
detection.
The assembled and tested
board sells for S225 with documentation
and the bare printed circuil board is
available with documentation for $60.
Contact: The Net Works, 5014 Narragan·
set No.6, San Diego, CA 92107; (714)

*

223·1176.

* *

SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
INTERFACE

IBM SELECFRIC PRINTER FOR
MICROCOMPlTfER OUTPUT
Micro Computer Devices has announced
the SELECTERM, a fully converted IBM
Selectric II Typewriter. The conversion to
a printer enables immediate use with any
microcomputer.

An interface board employing a scientific
calculator circuit for use by 8080, Z-BO,
6BOO and other microprocessor systems
has been made available by Mini Micro
Mart. The interface is to a powerful scien·
tific calculator chip produced by MOS
Technology, the 7529- 103; basic and
complex math functions can be done
with simple software and the absolute
minimum of system memory. TItis inexpensive boa rd permits the user to perfonn
math functions not provided for in many
of the BASIC and FORTRAN interpre·
ters and also provides fo r calculations to
a higher degree of precision.

Calculations utilizing interpreters or
compilers that would require BK to 16K
of memory can be done in under IK . The
user has available the functions of a fully
The SELECTERM may be connected programmable,
sophisticated 40-key
directly to either parallel or serial port, scientific calculator including trig funcwith all inputs at standard TTL level. No tions, inverse trig, logarithms, antiadditional software is required since all logarithms, exponentiation and factorials;
logic is an internal PROM. The SELEC· it directly supports two parentheses
TERM includes a special typing element levels. TIle user can take advantage of the
that produces all ASCII and full upper board's capabilit ies in three manners: it
and lower case alphanumeric characters. could be used to supplement the funcAlso included are tab command, back- tions of a small interpreter, as a standspace, vertical tab and bell.
alone finnware math package, or it could
be programmed to emulate the funct ions
Special features may be ordered including of a powerful, programmable calculator.
dual pitch, correcting feature, pin feed
platen in a choice of 13 sizes, and a noise Two versions of the board are available reduction feature. Any color that IBM the RM Series with a pin'OUI that
offers may be ordered.
matches the Motorola Exercisor bus and
which could be adapted readily to an
The SE LECTERM can be used as a In tel SBC BO/IO system and another ver·
typewriter since none of the typing sion is produced in a personal computing
capabilities have been affected by the S· IOO standard bus configuration. Soft·
conversion to a prin ler. Because the ware is included for both 8080 and 6800
SELECTERM has been approved by IBM, systems.
the typewriter warranty remains active,
and yearly service contrac ts may be TIuough the use of CMOS and 74LS IC's,
obtained from IBM. In addition, Micro the power requirements are less than
Computer Devices provides a separate 1/2 amp at +5V and 30 MILS at +I 2V.
factory warranty on the conversion The board is available in kit form at
package.
S99.95. For fu rther details, contact Mini
Micro Mart , 1618 James Street, Syracuse,
The SELECTERM may be purchased New York 13204, or phone (315) 422·
only through dealers, though OEM 4467.
inquiries are invited. Full price is $1650.
Contact your computer store dealer, or
write Micro Computer Devices, 960
E. Orangethorpe. Bldg. F, Anaheim, CA

92801. (714) 992·2270.
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NEW PROM PROGRAMMER
Oliver Audio Engineering now has a new
low cost series of piggyback PROM programmers. For example, the PP-2708/16
PROM Programmer plugs directly into
any 2708 or TMS-2716 memory socket.
The PROM to be programmed is placed
in the socket and the data is dumped over
the 8 lower address lines using OAE's proprietary
interface technique (pats.
pending). No additional power supplies
are required and all timing and control
sequences are handled by the programmer.
Only a short software routine is required,
and multiple programmers may be connected in parallel for gang programming.
Each unit comes complete with a OC to
DC switching regulator, 10 turn cernlet
trimmers for voltage and pulse width
alignment, and a zero insertion force
socket. TIle unit is packaged in a black
anodized aluminum case for table top
operation. A 5 fOOl flat ribbon cable
interconnects the programmer with the
read only PROM socket via a 24 pin
plug. Prices are $249 in kit fonn and
$295 assembled and tested. Contact
OAE, 676 West Wilson Ave., Glendale,
CA 9 1203, (213) 240-0080.
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TSC MULTI-USER SYSTEM
Technical Systems Consultants announces
the TSC Multi-User System. This system
allows 4 users to simultaneously use one
SWTPC 6800 microcomputer, all running
separate programs. TIle TSC Multi-User
Board is a 55-50 bus board containing
some required extra memory, interrupt
logic. and a few registers. The board is
designed to plug into one of the memory
slots on the bus. With the board installed,
simply load the BASIC cassette mcluded
with the board for a four user BASIC
system.
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Suggested retail price for the TSC-MultiUser Board Kit is $129.95. That includes
the Multi-User Board Kit with all parts,
IC sockets, diagnostics, and instructions.
Also included is a cassette and users
manual for a Four User Micro BASIC Plus.
Also available from TSC are two versions
of 8K BASIC specially adapted for the
TSC Multi-User System. One version
allows cassette save and load by each user,
entirely independent of the other user
activity. TIle second version supports the
new SWTPC Mini-Floppy system. With
this BASIC, each user can access the disc
drives for saving or loading programs.
The disc files may also be user password
protected. Both versions of BASIC will
allow the use of a SWfPC PR-40 printer
for program listing.
The system requirements are as follows:
I-SWTPC 6800 Micro Computer; 12K-32K
of memory (minimum recommended for
use with 8K BASIC and 4 users is 24K);
I-tenninal for each user; I-ACIA Board
for each user. To give you an idea of
total system price ranges, a minimum 2
user system with 12K of memory.
lenninals. and TSC Mulli-User System
will retail for around S 1,700. A fully
packed very powerful system, IIlcluding
32K of memory, dual disc drives. four
CT-64 terminals, 8K BASIC, PR-40
printer and interface, all ACIA boards,
and the TSC Multi-User System will
sell for under $4,800.
For further
infonnation contact: Technical Design
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 2574, West
Lafayette,lN 47906.
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DISKETIES
Manchester Equipment Co. carries diskettes for all of the following systems:
Shugart 800
Altair
Helios
OSl
Digital Systems
lmsai
Innovex

Shugart SA 400
Mini-Diskettes
North Star
Fortran IV
Smokey Signal
Metropolis

All diskettes are $3.75 each. Orders ac·
cepted only by payment accompanying
order; Bankamericard, Master Charge, and
COD OK. Add $2.00 for shipping and
handling. Manchester Equipment Co.,
Inc., 120 Bethpage Rd., Hicksville,
NY 11 80 1.
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COMPCON 78

HORIZON COMPUTER WITH BUILTIN DISK DRIVES
A complete microprocessor system with
integrated floppy disk memory is now
available from North Star Computers,
Inc. Called HORIZONtm, the system is
designed for business, educational and
personal applications. HORIZON is ready
for programming in extended disk BASIC
with the addition of a CRT or hard-copy
terminal. North Star BASIC includes
sequential and random disk nIes, fonnatted output, a line editor, strings, user
defined functions. and more.
The system is available in two models.
HORIZON-} ($1,599 kit; $1,899 assembled) includes a ZSOA processor, 16K
RAM, minifloppy disk and 12-slot S-IOO
motherboard with serial tenninal interface. The HORIZON-2 ($ 1,999 kit;
$2,349 assembled) includes a second
built-in disk drive.
TIle Z80A processor operates at 4MI-IZdouble the power of the 8080. The North
Star 16K RAM board lets the Z80A execute at full speed. HORIZON can load or
save a 10K byte disk program in less than
two seconds. Each diskette can store 90K
bytes; the motherboard is 5-100 compatible.
North Star also offers additional 5-100
boards including a hardware floating
point option at 1259 kit;S359 assembled,
and 16K RAM boards at $399 kit, $459
assembled, with optional parity check
and additional serial and parallel I/O
ports at $39 kit and $59 assembled. Delivery is 30 days on receipt of order. For
more details write: North Star Computers,
Inc., 2465 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA
94710. (415) 549-0858.

IEEE's COMPeON 78 will be held
Feb 27-Mar 2 at the Jack Tar Hotel
in San Francisco. A special evening
program consisting of exhibits and four
panel sessions will present a look at the
phenomenon of personal computing.
The panel sessions start at 7:00 PM and
cover topics such as Women's Contributions in Innovative Computer Applications (Monday), Robotics and Bionics
(Tuesday), Computer Magazines (Wednesday) and Computer Art and Music
(Thursday). From 5- 10 PM on Monday
through Wednesday attendees will be
able to get first hand experience of a
broad range of computer equipment. TIle
COMPCON 78 registration fee covers
attendance at all day time sessions and
all Personal Computing sessions and
exhibits; a $5 fee will enable individuals
to attend only the Personal Computing
sessions and exhibits. For more information on the Personal Computing sessions
contact organizers Alice Ahlgren, Marketing Manager, Cromemco, Inc, Mountain
View, CA (415) 964-7400 or Bob
Albrecht (415) 323-6117.
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USA·JAPAN COMPUTER
CONFERENCE
TIle third USA-Japan Computer Conference will be held October 10-12,1978 in
San Francisco. This marks the first time
this gathering is to be held on American
soil.
Papers are solicited on all aspects of
computing technology, including computer applications. Papers in the foml of
complete drafts should be submined to
the U.s. representatives of the Technical
Program Committee by March I. 1978.
Drafts should not exceed 5,000 words,
and abstracts not exceeding 150 words
should be included with submitted drafts.
Individuals planning to submit papers
should submit their material to: Prof.
Edward J. McCluskey, Digital System laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford,
CA 94305.
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NCC 78

ACM SIGPC

The 1978 National Computer Conference
will feature a Personal Computing Festival, to take place June 6 -8 at the
Disneyland Hotel complex in Anaheim,
CA. A special program of papers and
presentations relevant to personal computing will be presented. Both one-day and
three-day registrations will be available
for the Festival. Infonnation on NCC 78
may be obtained from AFIPS Headquarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, NJ
07645 or by calling (201) 391-9810.

The Association for Computing Machinery charte red a new Special Interest
Group on Personal Computing, SIGPC, at
the National Computer Conference in
June. SIGPC will be operated exclusively
for educational and scientific purposes in
the design and applications of computer
systems for personal uses. nus includes
personal computer systems for home,
clerical, small business, management and
recreational uses.
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PET OWNERS GROUP
I'm forming a PET owners group to exchange ideas and infonnation. I'm a
broker, particularly interested in financial
is
applications;
another
member
especially interested in assembly language
programming. Carl Martin. 2001 Bryan
Tower, Suite 3800, Dallas, TX 75201;
(214) 742-5750
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COURSE
A two-week course in the fundamentals
of digital electronics and microcomputer
interfacing will be held at Virginia Military Institute from July 17 through
July 29, 1978. For infonnation and registration forms write to: Dr Philip B Peters,
Depl. of PhYSiCS, VM I, Lexington, VA
24450.

To join SIGPC write to the Association
for ComputingMachinery,PQ Box 12105,
Church Street Station, New York, New
York 10249. The dues (which include a
subscri ption to the newsletter) are:
S5.00/year for Members, associates and
student members of the ACM (please
include ACM member number); $13.00/
year for non-ACM members.
For further infonnation on SIGPC programs, contact Or. Ponia Isaacson. The
Micro Store, 634 South Central Expressway. Richardson, TX, 75080; (214) 2311096.

COMPUTER CLUBS
The Minnesota Computer Society meets
the first Monday of each month at 7:30
p.m. at Brown Institute, 3123 E lake St,
Minneapolis, MN (urness announced
otherwise). For further information contact: Minnesota Computer Society. c/o
Jean Rice, Box 353 17, Minneapolis, MN
55435.

CONTU EXTENDED
House Bill H.R. 4836, to extend by seven
months the term of the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) was signed into
law by President J immy Carter on October
28, 1977, after having been passed by the
Senate on October 13,1977. Public Law
95-146 required that the Commission
submit its final report to the President
and the Congress on or before July 31,
1978, rather than on or before December
31, 1977. TIle Commission was continuing to hold meetings on the subject of
new uses of copyrighted works as late
as November - check with them for
meetings. Contact CONTU, Washington
D.C. 20558; telephone (202) 557-0996.

Compute r Amateurs of South Jersey
meet at 7:30 p.m. the last Tuesday of
each month at the National Park Municipal Building, 7 S Grove Ave, National
Park, NJ . For additional infonnation call
(609) 541-1010 0' (609) 541-8296.
Boston Computer Society meetings are
held the fourth Wednesday of each
month, except July, at the Commonwealth School, J 5 1 Commonwealth Ave,
Boston. They start at 7:00 p.m. and usually run till 10:00. For further information contact The Boston Computer Society, 17 Chestnut St, Boston, MA 02108;
(617)227-1399.
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